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Chairman's Message

After a very successful first conference in August 2014, I again welcome
you to the second National Conference of Ganga Institute of Technology
and Management, on Emerging Trends in Engineering, Management and
Science, NCRIEMS – 2014.

The NCETEMS – 2015 provides a forum for the discussion of advances in
recent research in the field of Engineering, Management and Science. Here,
Specialists from Industry, Institutes and other reputed organizations can
exchange updated experiences with each other in their relevant areas.

I am glad to announce that this time we have collaborated with The International Journal of Engineering,
Research and Technology, a reputed journal with good impact factor.

The National Conference provides possibilities for Scientists, Researchers, Scholars and young Engineers and
Managers to meet the leading specialists in their area. The leading specialists have the possibilities to give their
knowledge and experience to young beginning generation of future specialists. The aim of NCRIEMS - 2014 is
to bring together experts in Engineering and Management as well as basic and Applied Science interested in
ongoing research in the field.

There is a hope that the Conference Proceedings will serve as a comprehensive compilation of the present
knowledge and experience and will be used by engineers, managers, designers and operators who are concerned
with the subjects presented at the National Conference NCRETEMS - 2015.

On behalf of the Executive Committee of NCETEMS - 2015, I wish to thank all the authors, invited lecturers,
session chairman, National coordinators and numerous others who helped to shape the content of this
conference. I should like to thank Dr. Aman Aggarwal, Director  & Patron NCRIEMS - 2014 and Mr. Kamal
Kumar Ranga, Coordinator [RSD Cell] & Convener NCRIEMS - 2014 from the bottom of my heart, whose
administrative and organizational works were the prerequisite for a successful conference.

Thank you for joining me at this momentous occasion. Enjoy the Prague, take and give knowledge. Join us
again in Future.

Dr. Sushil Kumar Gupta
Chairman [Pawan Ganga Education Society]
Chief- Patron - NCETEMS - 2015





Director’s Message

With the GRAND SUCCESS of our First National Conference
NCRIEMS - 2014, I would like to invite you to our campus Ganga
Institute of Technology and Management for our Second National
Conference. The theme for the conference is Emerging Trends in
Engineering, Management and Science. The conference comes at a time
when the country's development has been a subject of much debate and
discussion in various forums.

I am glad to announce that this time we have collaborated with The
International Journal of Engineering, Research and Technology, a
reputed journal with good impact factor The papers of this journal is indexed in number of popular journal
providers like Google Scholars, DOAJ  and many more etc.

The conference provides the right platform to take this debate further and even find plausible solutions. In
today's volatile world, it is no doubt a challenge to conquer the world. However, using innovative technologies
and skills we can help manage the pace with occurring needs of world.

Innovation is a crucial bridge which connects the past trends and technologies to future by bringing certainty in
these uncertain times. I expect the conference to throw more light on this subject and help practitioners stay in
touch with developments and thus stay ahead of the curve.

Our conferences have drawn visionaries, industry leaders, policy-makers, thought leaders, and project
management champions. We have made , all efforts to make it an enriching experience for you to meet delegate
expectations in terms of the quality of speakers and discussions, as well as knowledge sharing and networking
opportunities.

I'm sure that the learning's from the conference coupled with the fresh ideas, enthusiasm and vision of the hosts,
will make this conference a wonderful experience for all the attendees.

I would like to thank Dr. Sushil Kumar Gupta, Chairman [Pawan Ganga Education society] and Chief –
Parton NCRIEMS – 2014 for his clear vision and full support for conference. I would also like to mention the
contribution of Mr. Kamal Kumar Ranga Coordinator [RSD Cell] and Convener NCRIEMS – 2014 for his
efforts in compiling everything required for the conference with utmost priority and dedication.

I encourage you to check it for updates about the conference in the weeks ahead, and most importantly, I look
forward to seeing you at the conference.

Dr. Aman Aggarwal
Director [Ganga Institute of Technology and Management0
Patron- NCETEMS – 2015





Convener’s Message

Season's Greetings and Welcome to the National Conference – NCETEMS – 2015.

Before starting, First I would like to congratulate you all for the GRAND SUCCESS of our First National
Conference NCRIEMS – 2014. This would not have been possible without your support.

Global developments projects in today's environment always bring new challenges and new opportunities. The
key is "perspective" and how to overcome sheer competition while maintaining highest ethical standards and
changing customer requirements. Be it our professional or personal life, we are living and practicing in
uncertain times.

Our theme for this National Conference this year is "Emerging Trends in Engineering, Management and
Science". More precisely, how to discover certainty in this uncertain world, is only by matching our pace with
the current technological world. The key to success for this is to stay win pace with current TRENDS. What
makes these emerging trends so valuable and unique, is We, all practitioners create and built something which
has not been seen earlier. The feeling of accomplishment is so strong that it allows us to overcome most of the
hurdles with certainty, while planning, executing, and delivering in time. However during uncertain times, there
are always some gaps which are unidentified, unnoticed and forces us to step back and think for a moment. It is
true that these uncertain times provide more opportunities to explore avenues to optimize our performance and
align same with organizational strategy. These gaps could be, but not limited to: keep maintaining highest
ethical principles and practices, keep financial resources flowing, and observe all risks very precisely for the
entire duration of each project.

Our objective is to provide you an opportunity to:

 Listen to some of the eminent speakers and personalities from the different walks of the society

 Keynote addresses by an array of National & International thought leaders

 Sharing and Tracking advanced knowledge through Technical papers and Case studies

 Enriching panel discussions with industry experts

 Sharing most valuable perspectives and best practices used by industry experts / leaders around the globe

 Discover, learn, and share valuable knowledge and experience from peers

 Network and get plenty of professional contacts

We hope to see you at the conference as we are certain the discussions, knowledge-sharing, and networking that
the conference offers will live up to your expectations and help you grow in the profession.

Block your calendar for the power packed days of the conference. Stay
tuned to this page for more details and Updates about the conference in the
weeks ahead.

Cheers!

Er. Kamal Kumar Ranga
Assistant Professor [ Computer Science & Engineering Department]
Coordinator [Resource Development Cell]
Convener – NCETEMS - 2015





About

The Pawan Ganga Education Society (PGES)

The Society is founded by The Chairman Dr. Sushil Kumar Gupta is running Ganga Group of Institutions
spread in the states of Delhi, Haryana and Punjab. The Group has 3 Technical Institutions, 1 Education
College and 8 standard schools catering to developmental needs of children from Kindergarten to Post
Graduate. The Ganga Group of Institutions is perfectly professional and focused as it should be in this age.
The GGI is all set to achieve the status of imparting the world class education in every discipline.

THE INSTITUTE

Ganga Institute of Technology and Management (GITAM) has been established by Pawan Ganga
Educational Society, with a pivotal aim to take quality education to the door steps of far flung rural and urban
masses of the country. The institute is duly approved by AICTE and Affiliated to Maharshi Dayanand
University, Rohtak, Haryana. GITAM has been treading the path of rapid development as per a neatly
charted action plan since its inception in 2008.

GITAM Vision

We wish to be an outstanding institution in India catering to diverse disciplines of
professional education blended with moral and professional ethics.

GITAM Mission

We all at GITAM are focused at and dedicated to attaining a status of an outstanding
Technological University in India.

GITAM Quality Policy

To accomplish the VISION, we GITAMites shall consciously adhere to policies.





RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CELL

The cell is coordinated by Er. Kamal Kumar Ranga, Assistant Professor (Computer Science &
Engineering Department). He has been working with the institute since 2008, the very starting of the institute
and has been actively making all possible efforts to make the institute as top rated institute of INDIA.

RSD (Resource Development Cell) is the most important assets of GITAM. This cell focuses on most
valuable asset for any institution i.e. FACULTY. We are dedicated to enhance the quality of Faculty of the
institute. Because, a quality faculty can only bring quality in students and quality students can only bring
quality into their work and are more focused in innovation and this finally brings quality in the organization
they work in and thus finally this quality brings pride to NATION.

We keep organizing workshops, In house seminars, conferences and other quality improving activities
throughout year. We also motivate faculty to participate and present their research work in reputed journals
around the world by providing all possible support.

The common activities carried out by Resource Development Cell involve:

1. Faculty Development Programs.
2. IIT Virtual Labs Nodal Centre.
3. NITTTR Remote Centre.
4. Workshops from Reputed Organizations i.e. NIIT, HCL, CETPA, CMS etc..
5. Conference.
6. Product Testing Services.
7. Consultancy Services.
8. Collaborations.





NCETEMS – 2015

The National Conference on Emerging Trends in Engineering, Management and Science [NCETEMS 2015] is
organized by Resource Development Cell of Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana,
Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA. This is our second National Conference after a GRAND SUCCESS of First national
Conference. The NCETEMS provides a platform for premiere gathering of Academicians, Scientists,
Researchers, Engineers, Planners, Managers, Policy Makers, Technologists, Innovators, Students and others
interested to share their ideas for future innovations and provide solutions to some of the major technological

problems arising in current technological World across globe.

Aim of NCETESM – 2015

The major objective of the conference is to provide a platform and an opportunity to Academicians, Scientists,
Researchers, Engineers, Planners, Managers, Policy Makers, Technologists, Innovators, Students and others
interested to present their ideas, findings and solutions to major technical problems and have intellectual
deliberations on emerging technologies.

 To bring together practitioners and scientists so that by focusing on the recent innovations emerging
trends in computational and theoretical c h a l l e n ge s efforts can be made to narrow down the gaps.

 To provide a forum for exchange of ideas and insights by m a t h e m a t i c i a n s , m a t h e m a t i c a l s c i e
n t i s t s , a nd researchers.

 To share fresh perspective on problem-solving in current research areas in Mathematical Sciences.

 To present various computational and practical modeling approaches in the areas of health,
education, finance, environment, engineering, commerce and industry.

To promote networking opportunities among experts in various disciplines of Mathematical Sciences.





Editorial

It is with pleasure that I present the full papers of the National Conference on Emerging Trends in Engineering,
Management and Science [NCETEMS – 2015]. Each paper represents a substantial contribution to the
advancement of the world through innovative technologies. The work presented here is all about innovation in
all its defined forms.

Current trends in research practice are towards a greater focus on recent innovations in the field of Engineering,
Management and Science. Authors here has presented Models of work using various technologies that respond
to Industrial, Managerial, Medical, Engineering, Scientific and Research demands of current trending world.
This proceeding presents as one of the significant challenges affecting those that work in this space at various
stages starting from research scholar to a researcher. Within this overarching challenge of research based
practice, current models of work is challenged by the changing and somewhat unknown demands of emerging
new world.

Within these proceedings there presents an interesting mix of papers attempting to unpack the experiences of
various students, Researchers, Faculty and Industry people that shows their interests and impact that their work
can do on society. Based on the work done by authors and  their learning experience whiles writing the papers
has had broadened their views and approaches of learning and finding; as well as those that consider the
benefits and challenges, of the ever changing world, experiences an urgent need to document, research and
develop various innovative prototypes for betterment of society and world. Within the proceedings there are
presented papers that present case studies of practices which respond directly to this challenge. These papers
have developed models which may be translated across various institutions.

I would also like to acknowledge the contribution made by Ms. Gurpreet Bhatia & Ms. Upasna Setia
(Assistant Professor) & Mr. Dheeraj (Lecturer, Computer Science & Engineering Department) who ably
assisted me in following up paper reviews, checking amendments, completing final edits of draft papers and
compiling these proceedings. Without her assistance this task would have been far too great to have achieved in
time.

Enjoy reading these proceedings and I hope that they contribute further to the advancement of innovative ideas
around world  and responding to the challenges of this space.

Er. Kamal Kumar Ranga
Assistant Professor & Coordinator (Resource Development Cell)
Convener [NCETEMS-2015] and Editor - in - Chief
Email: kamal.ranga@gmail.com

***NOTE: Although we have tried our best to get the unpublished work, still in case, if any such
issue is found then only author is to be blamed. I, we (Ganga Institute of Technology and
Management) or the Publisher is not to be blamed. for same.
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Abstract: Although scientists and technicians have long been
fascinated with the idea of replicating technology, it was not until
the 1980s that the concept of 3D printing really began to be taken
seriously. In 1982 , the first published account of a printed solid
model was made by Hideo Kodama of Nagoya Municipal Industrial
Research Institute. However, the man most often credited with
inventing the language of 'modern' 3D printer is Charles W. Hull,
who first patented the term 'stereolithography' (defined as "system
for generating three-dimensional objects by creating a cross-
sectional pattern of the object to be formed") in 1984. The term
additive manufacturing refers to technologies that create objects
through a sequential layering process. Objects that are
manufactured additively can be used anywhere throughout the
product life cycle, from pre-production (i.e. rapid prototyping) to
full-scale production (i.e. rapid manufacturing), in addition to
tooling applications and post-production customization.

In manufacturing, and machining in particular, subtractive
methods are typically coined as traditional methods. The very term
subtractive manufacturing is a retronym developed in recent years to
distinguish it from newer additive manufacturing techniques.
Although fabrication has included methods that are essentially
"additive" for centuries (such as joining plates, sheets, forgings, and
rolled work via riveting, screwing, forge welding, or newer kinds of
welding), it did not include the information technology component
of model-based definition. Machining (generating exact shapes with
high precision) has typically been subtractive, from filing and
turning to milling and grinding.

1. INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing or 3D printing is a process of making a
three-dimensional solid object of virtually any shape from a
digital model. 3D printing is achieved using an additive process,
where successive layers of material are laid down in different
shapes. 3D printing is also considered distinct from traditional
machining techniques, which mostly rely on the removal of
material by methods such as cutting or drilling (subtractive
processes).

A materials printer usually performs 3D printing processes using
digital technology. The first working 3D printer was created in
1984 by Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corp. Since the start of the
21st century there has been a large growth in the sales of these
machines, and their price has dropped substantially. According to
Wohlers Associates, a consultancy, the market for 3D printers
and services was worth $2.2 billion worldwide in 2012, up 29%
from 2011.

The 3D printing technology is used for both prototyping and
distributed manufacturing with applications in architecture,
construction (AEC), industrial design, automotive, aerospace,
military, engineering, civil engineering, dental and medical
industries, biotech (human tissue replacement), fashion,
footwear, jewelry, eyewear, education, geographic information
systems, food, and many other fields. It has been speculated  that
3D printing may become a mass market item because open
source 3D printing can easily offset their capital costs by

enabling consumers to avoid costs associated with purchasing
common household objects.

2.General principles

Figure 1. 3D model slicing.

Modeling :Additive manufacturing takes virtual blueprints from
computer aided design (CAD) or animation modeling software
and "slices" them into digital cross-sections for the machine to
successively use as a guideline for printing. Depending on the
machine used, material or a binding material is deposited on the
build bed or platform until material/binder layering is complete
and the final 3D model has been "printed."

A standard data interface between CAD software and the
machines is the STL file format. An STL file approximates the
shape of a part or assembly using triangular facets. Smaller facets
produce a higher quality surface. PLY is a scanner generated
input file format, and VRML (or WRL) files are often used as
input for 3D printing technologies that are able to print in full
color.

Printing: To perform a print, the machine reads the design from
an .stl file and lays down successive layers of liquid, powder,
paper or sheet material to build the model from a series of cross
sections. These layers, which correspond to the virtual cross
sections from the CAD model, are joined or automatically fused
to create the final shape. The primary advantage of this technique
is its ability to create almost any shape or geometric feature.

Printer resolution describes layer thickness and X-Y resolution in
dpi (dots per inch), or micrometers. Typical layer thickness is
around 100 micrometers (µm), although some machines such as
the Objet Connex series and 3D Systems' ProJet series can print
layers as thin as 16 µm. X-Y resolution is comparable to that of
laser printers. The particles (3D dots) are around 50 to 100 µm in
diameter.

Construction of a model with contemporary methods can take
anywhere from several hours to several days, depending on the
method used and the size and complexity of the model. Additive
systems can typically reduce this time to a few hours, although it
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varies widely depending on the type of machine used and the size
and number of models being produced simultaneously.

Traditional techniques like injection molding can be less
expensive for manufacturing polymer products in high quantities,
but additive manufacturing can be faster, more flexible and less
expensive when producing relatively small quantities of parts.
3D printers give designers and concept development teams the
ability to produce parts and concept models using a desktop size
printer.

Finishing : Though the printer-produced resolution is sufficient
for many applications, printing a slightly oversized version of the
desired object in standard resolution, and then removing material
with a higher-resolution subtractive process can achieve greater
precision.

Some additive manufacturing techniques are capable of using
multiple materials in the course of constructing parts. Some are
able to print in multiple colors and color combinations
simultaneously. Some also utilize supports when building.
Supports are removable or dissolvable upon completion of the
print, and are used to support overhanging features during
construction.

Additive processes:

Figure 2.Rapid prototyping worldwide 2001

Figure 3: The Audi RSQ was made with rapid prototyping
industrial KUKA robots.

Several different 3D printing processes have been invented since
the late 1970s. The printers were originally large, expensive, and
highly limited in what they could produce.

A number of additive processes are now available. They differ in
the way layers are deposited to create parts and in the materials
that can be used. Some methods melt or soften material to
produce the layers, e.g. selective laser melting (SLM) or direct
metal laser sintering (DMLS), selective laser sintering (SLS),
fused deposition modeling (FDM), while others cure liquid
materials using different sophisticated technologies, e.g.
stereolithography (SLA). With laminated object manufacturing
(LOM), thin layers are cut to shape and joined together (e.g.
paper, polymer, metal). Each method has its own advantages and
drawbacks, and some companies consequently offer a choice
between powder and polymer for the material from which the

object is built. Some companies use standard, off-the-shelf
business paper as the build material to produce a durable
prototype. The main considerations in choosing a machine are
generally speed, cost of the 3D printer, cost of the printed
prototype, and cost and choice of materials and color capabilities.
Printers that work directly with metals are expensive. In some
cases, however, less expensive printers can be used to make a
mould, which is then used to make metal parts.

Lamination: In some printers, paper can be used as the build
material, resulting in a lower cost to print. During the 1990s
some companies marketed printers that cut cross sections out of
special adhesive coated paper using a carbon dioxide laser, and
then laminated them together.

In 2005, Mcor Technologies Ltd developed a different process
using ordinary sheets of office paper, a Tungsten carbide blade to
cut the shape, and selective deposition of adhesive and pressure
to bond the prototype. There are also a number of companies
selling printers that print laminated objects using thin plastic and
metal sheets.

Figure 4.

Photopolymerization: Stereolithography was patented in 1987 by
Chuck Hull. Photopolymerization is primarily used in
stereolithography (SLA) to produce a solid part from a
liquid.This process dramatically redefined previous efforts, from
the Photosculpture method of François Willème (1830-1905) in
1860  through the photopolymer process of Mitsubishi`s
Matsubara in 1974.

In digital light processing (DLP), a vat of liquid polymer is
exposed to light from a DLP projector under safelight conditions.
The exposed liquid polymer hardens. The build plate then moves
down in small increments and the liquid polymer is again
exposed to light. The process repeats until the model has been
built. The liquid polymer is then drained from the vat, leaving the
solid model. The EnvisionTec Ultra is an example of a DLP
rapid prototyping system.

Inkjet printer systems like the Objet PolyJet system spray
photopolymer materials onto a build tray in ultra-thin layers
(between 16 and 30 µm) until the part is completed. Each
photopolymer layer is cured with UV light after it is jetted,
producing fully cured models that can be handled and used
immediately, without post-curing. The gel-like support material,
which is designed to support complicated geometries, is removed
by hand and water jetting. It is also suitable for elastomers.

Ultra-small features can be made with the 3D microfabrication
technique used in multiphoton photopolymerization. This
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approach traces the desired 3D object in a block of gel using a
focused laser. Due to the nonlinear nature of photoexcitation, the
gel is cured to a solid only in the places where the laser was
focused and the remaining gel is then washed away. Feature sizes
of under 100 nm are easily produced, as well as complex
structures with moving and interlocked parts. Yet another
approach uses a synthetic resin that is solidified using LEDs.

Printers: Printers for domestic use

Figure 5.RepRap version 2.0 (Mendel).

Several projects and companies are making efforts to develop
affordable 3D printers for home desktop use. Much of this work
has been driven by and targeted at DIY/enthusiast/early adopter
communities, with additional ties to the academic and hacker
communities.

RepRap is one of the longest running projects in the desktop
category. The RepRap project aims to produce a free and open
source software (FOSS) 3D printer, whose full specifications are
released under the GNU General Public License, and which is
capable of replicating itself by printing many of its own (plastic)
parts to create more machines. Research is under way to enable
the device to print circuit boards and metal parts.

Because of the FOSS aims of RepRap, many related projects
have used their design for inspiration, creating an ecosystem of
related or derivative 3D printers, most of which are also open
source designs. The availability of these open source designs
means that variants of 3D printers are easy to invent. The quality
and complexity of printer designs, however, as well as the quality
of kit or finished products, varies greatly from project to project.
This rapid development of open source 3D printers is gaining
interest in many spheres as it enables hyper-customization and
the use of public domain designs to fabricate open source
appropriate technology through conduits such as Thingiverse and
Cubify. This technology can also assist initiatives in sustainable
development since technologies are easily and economically
made from resources available to local communities.

Printers for commercial and domestic use

The development and hyper-customization of the RepRap-based
3D printers has produced a new category of printers suitable for
both domestic and commercial use. The least expensive
assembled machine available is the Solidoodle 2, while the
RepRapPro's Huxley DIY kit is reputedly one of the more
reliable of the lower-priced machines, at around US$680. There
are other RepRap-based high-end kits and fully assembled
machines that have been enhanced to print at high speed and high
definition. Depending on the application, the print resolution and
speed of manufacturing lies somewhere between a personal
printer and an industrial printer. A list of printers with pricing

and other information is maintained.] Most recently delta robots
have been utilized for 3D printing to increase fabrication speed
further.

Applications[: Three-dimensional printing makes it as cheap to
create single items as it is to produce thousands and thus
undermines economies of scale. It may have as profound an
impact on the world as the coming of the factory did....Just as
nobody could have predicted the impact of the steam engine in
1750—or the printing press in 1450, or the transistor in 1950—it
is impossible to foresee the long-term impact of 3D printing. But
the technology is coming, and it is likely to disrupt every field it
touches.

An example of 3D printed limited edition jewellery. This
necklace is made of glassfiber-filled dyed nylon. It has rotating
linkages that were produced in the same manufacturing step as
the other parts.

Additive manufacturing's earliest applications have been on the
toolroom end of the manufacturing spectrum. For example, rapid
prototyping was one of the earliest additive variants, and its
mission was to reduce the lead time and cost of developing
prototypes of new parts and devices, which was earlier only done
with subtractive toolroom methods (typically slowly and
expensively). With technological advances in additive
manufacturing, however, and the dissemination of those
advances into the business world, additive methods are moving
ever further into the production end of manufacturing in creative
and sometimes unexpected ways. Parts that were formerly the
sole province of subtractive methods can now in some cases be
made more profitably via additive ones.

Standard applications include design visualization,
prototyping/CAD, metal casting, architecture, education,
geospatial, healthcare, and entertainment/retail.

Industrial uses

Rapid prototyping: Industrial 3D printers have existed since the
early 1980s and have been used extensively for rapid prototyping
and research purposes. These are generally larger machines that
use proprietary powdered metals, casting media (e.g. sand),
plastics, paper or cartridges, and are used for rapid prototyping
by universities and commercial companies.

Rapid manufacturing : Advances in RP technology have
introduced materials that are appropriate for final manufacture,
which has in turn introduced the possibility of directly
manufacturing finished components. One advantage of 3D
printing for rapid manufacturing lies in the relatively inexpensive
production of small numbers of parts.

Rapid manufacturing is a new method of manufacturing and
many of its processes remain unproven. 3D printing is now
entering the field of rapid manufacturing and was identified as a
"next level" technology by many experts in a 2009 report. One of
the most promising processes looks to be the adaptation of laser
sintering (LS), one of the better-established rapid prototyping
methods. As of 2006, however, these techniques were still very
much in their infancy, with many obstacles to be overcome
before RM could be considered a realistic manufacturing
method.

Mass customization: Companies have created services where
consumers can customize objects using simplified web based
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customization software, and order the resulting items as 3D
printed unique objects. This now allows consumers to create
custom cases for their mobile phones. Nokia has released the 3D
designs for its case so that owners can customize their own case
and have it 3D printed.

Mass production: The current slow print speed of 3D printers
limits their use for mass production. To reduce this overhead,
several fused filament machines now offer multiple extruder
heads. These can be used to print in multiple colors, with
different polymers, or to make multiple prints simultaneously.
This increases their overall print speed during multiple instance
production, while requiring less capital cost than duplicate
machines since they can share a single controller. Distinct from
the use of multiple machines, multi-material machines are
restricted to making identical copies of the same part, but can
offer multi-color and multi-material features when needed. The
print speed increases proportionately to the number of heads.
Furthermore, the energy cost is reduced due to the fact that they
share the same heated print volume. Together, these two features
reduce overhead costs.

Clothing: 3D printing has spread into the world of clothing with
fashion designers experimenting with 3D-printed bikinis, shoes,
and dresses. In commercial production Nike is using 3D printing
to prototype and manufacture the 2012 Vapor Laser Talon
football shoe for players of American football, and New Balance
is 3D manufacturing custom-fit shoes for athletes.

3D printing services: Some companies offer on-line 3D printing
services open to both consumers and industries. Such services
require people to upload their 3D designs to the company
website. Designs are then 3D printed using industrial 3D printers
and either shipped to the customer or in some cases, the
consumer can pick the object up at the store.

III. CONCLUSION

Future applications for 3D printing might include creating open-
source scientific equipment or other science-based applications
like reconstructing fossils in paleontology, replicating ancient
and priceless artifacts in archaeology, reconstructing bones and
body parts in forensic pathology, and reconstructing heavily
damaged evidence acquired from crime scene investigations. The
technology is even being explored for building construction.

As of 2012, 3D printing technology has been studied by
biotechnology firms and academia for possible use in tissue
engineering applications in which organs and body parts are built
using inkjet techniques. In this process, layers of living cells are
deposited onto a gel medium or sugar matrix and slowly built up
to form three-dimensional structures including vascular systems.
Several terms have been used to refer to this field of research:
organ printing, bio-printing, body part printing, and computer-
aided tissue engineering, among others.
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Abstract: 3D printing as a newly emergent technology, has now
been widely considered as the most significant technological
breakthrough of the twenty-first century. This paper considers 3D
printing as a newly emergent technology and examines
its translation into a number of fields. The guardian of authentic
material cultures, instead of worrying the widespread of hyper-
real reproduction culture caused by 3D printing, showing
enthusiastic embracement of this new technology that brings back
materiality to the society. This paper thus discusses how 3D
printing associates into different fields like apparel, automobile,
construction, medical, computers etc. This paper also shows how
much beneficial it is to adopt 3D printing instead of using the
traditional methods of production and manufacturing.

I. INTRODUCTION

3D printing is any of various processes to make a three-
dimensional object. In 3D printing, additive processes are used,
in which successive layers of material are laid down under
computer control. These objects can be of almost any shape or
geometry, and are produced from a 3D model or other
electronic data source. A 3D printer is a type of industrial
robot.

3D printing in the term's original and technically
precise sense refers to processes that sequentially deposit
material onto a powder bed with inkjet printer heads. More
recently the meaning of the term has expanded to encompass a
wider variety of techniques such as
extrusion and sinteringbased processes. Technical
standards use the term additive manufacturing (AM) for this
broader sense.

II. HISTORY

Early AM equipment and materials were developed in the
1980s. In 1981, Hideo Kodama of Nagoya Municipal Industrial
Research Institute invented two AM fabricating methods of a
three-dimensional plastic model with photo-hardening
polymer, where the UV exposure area is controlled by a mask
pattern or the scanning fiber transmitter. Then in 1984, Chuck
Hull of 3D Systems Corporation, developed a prototype system
based on this process known as stereolithography, in which
layers are added by
curing photopolymers with UV lasers. Hull defined the process
as a "system for generating three-dimensional objects by
creating a cross-sectional pattern of the object to be formed,
but this had been already invented by Kodama. Hull's
contribution is the design of STL (STereoLithography) file
format widely accepted by 3D printing software as well as the
digital slicing and infill strategies common to many processes
today. The term 3D printing originally referred to a process
employing standard and custom inkjet print heads. The
technology used by most 3D printers to date—especially
hobbyist and consumer-oriented models—is fused deposition
modelling, a special application of plastic extrusion.

III. APPLICATION
AM technologies found applications starting in the 1980s
in product development, data visualization, rapid prototyping,
and specialized manufacturing. Their expansion into

production (job production, mass production, and distributed
manufacturing) has been under development in the decades
since. Industrial production roles within
the metalworking industrial achieved significant scale for the
first time in the early 2010s. Since the start of the 21st century
there has been a large growth in the sales of AM machines, and
their price has dropped substantially. According to Wohlers
Associates, a consultancy, the market for 3D printers and
services was worth $2.2 billion worldwide in 2012, up 29%
from 2011. There are many applications for AM technologies,
including architecture, construction (AEC), industrial design,
automotive, aerospace, military, engineering, dental and
medical industries, biotech (human tissue replacement),
fashion, footwear, jewelry, eyewear, education, geographic
information systems, food, and many other fields.

In 2005, a rapidly expanding hobbyist and home-use market
was established with the inauguration of the open-
source RepRapand Fab Home projects. Virtually all home-use
3D printers released to-date have their technical roots in the
on-going RepRap Project and associated open-source software
initiative. In distributed manufacturing, one study has
found that 3D printing could become a mass market product
enabling consumers to save money associated with purchasing
common household objects. For example, instead of going to a
store to buy an object made in a factory by injection
moulding (such as a measuring cup or a funnel), a person
might instead print it at home from a downloaded 3D model.

Fig 1: Model of a turbine showing benefits of 3d printing in industry

IV.INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF 3D PRINTING

Apparel: 3D printing has spread into the world of clothing with
fashion designers experimenting with 3D-printed bikinis,
shoes, and dresses. In commercial production Nike is using 3D
printing to prototype and manufacture the 2012 Vapour Laser
Talon football shoe for players of American football, and New
Balance is 3D manufacturing custom-fit shoes for athletes.

3D printing has come to the point where companies are
printing consumer grade eyewear with on demand custom fit
and styling (although they cannot print the lenses). On demand
customization of glasses is possible with rapid prototyping.

Automobiles: In early 2014, the Swedish supercar
manufacturer ,Koenigsegg,announced the One:1, a supercar

that utilises many components that were 3D printed. In the
limited run of vehicles Koenigsegg produces, the One:1 has
side-mirror internals, air ducts, titanium exhaust components,
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and even complete turbocharger assembles that have been 3D
printed as part of the manufacturing process.

An American company, Local Motors is working with Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and Cincinnati Incorporated to
develop large-scale additive manufacturing processes suitable
for printing an entire car body. The company plans to print the
vehicle live in front of an audience in September 2014 at the
International Manufacturing Technology Show. "Produced
from a new fiber-reinforced thermoplastic strong enough for
use in an automotive application, the chassis and body without
drivetrain, wheels and brakes weighs a scant 450 pounds and
the completed car is comprised of just 40 components, a
number that gets smaller with every revision.

Urbee is the name of the first car in the world car mounted
using the technology 3D printing (his bodywork and his car
windows were "printed"). Created in 2010 through the
partnership between the US engineering group Kor
Ecologic and the company Stratasys (manufacturer of printers
Stratasys 3D), it is a hybrid vehicle with futuristic look.

Construction: An additional use being developed is building
printing, or using 3D printing to build buildings. This could
allow faster construction for lower costs, and has been
investigated for construction of off-Earth habitate. For
example, the Sinterhab project is researching a lunar base
constructed by 3D printing using lunar regolith as a base
material. Instead of adding a binding agent to the regolith,
researchers are experimenting with microwave sintering to
create solid blocks from the raw material.

Medical: 3D printing has been used to print patient specific
implant and device for medical use. Successful operations
include a titanium pelvis implanted into a British patient,
titanium lower jaw transplanted to a Dutch patient,and a
plastic tracheal splint for an American infant.The hearing aid
and dental industries are expected to be the biggest area of
future development using the custom 3D printing
technology.In March 2014, surgeons in Swansea used 3D
printed parts to rebuild the face of a motorcyclist who had been
seriously injured in a road accident.Research is also being
conducted on methods to bio-print replacements for lost tissue
due to arthritis and cancer.

In October 2014, a five-year-old girl born without fully formed
fingers on her left hand became the first child in the UK to
have a prosthetic hand made with 3D printing technology. Her
hand was designed by US-based Enable, an open source design
organisation which uses a network of volunteers to design and
make prosthetics mainly for children. The prosthetic hand was
based on a plaster cast made by her parents.

Printed prosthetics have been used in rehabilitation of crippled
animals. In 2013, a 3D printed foot let a crippled duckling
walk again.In 2014 a chihuahua born without front legs was
fitted with a harness and wheels created with a 3D printer.3D
printed hermit crab shells let hermit crabs inhabit a new style
home.

As of 2012, 3D bio-printing technology has been studied
by biotechnology firms and academia for possible use in tissue
engineering applications in which organs and body parts are
built using inkjet techniques. In this process, layers of living
cells are deposited onto a gel medium or sugar matrix and
slowly built up to form three-dimensional structures including
vascular systems.The first production system for 3D tissue
printing was delivered in 2009, based onNovoGen bioprinting
technology. Several terms have been used to refer to this field
of research: organ printing, bio-printing, body part

printing, and computer-aided tissue engineering, among
others.The possibility of using 3D tissue printing to create soft
tissue architectures for reconstructive surgery is also being
explored.

China has committed almost $500 million towards the
establishment of 10 national 3-D printing development
institutes. In 2013, Chinese scientists began printing ears,
livers and kidneys, with living tissue. Researchers in China
have been able to successfully print human organs using
specialised 3D bio printers that use living cells instead of
plastic. Researchers at Hangzhou Dianzi University actually
went as far as inventing their own 3D printer for the complex
task, dubbed the "Regenovo" which is a "3D bio printer."
XuMingen, Regenovo's developer, said that it takes the printer
under an hour to produce either a mini liver sample or a four to
five inch ear cartilage sample. Xu also predicted that fully
functional printed organs may be possible within the next ten
to twenty years. In the same year, researchers at the University
of Hasselt, in Belgium had successfully printed a
new jawbone for an 83-year-old Belgian woman. The woman
is now able to chew, speak and breathe normally again after a
machine printed her a new jawbone.

Computers : 3D printing can be used to make laptops and other
computers, including cases, as Novena and VIA
OpenBook standard laptop cases. i.e. a Novena motherboard
can be bought and be used in a printed VIA OpenBook case.

IV.IMPACT OF 3D-PRINTING

Additive manufacturing, starting with today's infancy period,
requires manufacturing firms to be flexible, ever-
improving users of all available technologies to remain
competitive. Advocates of additive manufacturing also predict
that this arc of technological development will counter
globalisation , as end users will do much of their own
manufacturing rather than engage in trade to buy products from
other people and corporations. The real integration of the
newer additive technologies into commercial production,
however, is more a matter of complementing traditional
subtractive methods rather than displacing them entirely.
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Abstract: 3D printing is any of various processes to make
a object. In 3D printing, additive processes are used, in which
successive layers of material are laid down under computer
control. These objects can be of almost any shape or geometry, and
are produced from a or other electronic data source. A 3D printer
is a type of 3D printing in the term's original and technically
precise refers to processes that sequentially deposit material onto a
powder bed with inkjet printer heads. More recently the meaning of
the term has expanded to encompass a wider variety of techniques
such as and based processes use the term additive
manufacturing (AM) for this broader sense.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig 1. CAD Model used for 3D Printing

Early AM equipment and materials were developed in the
1980s. In 1984, of invented a process known as , in which
layers are added by curing. Hull defined the process as a "system
for generating three-dimensional objects by creating a cross-
sectional pattern of the object to be formed He also developed
the widely accepted by 3D printing software as well as the
digital slicing and infill strategies common to many processes
today. The term 3D printing originally referred to a process
employing standard and print heads. The technology used by
most 3D printers to date—especially hobbyist and consumer-
oriented models—is , a special application of plastic .

AM processes for metal sintering or melting, and usually went by
their own individual names in the 1980s and 1990s. Nearly all
metalworking production at the time was by , and was applied to
those technologies the idea of a tool or head moving through a
3D work envelope transforming a mass of raw material into a
desired shape layer by layer was associated by most people only
with processes that removed metal (rather than adding it), such as
CNC by others. But AM-type sintering was beginning to
challenge that assumption. By the mid 1990s, new techniques for
material deposition were developed at, including micro
casting and sprayed materials. Sacrificial and support materials
had also become more common, enabling new object geometries.

By the early 2010s, the terms 3D printing and additive
manufacturing developed umbrella terms for all AM
technologies. Although this was a departure from their earlier
technically narrower senses, it reflects the simple fact that the

technologies all share the common theme of sequential-layer
material addition/joining throughout a 3D work envelope under
automated control. Other terms that have appeared, which are
usually used as AM synonyms (although sometimes as , have
been desktop manufacturing, rapid manufacturing [as the logical
production-level successor and on-demand manufacturing The
2010s were the first decade in which metal parts such as engine
brackets and large nuts would be grown (either before or instead
of machining) in or plate.

In 2005, a rapidly expanding hobbyist and home-use market was
established with the inauguration of the projects. Virtually all
home-use 3D printers released to-date have their technical roots
in the on-going RepRap Project and associated open-source
software initiatives. In distributed manufacturing, one study has
found that 3D printing could become a mass market product
enabling consumers to save money associated with purchasing
common household objects. For example, instead of going to a
store to buy an object made in a factory by or a , a person might
instead print it at home from a downloaded 3D model.

II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Fig 2. 3D model slicing

MODELING

3D printable models may be created with a (CAD) package or
via a or via a plain digital camera and software.

The manual modeling process of preparing geometric data for 3D
computer graphics is similar to plastic arts such as sculpting. 3D
scanning is a process of analysing and collecting digital data on
the shape and appearance of a real object. Based on this data,
three-dimensional models of the scanned object can then be
produced.

Regardless of the 3D modelling software used, the 3D model
(often in .skp, .dae, .3ds or some other format) then needs to be
converted to either a.STL or a .OBJ format, to allow the printing
(a.k.a. "CAM") software to be able to read it.

PRINTING
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Before printing a 3D model from an file, it must first be
examined for "manifold errors", this step being called the
"fixup". Especially STL's that have been produced from a model
obtained through often have many manifold errors in them that
need to be fixed. Examples of manifold errors are surfaces that
do not connect, gaps in the models, Examples of software that
can be used to fix these errors are , or even Cura, or Slic3r.

Once that's done, the .STL file needs to be processed by a piece
of software called a "slicer" which converts the model into a
series of thin layers and produces a containing instructions
tailored to a specific type of 3D printer. This G-code file can then

be printed with software (which loads the G-code, and uses
it to instruct the 3D printer during the 3D printing process. It
should be noted here that often, the client software and the slicer
are combined into one software program in practice. Several
open source slicer programs exist, including Skeinforge, Slic3r,
and Cura as well as closed source programs including
Simplify3D and KISSlicer. Examples of 3D printing clients
include , Printrun/Pronterface.

FIG 3. Scanned skull of printed in two sizes

Note that there is one other piece of software that is often used
by people using 3D printing, namely a . This software lets one
examine the route of travel of the printer nozzle. By examining
this, the user can decide to modify the GCode to print the model
a different way (for example in a different position, e.g. standing
versus lying down) so as to save plastic (depending on the
position and nozzle travel, more or less support material may be
needed). Examples of GCode viewers are .

FINISHING

Though the printer-produced resolution is sufficient for many
applications, printing a slightly oversized version of the desired
object in standard resolution and then removing material with a
higher-resolution subtractive process can achieve greater
precision.

Some additive manufacturing techniques are capable of using
multiple materials in the course of constructing parts. Some are
able to print in multiple colors and color combinations
simultaneously. Some also utilize supports when building.
Supports are removable or dissolvable upon completion of the
print, and are used to support overhanging features during
construction.

III. PROCESSES

.

Fig 4. Extrusion deposition

Fig 5. Fused deposition modeling: 1 – nozzle ejecting molten plastic, 2 –

deposited material (modeled part), 3 – controlled movable table

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) was developed by in the late
1980s and was commercialized in 1990 by After the patent on
this technology expired, a large open-source development
community developed and both commercial and variants
utilizing this type of 3D printer appeared. As a result, the price of
this technology has dropped by two orders of magnitude since its
creation.

In fused deposition modeling the model or part is produced by
extruding small beads of material which harden immediately to
form layers. A filament or metal wire that is wound on a coil is
unreeled to supply material to an nozzle head. The nozzle head
heats the material and turns the flow on and off.
Typically or are employed to move the extrusion head and
adjust the flow. The head can be moved in both horizontal and
vertical directions, and control of the mechanism is typically
done by a (CAM) software package running on a various
polymers are used, including (PC), (HDPE), PC/ABS, In
general, the polymer is in the form of a filament fabricated from
virgin resins. There are multiple projects in the open-sourced
community aimed at processing post-consumer plastic waste into
filament. These involve machines used to shred and extrude the
plastic material into filament.

BINDING OF GRANULAR MATERIALS

Fig 6. The granular printing system uses heated air and granulated sugar to

produce food-grade art objects

Another 3D printing approach is the selective fusing of materials
in a granular bed. The technique fuses parts of the layer and then
moves downward in the working area, adding another layer of
granules and repeating the process until the piece has built up.
This process uses the unfused media to support overhangs and
thin walls in the part being produced, which reduces the need for
temporary auxiliary supports for the piece. A laser is typically
used to the media into a solid. Examples include (SLS), with
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both metals and polymers (e.g. PA, PA-GF, Rigid GF, PEEK,
PS,

(SLM) does not use sintering for the fusion of powder granules
but will completely melt the powder using a high-energy laser to
create fully dense materials in a layer-wise method that has
mechanical properties similar to those of conventional
manufactured metals.

This is repeated until every layer has been printed. This
technology allows the printing of full color prototypes,
overhangs, and elastomer parts. The strength of bonded powder
prints can be enhanced with wax or impregnation.

LAMINATION

In some printers, paper can be used as the build material,
resulting in a lower cost to print. During the 1990s some
companies marketed printers that cut cross sections out of special
adhesive coated paper using a carbon dioxide laser and then
laminated them together.

In 2005 developed a different process using ordinary sheets of
office paper, a blade to cut the shape, and selective deposition of
adhesive and pressure to bond the prototype.

There are also a number of companies selling printers that print
laminated objects using thin plastic and metal sheets.

PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION

Fig 7. Stereolithography apparatus

Stereolithography was patented in 1986 by Photopolymerization
is primarily used in stereolithography (SLA) to produce a solid
part from a liquid. This process dramatically redefined previous
efforts, from the "photosculpture" method of François Willème
(1830–1905) in 1860 through the photopolymerization of
Mitsubishi's Matsubara in 1974. The "photosculpture" method
consisted of photographing a subject from a variety of
equidistant angles and projecting each photograph onto a screen,
where a was used to trace the outline onto modeling clay In
photo-polymerization, a vat of liquid polymer is exposed to
controlled lighting under conditions. The exposed liquid polymer
hardens. The build plate then moves down in small increments
and the liquid polymer is again exposed to light. The process
repeats until the model has been built. The liquid polymer is then
drained from the vat, leaving the solid model. The is an example
of a DLP rapid prototyping system.

Inkjet printer systems like the Objet PolyJet system spray
photopolymer materials onto a build tray in ultra-thin layers
(between 16 and 30 µm) until the part is completed. Each
photopolymer layer is with UV light after it is jetted, producing
fully cured models that can be handled and used immediately,
without post-curing. The gel-like support material, which is

designed to support complicated geometries, is removed by hand
and water jetting. It is also suitable for elastomers.

BIOPRINTING

3D bioprinting is the process of generating 3D structures and
geometries utilizing cells and an encapsulation material. The
medical applications of 3D bioprinting are numerous, and are
thus the subject of intensive research at academic institutions
such as . One major application area of bioprinting is in the tissue
engineering field of regenerative medicine. In addition to the
complexities associated with 3D printing in general, extra
considerations must be taken regarding material, cell type, and
growth factor selection involving researchers from the fields of
materials science, cell biology, engineering of all kinds, and
medicine.

3D bioprinting has seen much preliminary success in terms of
generation of several different kinds of tissues. These include
skin, bone, cartilage, trachea, and heart tissue. While preliminary
success has been attained in these noncritically functional tissue
structures, significant research effort is directed towards the
generation of fully functional replacement organs and tissues,
such as aortic heart valves.

NANOSCALE 3D PRINTING

3D printing techniques can be employed to construct nanoscale-
size objects. Such printed objects are typically grown on a solid
substrate, e.g. silicon wafer, to which they adhere after printing
as they're too small and fragile to be manipulated post-
construction. While 2D nanostructures are usually created by
depositing material through some sort of static stencil mask, 3D
nanostructures can be printed by physically moving a stencil
mask during the material deposition process. Programmable-
height nanostructures with widths as small as 10 nm have been
produced by metallic physical vapor deposition through a piezo-
actuator controlled stencil mask having a milled nanopore in a
silicon nitride membrane. This metal-vapor technique is also
advantageous because it can be used on surfaces that are too
sensitive to heat or chemicals for traditional lithography to be
used on.

LARGE 3D PRINTERS

Fig 8. Large scale industrial 3D printing
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Fig 9. Large delta-style 3D printer

Large 3D printers have been developed for industrial, education,
and demonstrative uses. A large 3D printer was built in 2014 by
SeeMeCNC. The printer is capable of making an object with
diameter of up to 4 feet (1.2 m) and up to 10 feet (3.0 m) in
height. It also uses plastic pellets as the raw material instead of
the typical plastic filaments used in other 3D printers. Another
type of large printer is Big Area Additive Manufacturing
(BAAM). The goal is to develop printers that can produce a large
object in high speed. A BAAM machine of Cincinnati
Incorporated can produce an object at the speeds 200-500 times
faster than typical 3D printers available in 2014. Another BAAM
machine is being developed by with an aim to print long objects
of up to 100 feet (30 m) to be used in aerospace industries.

EFFICIENCY

Fig 10. CartesioLDMP mass production 3Dprinter

The current slow print speed of 3D printers limits their use for .
To reduce this overhead, several fused filament machines now
offer multiple heads. These can be used to print in multiple
colours, with different polymers, or to make multiple prints
simultaneously. This increases their overall print speed during
multiple instance production, while requiring less capital cost
than duplicate machines since they can share a single controller.

Distinct from the use of multiple machines, multi-material
machines are restricted to making identical copies of the same
part, but can offer multi-color and multi-material features when
needed. The print speed increases proportionately to the number
of heads. Furthermore, the energy cost is reduced due to the fact
that they share the same heated print volume. Together, these two
features reduce overhead costs.

Printers are made with twin print heads, used to manufacture
single (sets of) parts in multiple colours or materials.

IV. MANUFACTURING APPLICATIONS

Fig 11. component created using 3D printing

Fig 12. Printing 3D house project at Amsterdam

Earliest Applications have been on the and cost of developing
prototypes of new parts and devices, which was earlier only done
with subtractive toolroom methods (typically slowly and
expensively). With technological advances in additive
manufacturing, however, and the dissemination of those
advances into the business world, additive methods are moving
ever further into the production end of manufacturing in creative
and sometimes unexpected ways. Parts that were formerly the
sole province of subtractive methods can now in some cases be
made more profitably via additive ones.

DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING

Additive manufacturing in combination with technologies
allows decentralized and geographically independent distributed
production. as such is carried out by some enterprises; there is
also a service to put people needing 3D printing in contact with
owners of printers.

Some companies offer on-line 3D printing services to both
commercial and private customers, working from 3D designs
uploaded to the company website. 3D-printed designs are either
shipped to the customer or picked up from the service provider.

RAPID MANUFACTURING

Advances in RP technology have introduced materials that are
appropriate for final manufacture, which has in turn introduced
the possibility of directly manufacturing finished components.
One advantage of 3D printing for rapid manufacturing lies in the
relatively inexpensive production of small numbers of parts.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

Apparel

3D printing has spread into the world of clothing with fashion
designers experimenting with 3D-printed bikinis, shoes, and
dresses. In commercial production Nike is using 3D printing to
prototype and manufacture the 2012 Vapor Laser Talon football
shoe for players of American football, and New Balance is 3D
manufacturing custom-fit shoes for athletes.

3D printing has come to the point where companies are printing
consumer grade eyewear with on demand custom fit and styling
(although they cannot print the lenses). On demand
customization of glasses is possible with rapid prototyping.

Automobiles

In early 2014, the Swedish , announced the One:1, a supercar that
utilises many components that were 3D printed. In the limited
run of vehicles Koenigsegg produces, the One:1 has side-mirror
internals, air ducts, titanium exhaust components, and even
complete turbocharger assembles that have been 3D printed as
part of the manufacturing process.
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Technology Show. "Produced from a new fiber-reinforced
thermoplastic strong enough for use in an automotive
application, the chassis and body without drivetrain, wheels and
brakes weighs a scant 450 pounds and the

Construction

An additional use being developed is , or using 3D printing to
build buildings. This could allow faster construction for lower
costs, and has been investigated for construction of off-Earth
habitats. For example, the Sinterhab project is researching a lunar
base constructed by 3D printing using as a base material. Instead
of adding a binding agent to the regolith, researchers are
experimenting with microwave.

Electric motors and generators

The magnetic cores of electric machines (motors and generators)
require thin laminations of special preprocessed electrical steel
that are insulated from each other to reduce core iron losses. 3D
printing of any product that requires core materials with special
properties or forms that must be preserved during the
manufacturing process, such as the material density, non-
crystalline or nano-crystalline atomic structures, etc. or material
isolation, may only be compatible with a hybrid 3D printing
method which does not use core material altering methods, such
as sintering, fusing, deposition, etc.

Medical

3D printing has been used to print patient specific implant and
device for medical use. Successful operations include a
titanium implanted into a British patient, titanium lower splint
for an American infant. The hearing aid and dental industries are
expected to be the biggest area of future development using the
custom 3D printing technology. In March 2014, surgeons in
Swansea used 3D printed parts to rebuild the face of a
motorcyclist who had been seriously injured in a road
accident. Research is also being conducted on methods to bio-
print replacements for lost tissue due to arthritis and cancer.

Computers

3D printing can be used to make laptops and other computers,
including cases, as and . I.e. a motherboard can be bought and
be used in a printed VIA OpenBook case.

OPENSOURCE 3D PRINTERS

Impact

Additive manufacturing, starting with today's infancy period,
requires manufacturing firms to be flexible, users of all available
technologies to remain competitive. Advocates of additive
manufacturing also predict that this arc of technological
development will counter , as end users will do much of their
own manufacturing rather than engage in trade to buy products
from other people and corporations. The real integration of the
newer additive technologies into commercial production,
however, is more a matter of complementing traditional
subtractive methods rather than displacing them entirely.

Social change

Since the 1950s, a number of writers and social commentators
have speculated in some depth about the social and cultural
changes that might result from the advent of commercially
affordable additive manufacturing technology. Amongst the

more notable ideas to have emerged from these inquiries has
been the suggestion that, as more and more 3D printers start to
enter people's homes, so the conventional relationship between
the home and the workplace might get further eroded. Likewise,
it has also been suggested that, as it becomes easier for
businesses to transmit designs for new objects around the globe,
so the need for high-speed freight services might also become
less. Finally, given the ease with which certain objects can now
be replicated, it remains to be seen whether changes will be made
to current copyright legislation so as to protect intellectual
property rights with the new technology widely available.

As 3D printers became more accessible to consumers, online
social platforms have developed to support the community. This
includes websites that allow users to access information such as
how to build a 3D printer, as well as social forums that discuss
how to improve 3D print quality and discuss 3D printing news,
as well as social media websites that are dedicated to share 3D
models. RepRap is a wiki based website that was created to hold
all information on 3d printing, and has developed into a
community that aims to bring 3D printing to everyone.
Furthermore, there are other sites such as Thingiverse, which was
created initially to allow users to post 3D files for anyone to
print, allowing for decreased transaction cost of sharing 3D files.
These websites have allowed for greater social interaction
between users, creating communities dedicated around 3D
printing.

3D printing technology declines, it is "easy to imagine" that
production may become "extremely" local and customized.
Moreover, production may occur in response to actual demand,
not anticipated or forecast demand. Spence believes that labor,
no matter how inexpensive, will become a less important asset
for growth and employment expansion, with labor-intensive,
process-oriented manufacturing becoming less effective, and that
re-localization will appear in both developed and developing
countries. In his view, production will not disappear, but it will
be less labor-intensive, and all countries will eventually need to
rebuild their growth models around digital technologies and the
human capital supporting their deployment and expansion.
Spence writes that "the world we are entering is one in which the
most powerful global flows will be ideas and digital capital, not
goods, services, and traditional capital. Adapting to this will
require shifts in mindsets, policies, investments (especially in
human capital), and quite possibly models of employment and
distribution investment pundits have predicted that 3D printing
may lead to a resurgence of American Manufacturing, citing the
small, creative companies that compromise the current industry
landscape, and the lack of the necessary complex infrastructure
in typical outsource markets.
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V.CONCLUSIONS

I hope that this instructable has provided a useful foundation for
your future 3D design and 3D printing endeavors. Remember
that there are many more techniques than I have covered here;
these are just basics to get you started. 3D is limited only by your
imagination, so go exploring, and make something awesome.
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Abstract—Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is one of the most
sophisticated attack technique. Due to its distributed nature, it is not
easily to be faced. This paper includes development of a simulation
model enabling the study and the analysis of defense techniques
against Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). StopIt is a robust,
filter-based defense mechanism which is able to deal with various
types of massive DDoS flooding attacks but which fails when the
DDoS is achieved indirectly, i.e. by congestion of a link shared with
the victim. Here we will discuss an extension of the StopIt technique
for widening its applicability by making it able to cooperate with
capability-based mechanisms for defeating indirect attacks. This
extended version has been implemented into the ns-3 simulator and
its effectiveness has been evaluated under different scenarios.

Keywords: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) flooding attack,
StopIt, DiffServ, ns-3 simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

In computing, a denial-of-service (DoS) or distributed denial-
of-service(DDoS) attack is an attempt to make a machine or
network resource unavailable to its intended users. A DoS attack
generally consists of efforts to temporarily or indefinitely
interrupt or suspend services of a host connected to the Internet.
As clarification, distributed denial-of-service attacks are sent by
two or more people, or bots, and denial-of-service attacks are
sent by one person or system. As of 2014, the frequency of
recognized DDoS attacks had reached an average rate of 28 per
hour. Perpetrators of DoS attacks typically target sites or services
hosted on high-profile web servers such as banks, credit
card payment gateways, and even root nameservers. Denial-of-
service threats are also common in business,[2] and are sometimes
responsible for website attacks. This technique has now seen
extensive use in certain games, used by server owners, or
disgruntled competitors on games, such as
popular Minecraft servers. Increasingly, DoS attacks have also
been used as a form of resistance. Richard Stallman has stated
that DoS is a form of 'Internet Street Protests’.[4] The term is
generally used relating to computer networks, but is not limited
to this field; for example, it is also used in reference to
CPU resource management. One common method of attack
involves saturating the target machine with external
communications requests, so much so that it cannot respond to
legitimate traffic, or responds so slowly as to be rendered
essentially unavailable. Such attacks usually lead to a server
overload. In general terms, DoS attacks are implemented by
either forcing the targeted computer(s) to reset, or consuming
its resources so that it can no longer provide its intended service
or obstructing the communication media between the intended
users and the victim so that they can no longer communicate
adequately. Denial-of-service attacks are considered violations of
the Internet Architecture Board’s Internet proper use policy, and
also violate the acceptable use policies of virtually all Internet
service providers. They also commonly constitute violations of
the laws of individual nations.

The first demonstrated DDoS attack was introduced by well
known hacker Khan C. Smith during a 1998 illegal Defcon event
and later exposed for its use Botnet mechanisms during a lawsuit
filed by Earthlink which claims has caused billions in economic
damages. Botnet consists of widely scattered and remotely
controlled computers called zombies. zombies send a big amount
of service requests and data traffic to the target victim in order to
exhaust its resources.

Fig1. Distributed Denial of Service

1.1 METHODS OF ATTACK

A denial-of-service attack is characterized by an explicit attempt
by attackers to prevent legitimate users of a service from using
that service. There are two general forms of DoS attacks: those
that crash services and those that flood services.

A DoS attack can be perpetrated in a number of ways. Attacks
can fundamentally be classified into five families:

1. Consumption of computational resources, such as
bandwidth, memory, disk space, or processor time.

2. Disruption of configuration information, such
as routing information.

3. Disruption of state information, such as unsolicited resetting
of TCP sessions.

4. Disruption of physical network components.

5. Obstructing the communication media between the intended
users and the victim so that they can no longer communicate
adequately.

A DoS attack may include execution of malware intended to:

 Max out the processor's usage, preventing any work from
occurring.

 Trigger errors in the microcode of the machine.

 Trigger errors in the sequencing of instructions, so as to
force the computer into an unstable state or lock-up.

 Exploit errors in the operating system, causing resource
starvation and/or thrashing, i.e. to use up all available
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facilities so no real work can be accomplished or it can crash
the system itself

 Crash the operating system itself.

In most cases DoS attacks involve forging of IP sender addresses
(IP address spoofing) so that the location of the attacking
machines cannot easily be identified and to prevent filtering of
the packets based on the source address.

II. DDoS DEFENSE MECHANISMS

We classify the defense mechanisms against network/transport-
level DDoS flooding attacks into four categories: source-based,
destination-based, network-based, and hybrid (a.k.a. distributed)
and the defense mechanisms against application-level DDoS
flooding attacks into two categories: destination-based, and
hybrid (a.k.a. distributed) based on their deployment location.

1. Source-based mechanisms: Source-based mechanisms are
deployed near the sources of the attack

to prevent network customers from generating DDoS flooding
attacks. These mechanisms can take place either at the edge
routers of the source’s local network or at the access routers of an
Autonomous System (AS) that connects to the sources’.

1.1. Ingress/Egress6 filtering at the sources’ edge routers:
The current IP protocol allows source hosts to alter source
addresses in the IP packets. Packets with spoofed source IP
addresses cause a huge problem in detecting DDOS flooding
attacks. Victims cannot distinguish attack packets from
legitimate ones based on source addresses. Although the IPSec
protocol can address this problem by authenticating the source
addresses of IP packets, this method is not widely deployed
among service providers because of its increased overhead.
Ingress/Egress filtering mechanisms have been proposed to
detect and filter packets with spoofed IP addresses at the source’s
edge routers based on the valid IP address range internal to the
network. However, the spoofed packets will not be detected if
their addresses are still in the valid internal IP address range.

1.2. D-WARD: This scheme aims to detect DDOS flooding
attack traffic by monitoring both inbound and outbound traffic of
a source network and comparing the network traffic information
with predefined normal flow models. D-WARD attempts to stop
attack traffic originating from a network at the border of the
source network. Attack flows are identified and filtered if they
mismatch the normal flow models.

1.3. MUlti-Level Tree for Online Packet Statistics (MULTOPS)
and Tabulated Online Packet Statistics (TOPS) : MULTOPS is a
heuristic and a data-structure that network devices (e.g., routers)
at the source subnet can use to detect and filter DDoS flooding
attacks. Normally the rate of traffic in one direction is
proportional to that in the opposite direction during normal
operations on the Internet .Hence, a significant difference
between the rates of traffic going to and coming from a host or
subnet can indicate that the network prefix is either the source or
the destination of an attack. MULTOPS detects and filters DDoS
flooding attacks based on this mechanism. One major drawback
of MULTOPS is that it uses a dynamic tree structure for
monitoring packet rates for each IP address which makes it a

vulnerable target of a memory exhaustion attack. An alternative
approach called TOPS provides an efficient

method for detecting packet flow imbalances based on a hashing
scheme that uses a small set of field length lookup tables. TOPS
can improve the accuracy and reduce the false alarm rate of the
system by monitoring traffic by protocol, and maintaining a
probability distribution of traffic flow rates.

1.4. MANAnet’s Reverse Firewall: As opposed to a traditional
firewall, which protects a network from incoming packets, the
reverse firewall protects the outside from packet flooding attacks
that originate from within a network. A reverse firewall limits the
rate at which it forwards packets that are not replies to other
packets that recently were forwarded in the other direction. Of
course, it must be possible to send

Some packets that are not replies, for instance, to start a new
conversation. However, such packets must not be transmitted at a
high rate. One of the main disadvantages of the reverse firewall
is that it is manual and requires the administrators’ involvement.
Furthermore, the reverse firewall’s configuration cannot be
dynamically changed at runtime.

2. Destination-based mechanisms: In the destination-based
defense mechanisms, detection and response is mostly done at
the destination of the attack (i.e., victim). There exist various
destination-based mechanisms that can take place either at the
edge routers or the access routers of the destinations’ AS. These
mechanisms can closely observe the victim, model its behavior
and detect

any anomalies. Some of the major destination-based DDoS
defense mechanisms are as follows:

2.1. IP Traceback mechanisms : The process of tracing back the
forged IP packets to their true sources rather than the spoofed IP
addresses that was used in the attack is called traceback. There
are various IP traceback mechanisms that have been proposed to
date. These mechanisms can be classified into two main
categories. The first category is packet marking mechanisms.
Usually routers in the path to the victim mark packets (i.e., add
routers’ identification to each packet) so that the victim can
identify the path of attack traffic and distinguish it from
legitimate The second category is link testing mechanisms in
which the traceback process usually starts from the router closest
to the victim and iteratively tests its upstream links until it can be
determined which link is used to carry the attacker’s traffic (i.e.,
the traceback process is recursively repeated on the upstream
router until the source is reached).

2.2. Management Information Base (MIB): MIB data is
comprised of parameters that indicate various packet and routing
statistics. Continuously analyzing MIB can help victims to
identify when a DDoS attack is occurring. During a DDoS attack,
it is possible to map ICMP, UDP, and TCP packets’ statistical
abnormalities to a specific DDoS attack by identifying statistical
patterns related to different parameters

2.3. Packet marking and filtering mechanisms: These
mechanisms aim to mark legitimate packets at each router along
their path to the destination so that victims’ edge routers can
filter the attack traffic. These mechanisms let the receivers install
dynamic network filters to block the undesirable traffic. Packet
filtering mechanisms are dependent in part on the strength of the
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attackers, and when it increases, filters become ineffective and
they cannot properly be installed.

2.4. Packet dropping based on the level of congestion: These
destination-based DDoS defense mechanisms drop suspicious
packets when the network links are congested to a certain level.
Packetscore is an example of this type.

3. Network-based mechanisms:

These mechanisms are deployed inside networks and mainly on
the routers of the Ass. Detecting attack traffic and creating a
proper response to stop it at intermediate networks is an ideal
goal of this category of defense mechanisms. Some of the main
network-based

DDoS defense mechanisms are as follows:

3.1. Route-based packet filtering: Route-based packet filtering
extends ingress filtering to the routers at the core of the Internet.
The traffic on each link in the core of the Internet usually
originates from a limited set of source addresses. Hence, if an
unexpected source address appears in an IP packet on a link, then
it is assumed that the source address has been spoofed, and hence
the packet can be filtered.

3.2. Detecting and filtering malicious routers: Routers are
continuously targeted and compromised. They can be leveraged
to empower DDoS attacks. A range of specialized anomaly
detection protocols have been proposed to detect malicious
routers involved in packet forwarding between routers. For
instance, Watchers detects misbehaving routers that launch
DDoS attacks by absorbing, discarding or misrouting packets.

4. Hybrid (Distributed) mechanisms: Hybrid defense
mechanisms are deployed at (or their components are distributed
over) multiple locations such as source, destination or
intermediate networks and there is usually cooperation among
the deployment points. For instance, detection can be done at the
victim side and the response can be initiated and distributed to
other nodes by the victim. Some of the hybrid DDoS defense
mechanisms are as follows:

4.1. Hybrid packet marking and throttling/filtering mechanisms:
Hybrid packet throttling mechanisms usually place the attack
detection modules near the victims and execute packet filtering
close to the attack sources. In some of these mechanisms, victims
under attack install a router throttle at upstream routers several
hops away in order to limit the forwarding rate of the packets
destined to those victims. Basically these mechanisms are packet
filtering infrastructures that are leveraging the routers’ support to
filter out DDoS flows. It only limits the rate of malicious
packets.

4.2. Capability-based mechanisms: These mechanisms let the
destination explicitly authorize the traffic it desires to receive
(e.g., Portcullis , Traffic Validation Architecture (TVA) and
Stateless Internet Flow Filter (SIFF) ). In most of these
mechanisms, sender obtain the capabilities, which are short-term
authorizations, from the receivers and put them as stamps on
their packets. Then, the verification points along the path check if
the traffic is certified as legitimate or not.

4.3. Active Internet Traffic Filtering (AITF) as a filter-based
(datagram) mechanism: Capability-based mechanisms enable a

receiver to deny by default all the traffic and explicitly accept
only the traffic that belongs to established network-layer
connections. The alternative could be the datagram (a.k.a.
filtering) mechanism in which a receiver accepts by default all
the traffic and explicitly denies the traffic that has been identified
as undesirable. The datagram mechanism requires a credible,
bounded amount of filtering resources from participating ISPs,
which offers incentives to ISPs to deploy it. AITF is a hybrid
DDoS defense mechanism which enables a receiver to contact
misbehaving sources and ask them to stop sending it traffic. Each
of the sources that have been asked to stop is policed by its own
ISP, which ensures their compliances. Each ISP that hosts
misbehaving sources must either support AITF mechanism (i.e.,
accept to police its misbehaving clients), or risk losing all of its
access to the complaining receiver; this provides a strong
incentive for all the ISPs to cooperate; especially when the
receiver is a popular point of access. AITF preserves receiver’s
bandwidth in the face of DDoS flooding attacks at a per-client
cost; thus, it is affordable for the ISPs to employ it.

4.4. StopIt is a hybrid filter-based DDoS defense mechanism that
enables each receiver to install a network filter that blocks the
undesirable traffic it receives. StopIt uses Passport as its secure
source authentication system to prevent source address spoofing.
Its design employs a novel closed-control and open-service
architecture to battle strategic attacks that aim to prevent filters
from being installed and to provide the StopIt service to any host
in the Internet.

StopIt operation:

Fig.2 StopIt architecture: How it installs filters on the sources of
attack upon detecting the DDoS attack

 The victim Hd detects the attack and send a blocking request
to its access router Rd

 Rd verifies that the source Hs is really sending data to the
server then, it installs a local filter and it sends a request of
flow blocking to the StopIt server SSd

 SSd forwards the request toward the StopIt server belonging
to the sourcing AS by using the BGP protocol.

 The StopIt server SSs within the sourcing AS, once received
the request, notifies the blocking request to its access router
Rs

 Finally, the access router of ASd installs the filter to block
the flow for a certain period.

Limitations:

StopIt outperforms filter-based designs such as AITF, and is
effective in providing continuous non-interrupted communication
under a wide range of DDoS attacks. However, StopIt does not
always outperform capability-based mechanisms. For instance, if
the attack traffic does not reach a victim, but congests a link
shared by the victim, a capability-based mechanism (e.g., TVA)
is more effective. Therefore, both filters (a.k.a. datagram) and
capabilities are highly effective DDoS defense mechanisms, but
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neither is more effective than the other against DDoS flooding
attacks. StopIt mechanism is vulnerable to the attacks in which
attackers flood the routers and StopIt servers with filter requests
and packet floods. In order to prevent these attacks, the StopIt
framework must ensure that a router or a StopIt server only
receives StopIt requests from local nodes in the same AS, or
another StopIt server. In doing so, network administrators must
manually configure the routers and StopIt requests with the list of
hosts, routers, and other StopIt servers. Such manual
configuration for an AS with hundreds of thousands of nodes is a
burdensome task . Furthermore, StopIt needs complex
verification/authentication mechanisms, and misbehaving StopIt
server detection mechanisms to be implemented in both hosts
and routers which makes it a challenging mechanism to deploy
and manage in practice

Table 1 Summary Of Features, Advantages, And Disadvantages
Of Defense Mechanisms Against Network/Transport-Level Ddos

Flooding Attacks Based On Their Deployment Location

Since attackers cooperate to perform successful attacks,
defenders must also form alliances and collaborate with each
other to defeat the DDoS attacks. The DDoS defense

community is currently more involved in proposing novel hybrid
DDoS defense mechanisms and most of the recently proposed
mechanisms belong to the hybrid category. No single
deployment point (centralized) can successfully defend against
DDoS because of the fundamental challenges we enumerated for
each of the deployment points. A hybrid (Distributed) defense
mechanism is the best way to combat DDoS Attacks.

III. DIFFSERV

Differentiated services or DiffServ is a computer
networking architecture that specifies a simple, scalable and
coarse-grained mechanism for classifying and managing network
traffic and providing quality of service (QoS) on
modern IPnetworks. DiffServ can, for example, be used to
provide low-latency to critical network traffic such

as voice or streaming media while providing simple best-
effort service to non-critical services such as web traffic or file
transfers.

DiffServ uses a 6-bit differentiated services code point (DSCP)
in the 8-bit Differentiated services Field (DS field) in the IP
header for packet classification purposes. The DS field and ECN
field replace the outdated IPv4 TOS fiel most networks use the
following commonly defined Per-Hop Behaviors:

 Default PHB (Per hop behavior)—which is typically best-
effort traffic

 Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB—dedicated to low-loss,
low-latency traffic

 Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB—gives assurance of
delivery under prescribed conditions

 Class Selector PHBs—which maintain backward
compatibility with the IP Precedence field.

IV. MODELLING WITH NS-3

Here we describe the modeling and simulation of the StopIt
mechanism and of the proposed enhancements by using the ns-3
discrete event network simulator specifically designed to test and
validates the performance of wireless and wired IP network
systems. In particular, ns-3 is one of the fastest and efficient
network simulators freely available on the web in which the
simulation time discretely moves from one event to another. We
developed the proposed strategy by integrating a freely
downloadable DiffServ model for ns-3 simulator with the
standard operation offered by the StopIt mechanism in order to
generate unified simulation framework. In particular the StopIt
implementations have been made under the following
assumptions:

 IP addresses cannot be spoofed because StopIt deployment
in a real network subsumes the use of Passport.

 The only network elements corrupted are the hosts
belonging to the botnet.

 Strategic attacks directed to filter exhaustion are not taken
into account.

 Only Ipv4 networks are considered
 StopIt servers are already aware of their peers at startup.
 Access routers play also the role of edge routers and are able

to install/remove DiffServ SLAs at runtime.

In order to simulate in ns-3 a DDoS attack scenario in presence
of the StopIt defense mechanism, we implemented the needed
components by introducing suitable classes, that inherit from ns-
3 application base class, which respectively reproduce the
behavior of a DNS server ,StopIt servers, routers supporting
packet filtering and DNS clients. DNS Server models the
behavior of a DNS server able to process up to n requests in
parallel. In particular, if the DNS server is in the available state,
it handles incoming requests as soon as they arrive ;on the
contrary, when there are no more available processing resources,
the server switch to the busy state and stores the incoming
requests into a limited buffer. If the buffer gets filled, incoming
requests are dropped. Service time is assumed to follow an
exponential distribution with mean 5ms.
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A StopItServer reproduces the behavior of a StopIt server.
AccessRouter implements the router application which is in
charge of packet filtering, dispatching of StopIt requests and
DiffServ policy enforcement.

A. Fig.3. Class hierarchy

Fig.4. FSA model of the DNS server

V. SIMULATION SCENARIO

The network is split up into three zones:

 The first zone contains ten Ass, each made up of 50hosts,
where the traffic sources are located in.

 Second zone: intermediate network
 Third zone: victim’s AS.

Simulation Parameters:

Traffic sources:

 24 VoIP (ilbc mode 30 codec at 13.33kbps) [AF]
 230 HTTP sources [BE]
 230 DNS clients (50% malicious) [BE] A.

Table2 . Simulation Parameters

VI. Direct Flooding Attack

Fig.5.(a) Direct DNS DDoS attack (b) Detail of legal and
malicious DNS traffic

Fig. 6.1.a shows the effectiveness of StopIt in the case of direct
attack. The black curve is the total used bandwidth, the purple
line represents the HTTP traffic, the blue line is the VoIP traffic
and the green one the DNS traffic (both legal and illegal).In
simulated scenario, The attack begins at t = 20s and it is detected
at t = 23s.In fig6.1.b, during this period the DNS traffic is almost
totally made of malicious packets. After the filter is installed the
botnet traffic is blocked and VoIP traffic is unaffected due to
Diffserv.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper purposed and validated a novel defense mechanism
based on the cooperation of StopIt and DiffServ has been defined
and evaluated.The technique overcomes StopIt limitations in that
it is able to cope with indirect DDoS flooding attacks. The
cooperation between DiffServ and StopIt has the great advantage
to be easily implemented in common routers since it is based on
widely available technologies. A ns-3 simulation model for the
analysis of DDoS attack has been implemented. However, the
proposed solution cannot be considered as final because, even if
the main services are guaranteed the illegal sources still continue
to overload the network. As future work we plan to extend our
research by designing suitable detection algorithms that may
directly run on edge router devices and exploit StopIt features to
block illegal sources also in the case of indirect attacks. Relaxing
the constraint of the existence of a StopIt server for each AS.
Devise a better technique for exploiting DiffServ capability (e.g
by lowering the priority of flooding traffic).
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Abstract--Once, the term “data mining” was only used to
describe a specific new culture of business people using
innovative methods of uncovering useful patterns in data. The
tools of the data miner were quite distinct from those of the
traditionally trained analyst. When you heard “data mining,”
you could be sure of knowing what it meant.Today, the term
“data mining” is thrown around very casually, and it may be
used to describe anything from a business person using modern
pattern recognition methods to a database analyst making SQL
queries. As interest in data mining grew, lots of people started
claiming, “Us, too! We’ve got data mining, too!” Much of this
change has been driven by vendors who didn’t want to be left
out of the data mining party, but didn’t want to invest in new
tools and processes, either.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the creation of new knowledge in natural or
artificial form, by using business knowledge to discover and
interpret patterns in data.

In its current form, data mining as a field of practise came
into existence in the 1990s, aided by the emergence of data
mining algorithms packaged within workbenches so as to be
suitable for business analysts. Perhaps because of its origins
in practice rather than in theory, relatively little attention has
been paid to understanding the nature of the data mining
process. The development of the CRISP-DM methodology
in the late 1990s was a substantial step towards a
standardised description of the process that had already been
found successful and was (and is) followed by most
practising data miners.

Although CRISP-DM describes how data mining is
performed, it does not explain what data mining is or why the
process has the properties that it does. In this paper I propose
nine maxims or “laws” of data mining (most of which are
well-known to practitioners), together with explanations
where known. This provides the start of a theory to explain
(and not merely describe) the data mining process.

It is not my purpose to criticise CRISP-DM; many of the
concepts introduced by CRISP-DM are crucial to the
understanding of data mining outlined here, and I also
depend on CRISP-DM’s common terminology. This is
merely the next step in the process that started with CRISP-
DM.

II. LAWS OF DATA MINING
A. 1st Law of Data Mining – “Business Goals Law”:

Business objectives are the origin of every data mining
solution

This defines the field of data mining: data mining is
concerned with solving business problems and achieving
business goals. Data mining is not primarily a technology; it
is a process, which has one or more business objectives at its
heart. Without a business objective (whether or not this is
articulated), there is no data mining.

Hence the maxim: “Data Mining is a Business Process”.

B. 2nd Law of Data Mining – “Business Knowledge Law”:
Business knowledge is central to every step of the data

mining process

For convenience I use the CRISP-DM phases to illustrate:

1) Business understanding must be based on business
knowledge, and so must the mapping of business
objectives to data mining goals. (This mapping is also
based on data knowledge data mining knowledge).

2) Data understanding uses business knowledge to
understand which data is related to the business problem,
and how it is related.

3) Data preparation means using business knowledge to
shape the data so that the required business questions can
be asked and answered. (For further detail see the 3rd
Law – the Data Preparation law).

4) Modelling means using data mining algorithms to create
predictive models and interpreting both the models and
their behaviour in business terms – that is, understanding
their business relevance.

5) Evaluation means understanding the business impact of
using the models.

6) Deployment means putting the data mining results to
work in a business process.

3rd Law of Data Mining – “Data Preparation Law”:

Data preparation is more than half of every data mining
process

It is a well-known maxim of data mining that most of the
effort in a data mining project is spent in data acquisition and
preparation. Informal estimates vary from 50 to 80 percent.
Naive explanations might be summarised as “data is
difficult”, and moves to automate various parts of data
acquisition, data cleaning, data transformation and data
preparation are often viewed as attempts to mitigate this
“problem”. While automation can be beneficial, there is a
risk that proponents of this technology will believe that it can
remove the large proportion of effort which goes into data
preparation. This would be to misunderstand the reasons
why data preparation is required in data mining
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Fig 1. Process Cycle

C. 4th Law of Data Mining – “NFL-DM”:

The right model for a given application can only be
discovered by experiment or “There is No Free Lunch for the
Data Miner”

There are 5 factors which contribute to the necessity for
experiment in finding data mining solutions:

1) If the problem space were well-understood, the data
mining process would not be needed – data mining is the
process of searching for as yet unknown connections.

2) For a given application, there is not only one problem
space; different models may be used to solve different
parts of the problem, and the way in which the problem
is decomposed is itself often the result of data mining
and not known before the process begins.

3) The data miner manipulates, or “shapes”, the problem
space by data preparation, so that the grounds for
evaluating a model are constantly shifting.

4) There is no technical measure of value for a predictive
model (see 8th law).

5) The business objective itself undergoes revision and
development during the data mining process, so that the
appropriate data mining goals may change completely.

D. 5th Law of Data Mining: There are always patterns in
the data.

As a data miner, you explore data in search of useful patterns.
Understanding patterns in the data enables you to influence
what happens in the future.

E. 6th Law of Data Mining, or "Insight Law":

Data mining amplifies perception in the business domain.

Data mining methods enable you to understand your business
better than you could have done without them.

F. 7th Law of Data Mining or "Prediction Law":

Prediction increases information locally by generalization.

Data mining helps us use what we know to make better
predictions (or estimates) of things we don't know.

G. 8th Law of Data Mining, or "Value Law":

The value of data mining results is not determined by

the accuracy or stability of predictive models.

Your model must produce good predictions, consistently. That's
it

H. 9th Law of Data Mining, or "Law of Change":

All patterns are subject to change.

Any model that gives you great predictions today may be
useless tomorrow.

III. CONCLUSION

In this research paper we have studied data mining and its 9
laws.we have cover following topics:Goals Law,Knowledge
Law,Data Preparation Law ,NFL _DM,Law Of Data
Mining,Law of Chane ,Insight Law,Prediction Law Etc.
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Abstract--While “big data” has become a highlighted buzzword
since last year, “big data mining”, i.e., mining from big data, has
almost immediately followed up as an emerging, interrelated
research area. This paper provides an overview of big data mining
and discusses the related challenges and the new opportunities. The
discussion includes a review of state-of-the-art frameworks and
platforms for processing and managing big data as well as the
efforts expected on big data mining. We address broad issues
related to big data and/or big data mining, and point out
opportunities and research topics as they shall duly flesh out. We
hope our effort will help reshape the subject area of today’s data
mining technology toward solving tomorrow’s bigger challenges
emerging in accordance with big data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability
of commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage, and
process data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big data "size" is a
constantly moving target, as of 2012 ranging from a few dozen
terabytes to many petabytes of data. Big data is a set of
techniques and technologies that require new forms of integration
to uncover large hidden values from large datasets that are
diverse, complex, and of a massive scale.In a 2001 research
report and related lectures, META Group (now Gartner) analyst
Doug Laney defined data growth challenges and opportunities as
being three-dimensional, i.e. increasing volume (amount of data),
velocity (speed of data in and out), and variety (range of data
types and sources). Gartner, and now much of the industry,
continue to use this "3Vs" model for describing big data In 2012,
Gartner updated its definition as follows: "Big data is high
volume, high velocity, and/or high variety information assets that
require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision
making, insight discovery and process optimization."
Additionally, a new V "Veracity" is added by some organizations
to describe

If Gartner’s definition (the 3Vs) is still widely used, the growing
maturity of the concept fosters a more sound difference between
big data and Business Intelligence, regarding data and their use.

 Business Intelligence uses descriptive statistics with
data with high information density to measure things,
detect trends etc.;

 Big data uses inductive statistics and concepts from
nonlinear system identification [21] to infer laws
(regressions, nonlinear relationships, and causal effects)
from large sets of data with low information density to
reveal relationships, dependencies and perform
predictions of outcomes and behaviors.

Big data can also be defined as "Big data is a large volume
unstructured data which cannot be handled by standard database
management systems like DBMS, RDBMS or ORDBMS".

II. UNDERSTANDING A BIG DATA
IMPLEMENTATION AND ITS COMPONENTS

It often get asked about big data, and more often than not we
seem to be talking at different levels of abstraction and
understanding. Words like real time show up, words like
advanced analytics show up and we are instantly talking about
products. The latter is typically not a good idea. So let’s try to
step back and go look at what big data means from a use case
perspective and how we then map this use case into a usable,
high-level infrastructure picture. As we walk through this all you
will – hopefully – start to see a pattern and start to understand
how words like real time and analytics fit…

III. THE USE CASE IN BUSINESS TERMS

Rather then inventing something from scratch I’ve looked at the
keynote use case describing Smart Mall (you can see a nice
animation and explanation of smart mall in this video).The idea
behind this is often referred to as “multi-channel customer
interaction”, meaning as much as “how can I interact with
customers that are in my brick and mortar store via their phone”.
Rather than having each customer pop out there smart phone to
go browse prices on the internet, I would like to drive their
behavior pro-actively.

The goals of smart mall are straight forward of course:

 Increase store traffic within the mall

 Increase revenue per visit and per transaction

 Reduce the non-buy percentage

IV. WHAT DO I NEED?

In terms of technologies you would be looking at:

 Smart Devices with location information tied to an
individual

 Data collection / decision points for real-time
interactions and analytics

 Storage and Processing facilities for batch oriented
analytics

In terms of data sets you would want to have at least:

 Customer profiles tied to an individual linked to their
identifying device (phone, loyalty card etc.)

 A very fine grained customer segmentation

 Tied to detailed buying behavior

 Tied to elements like coupon usage, preferred products
and other product recommendation like data sets

V. HIGH-LEVEL COMPONENTS

A picture speaks a thousand words, so the below is showing both
the real-time decision making infrastructure and the batch data
processing and model generation (analytics) infrastructure.
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Fig 1. Highlevel Components

The first – and arguably most important step and the most
important piece of data – is the identification of a customer. Step
1 is in this case the fact that a user with cell phone walks into a
mall. By doing so we trigger the lookups in step 2a and 2b in a
user profile database. We will discuss this a little more later, but
in general this is a database leveraging an indexed structure to do
fast and efficient lookups. Once we have found the actual
customer, we feed the profile of this customer into our real time
expert engine – step 3. The models in the expert system
(customer built or COTS software) evaluate the offers and the
profile and determine what action to take (send a coupon for
something). All of this happens in real time… keeping in mind
that websites do this in milliseconds and our smart mall would
probably be ok doing it in a second or so.

Fig 2. Backend Components Connection

To build accurate models – and this where a lot of the typical big
data buzz words come around, we add a batch oriented massive
processing farm into the picture. The lower half in the picture
above shows how we leverage a set of components to create a
model of buying behavior. Traditionally we would leverage the
database (DW) for this. We still do, but we now leverage an
infrastructure before that to go after much more data and to
continuously re-evaluate all that data with new additions.

A word on the sources. One key element is POS data (in the
relational database) which I want to link to customer information
(either from my web store or from cell phones or from loyalty
cards). The NoSQL DB – Customer Profiles in the picture show
the web store element. It is very important to make sure this
multi-channel data is integrated (and de-duplicated but that is a
different topic) with my web browsing, purchasing, searching
and social media data.

Once that is done, I can puzzle together of  ebehavior of an
individual. In essence big data allows micro segmentation at the
person level. In effect for every one of my millions of customers!

The final goal of all of this is to build a highly accurate model to
place within the real time decision engine. The goal of that model
is directly linked to our business goals mentioned earlier. In other
words, how can I send you a coupon while you are in the mall
that gets you to the store and gets you to spend money…

VI. DETAILED DATA FLOWS AND PRODUCT
IDEAS

Now, how do I implement this with real products and how does
my data flow within this ecosystem? That is something shown in
the following sections…

A. Collect Data

To look up data, collect it and make decisions on it you will need
to implement a system that is distributed. As these devices
essentially keep on sending data, you need to be able to load the
data (collect or acquire) without much delay. That is done like
below in the collection points. That is also the place to evaluate
for real time decisions. We will come back to the Collection
points later…

Fig 3. Collect Data

The data from the collection points flows into the Hardtop cluster
– in our case of course a big data appliance. You would also feed
other data into this. The social feeds shown above would come
from a data aggregator (typically a company) that sorts out
relevant hash tags for example. Then you use Flume or Scribe to
load the data into the Hardtop cluster.

Next step is the add data and start collating, interpreting and
understanding the data in relation to each other.

Fig 4. Oracle Loader for Hadoop

For instance, add user profiles to the social feeds and the location
data to build up a comprehensive understanding of an individual
user and the patterns associated with this user. Typically this is
done using Map Reduce on Hadoop. The NoSQL user profiles
are batch loaded from Mosul DB via a Hadoop Input Format and
thus added to the MapReduce data sets.

To combine it all with Point of Sales (POS) data, with our Siebel
CRM data and all sorts of other transactional data you would use
Oracle Loader for Hadoop to efficiently move reduced data into
Oracle. Now you have a comprehensive view of the data that
your users can go after. Either via Exalytics or BI tools or, and
this is the interesting piece for this post – via things like data
mining.
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Fig 5. Map Reduce

That latter phase – here called analyze will create data mining
models and statistical models that are going to be used to
produce the right coupons. These models are the real crown
jewels as they allow an organization to make decisions in real
time based on very accurate models. The models are going into
the Collection and Decision points to now act on real time data.

Fig 6. Map Reduce process

In the picture above you see the gray model being utilized in the
Expert Engine. That model describes / predicts behavior of an
individual customer and based on that prediction we determine
what action to undertake.

The above is an end-to-end look at Big Data and real time
decisions. Big Data allows us to leverage tremendous data and
processing resources to come to accurate models. It also allows
us to find out all sorts of things that we were not expecting,
creating more accurate models, but also creating new ideas, new
business etc.

Once the Big Data Appliance is available you can implement the
entire solution as shown here on Oracle technology… now you
just need to find a few people who understand the programming
models and create those crown jewels.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have study about Big Data Mining

In different aspect like:  Implementation and its component, high
level component, data flow on work ideas.
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Abstract—“Cloud” computing has recently emerged as a new
paradigm for hosting and delivering service on internet. Builds
on decades of research in virtualization, distributed computing,
utility computing, and more recently networking, Web and
software services. It implies a service oriented architecture,
reduced information technology overhead for the end-user, great
flexibility, reduced total cost of ownership, on-demand services
and many other things. This paper discusses the concept of
“cloud” computing, some of the issues it tries to address, related
research topics, and a “cloud” implementation available today.

Keywords: “cloud” computing, virtual computing lab,
virtualization, utility computing, end-to-end quality of service

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a recently evolved computing
terminology or metaphor based on utility and consumption
of computing resources. Cloud computing involves deploying
groups of remote servers and software networks that allow
centralized data storage and online access to computer services
or resources. Clouds can be classified as public, private
or hybrid.

Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve
coherence and economies of scale, similar to a utility (like
the electricity grid) over a network. At the foundation of cloud
computing is the broader concept of converged
infrastructure and shared services.

Cloud computing, or in simpler shorthand just "the cloud",
also focuses on maximizing the effectiveness of the shared
resources. Cloud resources are usually not only shared by
multiple users but are also dynamically reallocated per
demand. This can work for allocating resources to users. For
example, a cloud computer facility that serves Indian users
during Indian business hours with a specific application (e.g.,
email) may reallocate the same resources to serve American
users during America's business hours with a different
application (e.g., a web server). This approach should
maximize the use of computing power thus reducing
environmental damage as well since less power, air
conditioning, rack space, etc. are required for a variety of
functions. With cloud computing, multiple users can access a
single server to retrieve and update their data without
purchasing licenses for different applications.

The term "moving to cloud" also refers to an organization
moving away from a traditional CAPEX model (buy the
dedicated hardware and depreciate it over a period of time) to
the OPEX model (use a shared cloud infrastructure and pay as
one uses it).

Proponents claim that cloud computing allows companies to
avoid upfront infrastructure costs, and focus on projects that
differentiate their businesses instead of on infrastructure.
Proponents also claim that cloud computing allows enterprises
to get their applications up and running faster, with improved
manageability and less maintenance, and enables IT to more
rapidly adjust resources to meet fluctuating and unpredictable
business demand. Cloud providers typically use a "pay as you

go" model. This can lead to unexpectedly high charges if
administrators do not adapt to the cloud pricing model.

The present availability of high-capacity networks, low-cost
computers and storage devices as well as the widespread
adoption of hardware virtualization, service-oriented
architecture, and autonomic and utility computing have led to
a growth in cloud computing.

Cloud vendors are experiencing growth rates of 50% per
annum.

Fig 1: Cloud Computing

BRIEF HISTORY

Origin of the term: The origin of the term cloud
computing is unclear. The expression cloud is commonly
used in science to describe a large agglomeration of
objects that visually appear from a distance as a cloud and
describes any set of things whose details are not inspected
further in a given context.

The cloud symbol was used to represent the Internet as early
as 1994, in which servers were then shown connected to, but

external to, the cloud.

References to cloud computing in its modern sense appeared
early as 1996, with the earliest known mention in
a Compaq internal document.

The popularization of the term can be traced to 2006 when
Amazon.com introduced the Elastic Compute Cloud.

The 1950s: he underlying concept of cloud computing
dates to the 1950s, when large-scale mainframe
computers were seen as the future of computing, and became
available in academia and corporations, accessible via thin
clients/terminal computers, often referred to as "dumb
terminals", because they were used for communications but
had no internal processing capacities. To make more efficient
use of costly mainframes, a practice evolved that allowed
multiple users to share both the physical access to the
computer from multiple terminals as well as the CPU time.
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This eliminated periods of inactivity on the mainframe and
allowed for a greater return on the investment. The practice of
sharing CPU time on a mainframe became known in the
industry as time-sharing. During the mid 70s, time-sharing
was popularly known as RJE (Remote Job Entry); this
nomenclature was mostly associated with large vendors such
as IBM and DEC.

The 1990s: In the 1990s, telecommunications companies, who
previously offered primarily dedicated point-to-point data
circuits, began offering virtual private network (VPN) services
with comparable quality of service, but at a lower cost. By
switching traffic as they saw fit to balance server use, they
could use overall network bandwidth more effectively. They
began to use the cloud symbol to denote the demarcation point
between what the provider was responsible for and what users
were responsible for. Cloud computing extends this boundary
to cover all servers as well as the network infrastructure.

As computers became more prevalent, scientists and
technologists explored ways to make large-scale computing
power available to more users through time-sharing. They
experimented with algorithms to optimize the infrastructure,
platform, and applications to prioritize CPUs and increase
efficiency for end users.

Since 2000: In early 2008, Eucalyptus became the first open-
source, AWS API-compatible platform for deploying private
clouds. In early 2008, OpenNebula, enhanced in the
RESERVOIR European Commission-funded project, became
the first open-source software for deploying private and
hybrid clouds, and for the federation of clouds. In the same
year, efforts were focused on providing quality of
service guarantees (as required by real-time interactive
applications) to cloud-based infrastructures, in the framework
of the IRMOS European Commission-funded project, resulting
in a real-time cloud environment. By mid-2008, Gartner saw
an opportunity for cloud computing "to shape the relationship
among consumers of IT services, those who use IT services
and those who sell them" and observed that "organizations are
switching from company-owned hardware and software assets
to per-use service-based models" so that the "projected shift to
computing ... will result in dramatic growth in IT products in
some areas and significant reductions in other areas."

In July 2010, Rackspace Hosting and NASA jointly launched
an open-source cloud-software initiative known as OpenStack.
The OpenStack project intended to help organizations offer
cloud-computing services running on standard hardware. The
early code came from NASA's Nebula platform as well as
from Rackspace's Cloud Files platform.

On March 1, 2011, IBM announced the IBM
SmartCloud framework to support Smarter Planet. Among the
various components of the Smarter Computing foundation,
cloud computing is a critical piece.

On June 7, 2012, Oracle announced the Oracle Cloud. While
aspects of the Oracle Cloud are still in development, this cloud
offering is posed to be the first to provide users with access to
an integrated set of IT solutions, including the Applications
(SaaS), Platform (PaaS), and Infrastructure (IaaS) layers.

I. CLASSIFICATION

Cloud computing is typically classified in two ways:

1. Location of the cloud computing

2. Type of services offered

a) Location of the cloud

Cloud computing is typically classified in the following three
ways:

Fig 2: Types of Cloud Computing
Public cloud: In Public cloud the computing infrastructure is
hosted by the cloud vendor at the vendors premises. The
customer has no visibility and control over where the
computing infrastructure is hosted. The computing
infrastructure is shared between any organizations.

1. Private cloud: The computing infrastructure is dedicated
to a particular organization and not shared with other
organizations. Some experts consider that private clouds
are not real examples of cloud computing. Private clouds
are more expensive and more secure when compared to
public clouds.

Private clouds are of two types: On-premise private clouds and
externally hosted private clouds. Externally hosted private
clouds are also exclusively used by one organization, but are
hosted by a third party specializing in cloud infrastructure.
Externally hosted private clouds are cheaper than On-premise
private clouds.

2. Hybrid cloud Organizations may host critical
applications on private clouds and applications with
relatively less security concerns on the public cloud. The
usage of both private and public clouds together is called
hybrid cloud. A related term is Cloud Bursting. In Cloud
bursting organization use their own computing
infrastructure for normal usage, but access the cloud using
services like Salesforce cloud computing for high/peak
load requirements. This ensures that a sudden increase in
computing requirement is handled gracefully.

3. Community cloud involves sharing of computing
infrastructure in between organizations of the same
community. For example all Government organizations
within the state of California may share computing
infrastructure on the cloud to manage data related to
citizens residing in California.

b) Classification based upon service provided

Based upon the services offered, clouds are classified in the
following ways:

1. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) involves offering
hardware related services using the principles of cloud
computing. These could include some kind of storage
services (database or disk storage) or virtual servers.
Leading vendors that provide Infrastructure as a service
are Amazon EC2, Amazon S3,Rackspace Cloud
Servers and Flexiscale.

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) involves offering a
development platform on the cloud. Platforms provided
by different vendors are typically not compatible.
Typical players in PaaS are Googles Application
Engine, Microsofts Azure, Salesforce.com, force.com .
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3. Software as a service (SaaS) includes a complete
software offering on the cloud. Users can access a
software application hosted by the cloud vendor on pay-
per-use basis. This is a well-established sector. The
pioneer in this field has been Salesforce.coms offering in
the online Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
space. Other examples are online email providers like
Googles gmail and Microsofts hotmail, Google docs and
Microsofts online version of office
called BPOS (Business Productivity Online Standard
Suite).

Fig 3: Software as a SaaS

The above classification is well accepted in the
industry. David Linthicum describes a more granular
classification on the basis of service provided. These are listed
below:

1. Storage-as-a-service

2. Database-as-a-service

3. Information-as-a-service

4. Process-as-a-service

5. Application-as-a-service

6. Platform-as-a-service

7. Integration-as-a-service

8. Security-as-a-service

9. Management/Governance-as-a-service

10. Testing-as-a-service

11. Infrastructure-as-a-service

II. ARCHITECTURE OF A CLOUD COMPUTING

A. Cloud Computing Architecture

Fig 4: Architecture of Cloud Computing

When talking about a cloud computing system, it's helpful to
divide it into two sections: the front endand the back end.
They connect to each other through a network, usually
the Internet. The front end is the side the computer user, or
client, sees. The back end is the "cloud" section of the system.

The front end includes the client's computer (or computer
network) and the application required to access the cloud
computing system. Not all cloud computing systems have the
same user interface. Services like Web-based e-mail programs
leverage existing Web browsers like Internet Explorer
or Firefox. Other systems have unique applications that
provide network access to clients.

On the back end of the system are the various computers,
servers and data storage systems that create the "cloud" of
computing services. In theory, a cloud computing system
could include practically any computer program you can
imagine, from data processing to video games. Usually, each
application will have its own dedicated server.

A central server administers the system, monitoring traffic and
client demands to ensure everything runs smoothly. It follows
a set of rules called protocols and uses a special kind of
software called middleware. Middleware allows networked
computers to communicate with each other. Most of the time,
servers don't run at full capacity. That means there's unused
processing power going to waste. It's possible to fool a
physical server into thinking it's actually multiple servers, each
running with its own independent operating system. The
technique is called server virtualization. By maximizing the
output of individual servers, server virtualization reduces the
need for more physical machines.

If a cloud computing company has a lot of clients, there's
likely to be a high demand for a lot of storage space. Some
companies require hundreds of digital storage devices. Cloud
computing systems need at least twice the number of storage
devices it requires to keep all its clients' information stored.
That's because these devices, like all computers, occasionally
break down. A cloud computing system must make a copy of
all its clients' information and store it on other devices. The
copies enable the central server to access backup machines to
retrieve data that otherwise would be unreachable. Making
copies of data as a backup is called redundancy.

III. APPLICATIONS

Cloud computing has been credited with increasing
competitiveness through cost reduction, greater flexibility,
elasticity and optimal resource utilization. Here are a few
situations where cloud computing is used to enhance the
ability to achieve business goals.

1. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a
service (PaaS)

When it comes to IaaS, using an existing infrastructure on a
pay-per-use scheme seems to be an obvious choice for
companies saving on the cost of investing to acquire, manage
and maintain an IT infrastructure. There are also instances
where organizations turn to PaaS for the same reasons while
also seeking to increase the speed of development on a ready-
to-use platform to deploy applications.

2. Private cloud and hybrid cloud

Among the many incentives for using cloud, there are two
situations where organizations are looking into ways to assess
some of the applications they intend to deploy into their
environment through the use of a cloud (specifically a public
cloud). While in the case of test and development it may be
limited in time, adopting a hybrid cloud approach allows for
testing application workloads, therefore providing the comfort
of an environment without the initial investment that might
have been rendered useless should the workload testing fail.
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Another use of hybrid cloud is also the ability to expand
during periods of limited peak usage, which is often preferable
to hosting a large infrastructure that might seldom be of use.
An organization would seek to have the additional capacity
and availability of an environment when needed on a pay-as
you-go basis.

3. Test and development

Probably the best scenario for the use of a cloud is a test and
development environment. This entails securing a budget,
setting up your environment through physical assets,
significant manpower and time. Then comes the installation
and configuration of your platform. All this can often extend
the time it takes for a project to be completed and stretch your
milestones.

With cloud computing, there are now readily available
environments tailored for your needs at your fingertips. This
often combines, but is not limited to, automated provisioning
of physical and virtualized resources.

4. Big data analytics

One of the aspects offered by leveraging cloud computing is
the ability to tap into vast quantities of both structured and
unstructured data to harness the benefit of extracting business
value.

Retailers and suppliers are now extracting information derived
from consumers’ buying patterns to target their advertising
and marketing campaigns to a particular segment of the
population. Social networking platforms are now providing the
basis for analytics on behavioral patterns that organizations are
using to derive meaningful information.

5. File storage

Cloud can offer you the possibility of storing your files and
accessing, storing and retrieving them from any web-enabled
interface. The web services interfaces are usually simple. At
any time and place you have high availability, speed,
scalability and security for your environment. In this scenario,
organizations are only paying for the amount of storage they
are actually consuming, and do so without the worries of
overseeing the daily maintenance of the storage infrastructure.

There is also the possibility to store the data either on or off
premises depending on the regulatory compliance
requirements. Data is stored in virtualized pools of storage
hosted by a third party based on the customer specification
requirements.

6. Disaster recovery

This is yet another benefit derived from using cloud based on
the cost effectiveness of a disaster recovery (DR) solution that
provides for a faster recovery from a mesh of different
physical locations at a much lower cost that the traditional DR
site with fixed assets, rigid procedures and a much higher cost.

7. Backup

Backing up data has always been a complex and time-
consuming operation. This included maintaining a set of tapes
or drives, manually collecting them and dispatching them to a
backup facility with all the inherent problems that might
happen in between the originating and the backup site. This
way of ensuring a backup is performed is not immune to
problems such as running out of backup media , and there is
also time to load the backup devices for a restore operation,
which takes time and is prone to malfunctions and human
errors.

Cloud-based backup, while not being the panacea, is certainly
a far cry from what it used to be. You can now automatically
dispatch data to any location across the wire with the
assurance that neither security, availability nor capacity are
issues.

While the list of the above uses of cloud computing is not
exhaustive, it certainly give an incentive to use the cloud when
comparing to more traditional alternatives to increase IT
infrastructure flexibility , as well as leverage on big data
analytics and mobile computing.

IV. LIMITATIONS

For those who follow trends in web hosting, cloud computing
is a term that they come across often these days. There are
many benefits of cloud computing irrespective of the size of
the organization. The benefits include secure and affordable
managed hosting, accessibility of data from anywhere at
anytime, offsite backup, no need of internal IT resources,
scalability and so on.
But there are some limitations as well since it is still an
evolving technology. Some weaknesses of cloud computing
are listed below:
Cascading effect

If there is a problem in data center, all virtual machines are
affected. There might or might not be a backup of the data if
an enterprise relies only on the cloud for its data management
needs.

Network connection
The concept assumes that the client has reliable network
connection. If there are problems of network connectivity,
accessing the cloud also becomes a problem. Performance of
the cloud applications also depend on the performance of
network at clients’ side. Upload and download speeds are
slower as compared to that of a local server.

Control of data security
In a public cloud, the client does not have the control over
security of his/ her own data. The clients’ data can be
susceptible to hacking or phishing attacks. Since the servers on
cloud are interconnected it is easy for malware to spread.

Additional costs
Although cloud computing offers cost benefits, it has some
hidden or additional costs as well. Clients are charged extra for
data transfer or other services. Initial offerings are priced
higher, till economies of scale work out for the service
provider.

Peripherals
Peripheral devices like printers or scanners might not work
with cloud. Many of them require software to be installed
locally. Networked peripherals have lesser problems.

Integration
Integrating internal applications with those on cloud can be
complex and in some cases not viable.
Generic
Public cloud offerings are very generic and offer multi-tenancy
service which all organizations might not be comfortable with.
Implementing an in-house cloud is more complex to
implement and are burdensome on internal resources if the
organization is not large enough.

Cloud service providers are continuously evolving solutions to
overcome the above mentioned hurdles. Some enterprises are
seeing clear benefits in shifting to the cloud and are adopting it
unconditionally while some enterprises are moving non-
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critical applications to test the waters. Some others want to
wait and watch how the technology evolves before deciding.

V. THE FUTURE

There is a wealth of chatter and hype around the cloud right
now, especially as more startups continue to go public.
Separating the hype and fleeting trends from the reality is
often difficult. That said, here are my top five cloud
predictions for the coming years:

1. More application availability on the cloud

Fig 5: Cloud application availability

With most new software being built for cloud from the outset,
it is predicted that by 2016 over a quarter of all applications
(around 48 million) will be available on the cloud (Global
Technology Outlook: Cloud 2014: A More Disruptive Phase).

This makes sense when you consider that about 56 percent of
enterprises consider cloud to be a strategic differentiator, and
approximately 58 percent of enterprises spend more than 10
percent of their annual budgets on cloud services.
The Everest Group, in their recent
Enterprise Cloud Adoption Survey, further argues that cloud
adoption enables operational excellence and accelerated
innovation.

2. Increased growth in the market for cloud

According to Gartner, the cloud is here, and it is accelerating
globally. Based on their forecast for 2011-2017, Gartner
expects adoption to hit $250 billion by 2017. In the fourth
quarter of 2013, we saw this prediction supported by
enterprises worldwide—enterprises that were increasingly
relying on cloud to develop, market and sell products, manage
supply chains and more.

In the same forecast, Gartner also suggested that the
worldwide software as a service (SaaS) market would grow
at an astounding yearly growth rate of 20.2 percent! This
means it will be growing from $18.2 billion in 2012 to $45.6
billion in 2017. With that kind of growth expected, it is no
wonder that many are companies are rebranding anything that
makes sense “as a service” to get a piece of the pie.

3. More hybrid cloud adoption

Gartner proposes that 50 percent of enterprises will have
hybrid clouds by 2017. As we see more and more companies
adopt cloud, we see CIOs crafting well-thought-out strategies
that include cloud. However, pure cloud implementations are
the exception and not the rule.

4. Increased development for the cloud

More development is going to go to the cloud. According
to Evans Data Corporation, there are more than 18 million
software developers worldwide yet less than 25 percent are
developing for the cloud today. We can expect that as cloud
continues to be adopted, more developers will develop for the
cloud—especially when you consider that 85 percent of the
new software being built today is for cloud according to IDC’s
article,
“IT Cloud Services at the Crossroads: How IaaS/PaaS/Saa
S Business Models are Evolving.”

IDC concurs with Gartner regarding the growth of these IT
services and suggests that 20 percent of all application revenue
in 2014 will be generated by SaaS. IDC further suggests that
there will be an increase in third-party, commercial and
enterprise developers and contributors to cloud application
ecosystems, marketplaces and application programming
interface (API) exchanges by 2017.

5. More innovation because of cloud

Increased competition in the cloud space will give way to
better products, services and innovation. This last point is a
little counterintuitive for any of us that have read Geoffrey
Moore’s book, Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling
Disruptive Products to Mainstream Customers. Moore writes
that after a vendor establishes a new product or service, its
pace of innovation drops. Moore suggests that this occurs
because companies need to help their clients adopt the new
innovative offering.

Moore named his book Crossing the Chasm after the
phenomenon that refers to how companies need to become
more like their existing competitors in order to achieve
mainstream success. However, this is not what we have seen
in the industry so far. In fact, the pace at which organizations
are innovating appears to have sped up—at least from my
perspective.
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Abstract— In this paper, we describe the data mining and its
applications. Data mining is a relatively new technology that has
not fully matured. Despite this, there are a number of industries
that are already using it on a regular basis. Some of these
organizations include retail stores, hospitals, banks, and insurance
companies. Many of these organizations are combining data
mining with such things as statistics, pattern recognition, and
other important tools. Data mining can be used to find
patterns and connections that would otherwise be difficult to find.
This technology is popular with many businesses because it allows
them to learn more about their customers and make smart
marketing decisions. Here is overview of business problems and
solutions found using data mining technology.
Keywords—Data mining,Customer relationship
management,Literature review,Classification

I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining is widely used in diverse areas. There are number
of commercial data mining system available today yet there are
many challenges in this field. In this tutorial we will
applications and trend of Data Mining.

Data mining is the process of analyzing data from different
perspectives and summarizing it into useful information
formation that can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or
both.

As massive amount of data is continuously being collected and
stored, many industries are becoming interested in mining some
patterns (association rules, correlations, clusters etc) from their
database. Association rule mining is one of the important tasks
that are used to find out the frequent itemset from customer
transactional database. Each transaction consists of items
purchased by a customer in a visit.

Data mining has its own tools and techniques to mine
interesting information. When these tools and techniques are
applied to the World Wide Web [as is or with some
modifications and adaptations for the www environment], it can
be called as Internet Mining.

So, Internet mining refers to discovery and analysis of useful
information over the World Wide Web.

Internet mining can be broadly classified into three categories:

 Content Mining
 Structure Mining
 Usage Mining

Fig 1. Types of Internet Mining

A. Content Mining:Content Mining refers to mining of
desired content over World Wide Web. Various search engines
exists for the  content mining, such as altavista, Lycos,
WebCrawlar, MetaCrawlar etc.

B. Structure Mining:Structure mining tries to discover the
link structure of the hyperlinks at the inter-document level to
generate structural summary about the Website and Web page.

C. Usage Mining:Usage Mining refers to automatic
knowledge mining of user access patterns from web servers. It
includes,

II. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS

This tutorial discusses about the data mining applications in
various areas including sales/marketing, banking, insurance,
health care, transportation and medicine.

Fig 2. Data mining applications

Data mining is a process that analyzes a large amount of data to
find new and hidden information that improves business
efficiency. Various industries have been adopt data mining to
their mission-critical business processes to gain competitive
advantages and help business grows. This tutorial illustrates

Internet
Mining

Content
Mining

Structure
Mining

Usage
Mining
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some data mining applications in sale/marketing,
banking/finance, health care and insurance, transportation and
medicine.

III. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS IN
SALES/MARKETING

Data mining enables businesses to understand the hidden
patterns inside historical purchasing transaction data, thus
helping in planning and launching new marketing campaigns in
prompt and cost effective way. The following illustrates several
data mining applications in sale and marketing.

Data mining is used for market basket analysis to provide
information on what product combinations were purchased
together, when they were bought and in what sequence. This
information helps businesses promote their most profitable
products and maximize the profit. In addition, it encourages
customers to purchase related products that they may have been
missed or overlooked.

Retail companies uses data mining to identify customer’s
behavior buying patterns.

IV. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS IN BANKING
/ FINANCE

Several data mining techniques e.g., distributed data mining
have been researched, modeled and developed to help credit
card fraud detection.

Data mining is used to identify customers loyalty by analyzing
the data of customer’s purchasing activities such as the data
of frequency of purchase in a period of time, total monetary
value of all purchases and when was the last purchase. After
analyzing those dimensions, the relative measure is generated
for each customer. The higher of the score, the more relative
loyal the customer is.

To help bank to retain credit card customers, data mining is
applied. By analyzing the past data, data mining can help banks
predict customers that likely to change their credit card
affiliation so they can plan and launch different special offers to
retain those customers.

Credit card spending by customer groups can be identified by
using data mining.

The hidden correlation’s between different financial indicators
can be discovered by using data mining.

From historical market data, data mining enables to identify
stock trading rules.

Data Mining Applications in Health Care and Insurance

The growth of the insurance industry entirely depends on the
ability of converting data into the knowledge, information or
intelligence about customers, competitors and its markets. Data
mining is applied in insurance industry lately but brought
tremendous competitive advantages to the companies who have
implemented it successfully. The data mining applications in
insurance industry are listed below:

Data mining is applied in claims analysis such as identifying
which medical procedures are claimed together.

Data mining enables to forecasts which customers will
potentially purchase new policies.

Data mining allows insurance companies to detect risky
customers’ behaviour patterns.

Data mining helps detect fraudulent behaviour.

Data Mining Applications in Transportation

Data mining helps determine the distribution schedules among
warehouses and outlets and analyse loading patterns.

V. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS IN
MEDICINE

Data mining enables to characterize patient activities to see
incoming office visits.

Data mining helps identify the patterns of successful medical
therapies for different illnesses.

Data mining applications are continuously developing in
various industries to provide more hidden knowledge that
increases business efficiency and grows businesses.

Fig 3. Data mining applications in S/W mgt.

VI. FINANCIAL DATA ANALYSIS

The financial data in banking and financial industry is generally
reliable and of high quality which facilitates the systematic data
analysis and data mining. Here are the few typical cases:

Design and construction of data warehouses for
multidimensional data analysis and data mining. Loan payment
prediction and customer credit policy analysis.Classification
and clustering of customers for targeted marketing.Detection of
money laundering and other financial crimes.

VII. RETAIL INDUSTRY

Data Mining has its great application in Retail Industry because
it collects large amount data from on sales, customer purchasing
history, goods transportation, consumption and services. It is
natural that the quantity of data collected will continue to
expand rapidly because of increasing ease, availability and
popularity of web.

The Data Mining in Retail Industry helps in identifying
customer buying patterns and trends. That leads to improved
quality of customer service and good customer retention and
satisfaction. Here is the list of examples of data mining in retail
industry:

Design and Construction of data warehouses based on benefits
of data mining. Multidimensional analysis of sales, customers,
products, time and region.Analysis of effectiveness of sales
campaigns.

VIII. CUSTOMER RETENTION.
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Product recommendation and cross-referencing of items.
Telecommunication Industry

Today the Telecommunication industry is one of the most
emerging industries providing various services such as fax,
pager, cellular phone, Internet messenger, images, e-mail, web
data transmission etc. Due to the development of new computer
and communication technologies, the telecommunication
industry is rapidly expanding. This is the reason why data
mining is become very important to help and understand the
business.

Data Mining in Telecommunication industry helps in
identifying the telecommunication patterns, catch fraudulent
activities, make better use of resource, and improve quality of
service. Here is the list examples for which data mining
improve telecommunication services:

IX. MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF
TELECOMMUNICATION DATA.

 Fraudulent pattern analysis.
 Identification of unusual patterns.
 Multidimensional association and sequential patterns

analysis.
 Mobile Telecommunication services.
 Use of visualization tools in telecommunication data

analysis.


X. BIOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS

Now a days we see that there is vast growth in field of biology
such as genomics, proteomics, functional Genomics and
biomedical research .Biological data mining is very important
part of Bioinformatics. Following are the aspects in which Data
mining contribute for biological data analysis:

Semantic integration of heterogeneous , distributed genomic
and proteomic databases. Alignment, indexing , similarity
search and comparative analysis multiple nucleotide sequences.

Discovery of structural patterns and analysis of genetic
networks and protein pathways. Association and path analysis.
Visualization tools in genetic data analysis.

XI. OTHER SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS

The applications discussed above tend to handle relatively small
and homogeneous data sets for which the statistical techniques
are appropriate. Huge amount of data have been collected from
scientific domains such as geosciences, astronomy etc. There is
large amount of data sets being generated because of the fast
numerical simulations in various fields such as climate, and
ecosystem modeling, chemical engineering, fluid dynamics etc.
Following are the applications of data mining in field of
Scientific Applications:

Data Warehouses and data preprocessing.

XII. GRAPH-BASED MINING

Visualization and domain specific knowledge.

Intrusion Detection : Intrusion refers to any kind of action that
threatens integrity, confidentiality, or availability of network
resources. In this world of connectivity security has become the
major issue. With increased usage of internet and availability of
tools and tricks for intruding and attacking network prompted
intrusion detection to become a critical component of network
administration. Here is the list of areas in which data mining
technology may be applied for intrusion detection:

Development of data mining algorithm for intrusion detection.

Association and correlation analysis, aggregation to help select
and build discriminating attributes.

 Analysis of Stream data.
 Distributed data mining.
 Visualization and query tools.

XIII. DATA MINING SYSTEM PRODUCTS

There are many data mining system products and domain
specific data mining applications are available. The new data
mining systems and applications are being added to the
previous systems. Also the efforts are being made towards
standardization of data mining languages.

Choosing Data Mining System

Which data mining system to choose will depend on following
features of Data Mining System:

Data Types - The data mining system may handle formatted
text, record-based data and relational data. The data could also
be in ASCII text, relational database data or data warehouse
data. Therefore we should check what exact format, the data
mining system can handle.

XIV. SYSTEM ISSUES

We must consider the compatibility of Data Mining system
with different operating systems. One data mining system may
run on only on one operating system or on several. There are
also data mining systems that provide web-based user interfaces
and allow XML data as input.

Data Sources - Data Sources refers to the data formats in which
data mining system will operate. Some data mining system may
work only on ASCII text files while other on multiple relational
sources. Data mining system should also support ODBC
connections or OLE DB for ODBC connections.

Data Mining functions and methodologies - There are some
data mining systems that provide only one data mining function
such as classification while some provides multiple data mining
functions such as concept description, discovery-driven OLAP
analysis, association mining, linkage analysis, statistical
analysis, classification, prediction, clustering, outlier analysis,
similarity search etc.

Coupling data mining with databases or data warehouse
systems - Data mining system need to be coupled with database
or the data warehouse systems. The coupled components are
integrated into a uniform information processing environment.
Here are the types of coupling listed below:

 No coupling
 Loose Coupling
 Semi tight Coupling
 Tight Coupling

XV.
XVI. SCALABILITY - THERE ARE TWO

SCALABILITY ISSUES IN DATA MINING AS
FOLLOWS:

Row (Database size) Scalability - Data mining System is
considered as row scalable when the number or rows are
enlarged 10 times, It takes no more than the 10 times to execute
the query.

Column (Dimension) Salability - Data mining system is
considered as column scalable if the mining query execution
time increases linearly with number of columns.
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Visualization Tools - Visualization in Data mining can be
categorized as follows:

 Data Visualization
 Mining Results Visualization
 Mining process visualization
 Visual data mining

Data Mining query language and graphical user interface - The
graphical user interface which is easy to use and is required to
promote user guided, interactive data mining. Unlike relational
database systems data mining systems do not share underlying
data mining query language.

Trends in Data Mining

Here is the list of trends in data mining that reflects pursuit of
the challenges such as construction of integrated and interactive
data mining environments, design of data mining languages:

 Application Exploration
 Scalable and Interactive data mining methods
 Integration of data mining with database systems, data

warehouse systems and web database systems.
 Standardization of data mining query language
 Visual Data Mining
 New methods for mining complex types of data
 Biological data mining
 Data mining and software engineering
 Web mining
 Distributed Data mining
 Real time data mining
 Multi Database data mining
 privacy protection and Information Security in data

mining.

XVII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have study the different types of data mining
and there application. There are few components that are :
Structure mining, User Mining, Data mining applications- In
Banking, In Marketing, In Retail Industry, Data Mining in
Medicines, In Financial, Customer Retention, Graphic base
mining, Other scientific application and etc..
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Abstract- This paper deals with study of various composites
fabrication by powder metallurgy and testing of their different
mechanical properties and microstructures. The major
controlling factors in fabrication are size of powder, blending
timing and method, pressing pressure of dies, temperature and
timing of sintering and cooling type. Composites fabricated by
powder metallurgy are found to be of higher strength the
hardness with fine reinforced microstructures.

Keywords: Powder metallurgy, Fe2O3, Fe, sintered.

I.INTRODUCTION

Powder metallurgy is the process of blending fine powdered
materials, pressing them into a desired shape or form
(compacting), and then heating the compressed material in a
controlled atmosphere to bond the material (sintering).
Blending is mixing powders of the same chemical
composition of same or different sizes. It can be
accomplished mechanically or manually. After blending the
powders, Blended powers are pressed in dies under high
pressure to form them into the required shape (known as
green compact). Further this green compact is heated in a
controlled-atmosphere furnace to a temperature below its
melting point, but high enough to allow bounding of the
particles (sintering) and then it is cooled. Finally the
finishing operations applied on compressed material.

Composite materials are materials made from two or more
constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties, that when
combined, produce a material with characteristics different
from the individual components. Powder metallurgy is very
effective method for the fabrications of composite materials.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Shivendra Kumar, Fabrice Mathieux, Godfrey Onwubolu
and Vineet Chandra[1] recycled Al by a novel powder
metallurgy-based method to prevent rapid overflowing of
landfills by scrap metals. First of all they converted scrap Al
into the powders of 9.5mm, 2.5mm, 500μm and 250μm
aperture. To bind and lubricate the powder, 3% volume
ethanol and 1% mass zinc stearate added to Al powder. The
mixture was compressed at 3.5MPa by hydraulic press and
sintered at 5850Cin atmospheric pressure. On the bases of
experiments it was found that with increase in compression
pressure density increases, the compaction percentage
increases with increase in grain sizes and Brinell Hardness
Number (BHN) of scrap Al is higher than that of pure Al.

Mohammed Baba Ndaliman and Ahsan Ali Khan[2]
developed the Cu-TaC Electrodes for EDM by Powder
Metallurgy and investigated their properties for suitability to
EDM. 30 and 55% weight of TaC powders were mixed with
Cu and manually pressed into electrodes of 13mm diameters
on pellet press. Mixtures containing 30 and 55% of TaC
were sintered at temperatures of 450 and 8500C for 25 and

50 minutes respectively on the bases of Design of
Experiment. Electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity
and density of various electrodes were calculated. It was
found that the compacted electrodes in green form (without
sintering) were favourable for EDM as these had better
electrical and thermal conductivity and density between 6.13
and 9.80 g/cm3. But sintered electrodes becomes non-
conductive electrically and unsuitable for EDM.

Chinawad DHADSANADHEP, Tachai
LUANGVARANUNT, Junko UMEDA2 and Katsuyoshi
KONDOH[3] fabricated composites of Al/Al2O3 with silica
(in form of rich husk ash) and cooper powders. Al, Cu and
Silica powders of 106, 70 and 250 μm mean size
respectively were mixed by shaking in a plastic bag for 20
minutes. The composition of mixture taken as Al-4wt.%Cu /
5vol.%Silica, Al-4wt.%Cu / 10vol.%Silica, and Al-
4wt.%Cu / 15vol.%Silica and cold compacted in a 30mm
diameter die under 214 MPa pressure, followed by sintering
at 6500C for 1 hour under Ar gas. And it was heat treatment
between temperatures 590 to 6500C for 10 hours. From X-
ray diffractometer (XRD) it was noticed that in-situ reaction
between silica and Al powders occurred above 5900C during
heat treatment. Also the hardness of composite increased
with increase in amount of silica.

Nemes Toderita, Nemes Catalin and Isarie Claudiu[4] were
fabricated valves for automobile by mixing powders of
austenitic stainless steel AISI 316 L as base, 0.5% zinc
stearate with 10%, 20% & 30% proportions of Al2O3 and
pressed mixtures at forces of 400kN and 200kN. This was
followed by sintering the mixtures at a temperature of
12000C for one hour and cooled in still air. It was found that
higher alumina content is lighter because of a constant
filling volume in the mold; specific weight of alumina is
lower than stainless steel. On the bases of micro structural
inspection it was observed that mixture containing 20% of
Al2O3 had most uniform structure and least variations in
mass.

Rajesh Purohit, R. S. Rana and C. S. Verma[5] fabricated
and tested the mechanical properties of Al-SiCp Composite.
SiC powder (of six different compositions 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
and 30%) with 0.5% of Mg (to increase wettability) was
mixed with base powder manually in a plastic container. The
mixture was than mechanical alloying which results in
mixing at molecular level. Mixture in flexible mould was
compacted to 600MPa pressure at loading rate of 3.27
KN/second to provide better and more uniform properties.
Further it was pressed at 500KN in die set-up and sintered in
a muffle furnace by gradually raising temperature to 5800C
for 30 minutes and compacts were furnace cooled. Vacuum
sintering of the Al-SiCp composites was also done which
gave better properties. After testing it was found that
hardness, density, porosity, compressive strength and
indirect tensile strength were increased with increase in
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percentage of SiCp. Also mechanical alloying improved
hardness and compressive strength.

H. Danninger, Ch. Harold, Ch. Gierl, H. Ponemayr, M.
Daxelmueller, F. Simancik and K. Izdinsky[6] manufactured
carbon-free precipitation hardened high speed steels. By
blending Fe-25%Co-15%Mo and Fe-20%Co-15%Mo for 60
minutes in a tumbling mixer and then uniaxially compacted
at 400 MPa under die wall lubrication. The compacts were
sintered for 120 minutes at 1230–14000C in presence of
hydrogen. This resulted into excellent combination of
hardness and transverse rupture strength. Also heat
treatment resulted into chemically homogeneous and fine-
grained microstructure.

Sagar V. Wankhede, Samir L. Shinde, Amit R. Wasnik[7]
created Cu-Al2O3 metal matrix composites by Powder
Metallurgy. The copper matrix composite of 45μm size was
reinforced with 5%, 10% and 15% of alumina particles of
10μm size. These mixtures than pressed at forces of 350,
400 and 450 MPa and further the compacts were sintered in
Hydrogen atmosphere at a temperature of 8000C for 1 hour
followed by cooling in furnace. It was observed that powder
dispersion, and mechanical properties such as micro
hardness were improved by sintering and cold compaction.

III.CONCLUSION

Powder metallurgy is impressive method for the fabrication
of the different composites of improved mechanical
properties and microstructure. Mean size of powders for
blending, pressure to which the mixture is pressed, sintering
temperature of the green are the considerable governing
factors for the fabrication of composites by powder
metallurgy.
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Abstract-Nowadays, the information is exchanged among the
computer network. These data and information are involved in
business, military, academic education, research and etc. which
are shared around the world in both private and public network.
Since, many categories of data are required restriction on
authorization of access, modify, delete and insert, security in
communication is increasingly important to the network
communication. Currently, computer security applies mathematic
theory to computer security for encrypting and decrypting on
both sender and receiver. To use security attack with high
performance computer (e.g. quantum computer), attacker can
find a key and then obtains the data in feasible period. Quantum
cryptography is one of the solutions that use property of
polarization to ensure that transmitted data is not trapped by
eavesdropper. Quantum cryptography is improved significantly
in the last decades including the most two dominant protocol
BB84 and BB92.

Keywords: Quantum Cryptography, QKD(Quantum Key
Distribution), BB84, BB92

I. INTRODUCTION

In general cryptography can be categorized as symmetric and
asymmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography uses one
key in decrypting and encrypting data such as DES (Eli and
Shamir, 1993), 3DES (Merkle and Hellman, 1981) and AES
(Ferguson et al., 2001). In contrast, asymmetric cryptography
uses one key to encrypt and another key to decrypt. These two
keys in asymmetric cryptography are related in mathematically
method where one encryption key has only one decryption key
that can reveal the encrypted data. An example of asymmetric
cryptography is RSA (Rivest et al., 1978) which contains
public key and private key. In the security perspective,
asymmetric cryptography is more secured than symmetric
cryptography and reduces the chance that eavesdropper breaks
the security because of increasing domain of available  keys
and complex computing. However, if computing power is
increasing significantly such as quantum computer, the time to
reveal the key can be reduced significantly from million years
in today computer to seconds in quantum computer. As a result
communication needs a new technique to transmit data
securely other than depending on mathematically method and
large set of keys. Quantum cryptography uses a property of
laws of quantum mechanics to inform sender and receiver
(Alice and Bob) if other person attempts to retrieve
transmitting data. If this case is occurred, both sender and
receiver will ignore this part of data or this key. Then, they will
re-start transmitting a new key for encrypting data again. To
compare with current cryptography, both symmetric
cryptography and asymmetric cryptography have no
information when eaves dropper intercepts the transmitting
key.

II. QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

Quantum cryptography contains a key distribution system that
uses the laws of quantum mechanics to guarantee secure
communication. The crucial element of quantum mechanics
such a Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (Heisenberg, 1927)
prevents anyone directly measuring the bit value without
introducing errors that can be detected. A single photon is

indivisible which means that an eavesdropper cannot split the
quantum signal to make measurements covertly. Quantum
cryptography has a quantum no-cloning theory. This theory
shows that it is not possible to receive a single photon and
duplicate the photon without giving the notice to others. There
are two dominant schemes for quantum key distribution
protocols which are the BB84 protocol and the BB92 protocol.

2.1 BB84 Protocol

BB84 (Bennett and Brassard, 1984) protocol is the first
quantum cryptography protocol which is proposed by Charles
Bennett and Gilles Brassard in 1984. This protocol employs
two polarization bases of single photon; rectilinear basis and
diagonal basis. The single photon may be polarized with four
states: horizontal |h>, vertical |v>, left circle polarized |lcp>,
and right circle polarized |rcp>. Polarization state horizontal
|h> and left circle polarized |lcp> represent a ‘0’. Polarization
state vertical |v> and right circle polarized |rcp> represent a ‘1’.
To exchange secret key between sender and receiver (Alice
and Bob) needs two channels, quantum channel and public
channel, process as follow: Alice sends a random sequence
polarize photons to Bob via quantum channel. After
transmission is completed, Bob randomly chooses his detector
either rectilinear basis or diagonal basis and then reports his
detector to Alice via public channel. After that Alice responds
the correct basis to Bob. Finally, Alice and Bob share the
correct bits which are used as the key for the secure encryption.
The procedure of BB84 protocol

Fig 1: Procedure of BB84 Protocol

2.2 BB92 Protocol

BB92 (Bennett and Brassard, 1982) protocol is proposed by
Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard in 1992, similar to BB84
protocol but uses only two non-orthogonal quantum state |h>
represent a ‘0’ and |rcp> represent a ‘1’, half of the BB84
protocol to transmit the key. The process of secret key
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transmission: Alice sends a random sequence of photons, |h>
and |rcp>.Bob randomly chooses his detector basis from |lcp>
or |v> and interprets as a quantum bit sequence, ‘0’ and ‘1’.
Alice and Bob share the same quantum bits, discarding all
other bits. The BB92 protocol is shown in figure 2.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHY ATTACK

In general cryptography, key or password is the target of an
intruder which attempts to reveal the encrypted data. There are
several methods to attack by using the opportunity in
transmitting data in network as shown below.

3.1 Brute Force Attack (BFA)

This method defeats cryptography by trying every possible
key. It expects to find a correct key approximately at half of
key domain (e.g. if there is 2n possible keys, BFA will average
be founded correct key at 2n-1). However, this theory has a
limitation in real world that array processors require a large
amount of energy and continuous operation for a long period
(Blaze, 1993).

3.2 Known Plain Text Attack (KPA)

KPA is attacking model where adversary has samples of
plaintext (e.g. sensing data in network) and uses them to reveal
secret key. As a result, an adversary could translate all the
encrypted messages and also transmit fraudulent messages to
the network (Meyer and Wetzel ,2004).

3.3 Replay Attack (RPA)

RPA is an attack against the message which is repeated or
delayed. It could be using as duplicated authentication or
malicious data. In network communication, RPA can use for
creating a new session or to bypass authentication (Kwon and
Song , 1999).

3.4 Maninthemiddle Attack (MITM)

MITM has the intent to read, add and modify messages
between two parties. It requires intercepting messages between
two parties (Meyer and Wetzel , 2004).

3.5 Denial of Service Attack (DoS)

DoS is an attack to disrupt computer resource or obstruct
communication between user and service. DoS in network can
be in the form of flooding network which disturbs
communication between nodes, or continuous communication
burns out the equipment’s battery (Deng et al., 2005).

IV. DISCUSSION

Since Brute Force Attack (BFA) is focused on the key,
quantum cryptography is increasing the computation time that
BFA required to decrypt an entire set of information because
the frequency of key changing in quantum cryptography is
increasing more than general cryptography. Known Plain Text
Attack (KPA) is more difficult in quantum cryptography
because rapidly key change during the session increasing more
varieties of encrypted pattern, so attack in quantum
cryptography is required more processing time significantly
than general cryptography. However, Man-in-the-middle
Attack (MITM) and Denial of Service Attack (DoS) still able
be occurred in this quantum cryptography because these two
attacks are not focused in cryptography method but rely on
trust and network protocol mechanisms.

V. CONCLUSION

Quantum cryptography is alternative security solution for
computer network. Instead of using general encryption and
decryption technique, quantum cryptography can verify that
key is transmitted without interception from eavesdropper. In
the case that key is intercepted, both sender and receiver are
simple drop the key and re-send the new key.

BB84 is the protocol that introduces the method to transmit the
key with quantum technique. However, BB84 requires four
polarization states: horizontal |h>, vertical |v>, left circle
polarized |lcp>, and right circle polarized |rcp> comparing to
two non-orthogonal quantum state |h> represent a ‘0’ and |rcp>
represent a ‘1’ in BB92. Also, the procedure during setting up
the shared key for both sender and receiver, BB92 is simplified
with more effective of transmission. This quantum
cryptography can be applied to application and superior secure
channel. In the future, this protocol is also prepared for the
upcoming high performance computer (e.g. quantum
computer).
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Abstract—The field of surgery is entering a time of great
change, spurred on by the remarkable recent advances in
surgical and computer technology. Only recently have Robotics
systems made their way into the operating rooms as dexterity
enhancing surgical assistance and surgical planners in answer to
surgeons’ demands for ways to overcome the surgical limitations
of minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery. Robots in the field of
surgery have dramatically changed the procedures for the better.
The most significant advantage to Robotic Surgery to the patient
is the decrease in pain and scaring. The smallness of incisions also
causes many other advantages that make Robotic Surgery worth
the risk. Besides the obvious rewards to the patient, Robotic
Surgery is also very advantageous to the Surgeon and Hospital.

Keywords— FDA - U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
AESOP - Automated Endoscopic System for Optimal Positioning,
SBIR - Small Business Innovation Research, CABG – Coronary
artery bypass graft

I. INTRODUCTION

Just as computers revolutionized the latter half of the 20th
century, the field of robotics has the potential to equally alter
how we live in the 21st century. We've already seen how
robots have changed the manufacturing of cars and other
consumer goods by streamlining and speeding up the assembly
line. We even have robotic lawn mowers and robotic pets. And
robots have enabled us to see places that humans are not yet
able to visit, such as other planets and the depths of the ocean.
In the coming decades, we may see robots that have artificial
intelligence. Some, like Honda's ASIMO[1] (Fig 1.1) robot,
will resemble the human form.

Fig 1

They may eventually become self-aware and conscious,
and be able to do anything that a human can. When we talk
about robots doing the tasks of humans, we often talk about
the future, but robotic surgery is already a reality.

Doctors around the world are using sophisticated robots to
perform surgical procedures on patients. While robotic surgery
systems are still relatively uncommon, several hospitals
around the world have bought robotic surgical systems. Three
major advances aided by surgical robots have been remote
surgery, minimally invasive surgery and unmanned surgery.

II. BRIEF HISTORY

In 1985 a robot, the PUMA560 was used to place a needle for
a brain biopsy using CT guidance.

In 1988, the PROBOT, developed at Imperial College London,
was used to perform prostatic surgery.

The ROBODOC from Integrated Surgical Systems was
introduced in 1992 to mill out precise fittings in the femur for
hip replacement. Further development of robotic systems was
carried out by Intuitive Surgical with the introduction of the
DA Vinci Surgical System and Computer Motion with the
AESOP and the ZEUS[2] robotic surgical system.

In 1997 a reconnection of the fallopian tubes operation was
performed successfully in Cleveland using ZEUS[2].

In May 1998, Dr. Friedrich-Wilhelm Mohr using the DA Vinci
surgical robot performed the first robotically assisted heart
bypass at the Leipzig Heart Centre in Germany.

In October 1999 the world's first surgical robotics beating
heart coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) was performed in
Canada using the ZEUS[2] surgical robot.

The first unmanned robotic surgery took place in May 2006 in
Italy.

III. CLASSIFICATION

Not all surgical robots are equal. There are three different
kinds of robotic surgery systems: supervisory-controlled
systems, telesurgical systems and shared-control systems. The
main difference between each system is how involved a
human surgeon must be when performing a surgical
procedure.

On one end of the spectrum, robots perform surgical
techniques without the direct intervention of a surgeon. On the
other end, doctors perform surgery with the assistance of a
robot, but the doctor is doing most of the work.

A. Supervisory Controlled Robotic Surgery System

Of the three kinds of robotic surgery, supervisory-
controlled systems are the most automated. But that doesn't
mean these robots can perform surgery without any human
guidance. In fact, surgeons must do extensive prep work with
surgery patients before the robot can operate.

That's because supervisory-controlled systems follow a
specific set of instructions when performing a surgery. The
human surgeon must input data into the robot, which then
initiates series of controlled motions and completes the
surgery. There's no room for error -- these robots can't make
adjustments in real time if something goes wrong. Surgeons
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must watch over the robot's actions and be ready to intervene
if something doesn't go as planned.

The reason surgeons might want to use such a system is
that they can be very precise, which in turn can mean reduced
trauma for the patient and a shorter recovery period. One
common use for these robots is in hip and knee replacement
procedures. The robot's job is to drill existing bone so that an
implant fits snugly into the new joint. Because no two people
have the exact same body structure, it's impossible to have a
standard program for the robot to follow. That means surgeons
must map the patient's body thoroughly so that the robot
moves in the right way. They do this in a three-step process
called planning, registration and navigation.

B. Telesurgical Systems

The DA VINCI Surgical System

A product of the company Intuitive Surgical[3], the DA
Vinci Surgical System is perhaps the most famous robotic
surgery apparatus in the world. It falls under the category
of telesurgical devices, meaning a human directs the
motions of the robot. In a way, this makes the robot a very
expensive high-tech set of tools. On July 11, 2000, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the DA
Vinci Surgical System for laparoscopic procedures,
making it the first robotic system allowed in American
operating rooms. The DA Vinci uses technology that
allows the human surgeon to get closer to the surgical site
than human vision will allow, and work at a smaller scale
than conventional surgery permits.

ZEUS ROBOTIC SURGICAL SYSTEM

The ZEUS[2] Robotic Surgical System (ZRSS) was a
medical robot designed to assist in surgery, originally
produced by the American robotics company Computer
Motion. Its predecessor, AESOP, was cleared by the Food
and Drug Administration in 1994 to assist surgeons in
minimally invasive surgery. The ZRSS itself was cleared
by the FDA seven years later, in 2001. ZEUS had three
robotic arms, which were remotely controlled by the
surgeon. The first arm, AESOP (Automated Endoscopic
System for Optimal Positioning), was a voice-activated
endoscope, allowing the surgeon to see inside the patient’s
body. The other two robotic arms mimicked the surgeon’s
movements to make precise incisions and extractions.
ZEUS was discontinued in 2003, following the merger of
Computer Motion with its rival Intuitive Surgical; the
merged company instead developed the DA Vinci Surgical
System.

AESOP ROBOTIC SURGICAL SYSTEM

In the 1990s, Computer Motion[3] was a leading producer
of medical robotics, manufacturing systems such as the
HERMES Control Center and the SOCRATES Tele-
collaboration Systems Computer Motion conducted its
original research developing the AESOP (Automated
Endoscopic System for Optimal Positioning) arm under a
NASA SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research)
contract. NASA funded the research in the hope that
derivatives of such technology could help service the
Space Shuttle in orbit, working on parts of the shuttle
where humans cannot easily access or making other
delicate repairs or adjustments.

AESOP was cleared for use by the FDA in 1994, and it
became the first robot to assist in a surgery. AESOP's
function is to maneuver an endoscope inside the patient's
body during the surgery. The camera moves based on voice
commands given by the surgeon. Voice activation of the
AESOP arm allows the surgeon to position the camera
while also controlling the other two arms of the ZEUS
system. The endoscope can also be controlled by a
computer which allows for more precise movements and
also allows the endoscope to be inserted into the patient
through a smaller incision (a key component of minimally
invasive surgery)

C. Shared-Control Robotic Surgery System

Shared-control robotic systems aid surgeons during
surgery, but the human does most of the work. Unlike the
other robotic systems, the surgeons must operate the
surgical instruments themselves. The robotic system
monitors the surgeon's performance and provides stability
and support through active constraint.

Active constraint is a concept that relies on defining
regions on a patient as one of four possibilities: safe, close,
boundary or forbidden. Surgeons define safe regions as the
main focus of a surgery. For example, in orthopedic
surgery, the safe region might be a specific site on the
patient's hip. Safe regions don't border soft tissues.

In orthopedic surgery, a close region is one that borders
soft tissue. Since orthopedic surgical tools can do a lot of
damage to soft tissue, the robot constrains the area the
surgeon can operate within. It does this by providing
responses, also known as force feedback.

Fig 2: Location of endoscopic ports for instruments and camera

As the surgeon approaches the soft tissue, the robot pushes
back against the surgeon's hand. As the surgeon gets closer
to soft tissue, the instrument enters the boundary region. At
this point, the robot will offer more resistance, indicating
the surgeon should move away from that area. If the
surgeon continues cutting toward the soft tissue, the robot
locks into place.

Anything from that point on is the forbidden region.

Like the other robots we've looked at, shared-control
system robots don't automatically know the difference
between a safe region versus a forbidden region. The
surgeons must first go through the planning, registration
and navigation phases with a patient. Only after inputting
that information into the robot's system can the robot offer
guidance. Out of the three kinds of robot surgical system,
the tele-surgical approach has received the most attention.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF A ROBOTIC SYSTEM

Endoscopic surgery is a challenging technique for thoracic
interventions. Its application is especially expedient in the
field of heart surgery, because large intercostals cuts can be
avoided. Therefore, the collateral surgical trauma of the
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patients is minimized, which results in quicker recovery of
patients. In addition, the time of hospitalization and the
infection rate can be reduced. Therefore, patients massively
profit from this endoscopic treatment option.

On the other hand, surgeons have to cope with increasingly
complex working conditions, but the design of intuitive user
interfaces can help to overcome these barriers. Since
endoscopic surgery is performed through a small port or “key-
hole” in the patient’s chest surgeons must learn to operate with
unfamiliar and often awkward surgical instruments. All
movements are performed using “P” as fulcrum and visual
impressions of the field of operation is provided by means of
an endoscopic camera.Hence, the techniques of endoscopic
surgery have been applied uncommonly particularly in the
field of heart surgery. An important step to push this
technology was the introduction of tele-manipulation, which
was especially designed to overcome the fulcrum effect of
endoscopic instruments. The surgeon no longer operates the
instruments directly, but they are driven by a special device
with a Cartesian user interface, which surgeons can handle as
usual, i.e. like instruments for open surgery. Commercial
examples for such systems are the DAVinci and ZEUS
systems (the latter has been discontinued). They are good
examples of how the proper design of user interfaces can push
forward new technologies like minimally invasive and
endoscopic surgery. They offer as much freedom of movement
as the hand of the surgeon in conventional open surgery, thus
providing six degrees of freedom instead of four, like
conventional endoscopic instruments. In addition, they assist
the surgeon with motion scaling, tremor filtering and a stereo
vision interface at the input console.

Surgeons can now operate with a surgical mechatronic
assistant in a comfortable, dexterous and intuitive manner.
Despite the obvious potential advantages of robot assisted
surgery, most researchers and surgeons in this area agree that
the lack of a haptic interface is a crucial drawback of currently
available systems. The inability of the operator to sense the
applied forces causes increased tissue trauma and frequent
suture material damage. The systems are tele-manipulator with
no Cartesian position control (the control loop is implicitly
closed by visual surveying of the surgeon). In addition, it is
not possible for users from other fields to program new
trajectories for those devices. Therefore, the main research
interests are the construction and evaluation of force sensory /
force feedback and the development of an easy-to-use
interface for trajectory planning.

V. APPLICATIONS

Cardiac surgery Endoscopic coronary artery bypass
(TECAB) surgery and mitral valve replacement have been
performed. Totally closed chest, endoscopic mitral valve
surgeries are being performed now with the robot.

Gastrointestinal surgery Multiple types of procedures
have been performed with either the Zeus or DA Vinci robot
systems, including bariatric surgery.

Gynecology Robotic surgery in gynecology is one of the
fastest growing fields of robotic surgery. This includes the use
of the DA-Vinci surgical system in benign gynecology and
gynecologic oncology. Robotic surgery can be used to treat
fibroids, abnormal periods, endometriosis, ovarian tumors,
pelvic prolapse, and female cancers. Using the robotic system,
gynecologists can perform hysterectomies, myomectomies[6],
and lymph node biopsies. The need for large abdominal

incisions is virtually eliminated. It can also be used for tubal
re-anastomosis[7], hysterectomies and ovary resection.

Neurosurgery Several systems for stereotactic intervention
are currently on the market. MD Robot's NeuroArm is the
world’s first MRI-compatible surgical robot. Surgical robotics
has been used in many types of surgical procedures including
complement-image-guided surgery and radio surgery.

Orthopedics Surgical robotics has been used in many types
of orthopedic surgical procedures including total hip
arthoplasty: femur preparation, acetabular[8] cup replacement,
knee surgery and spine surgery.

Pediatrics Surgical robotics used in procedures including:
tracheoesophageal[10] fistula repair, cholecystectomy, nissen
fundoplication[12], morgagni hernia repair, kasai
portoenterostomy[11], congenital diaphragmatic hernia repair,
and others. On January 17, 2002, surgeons at Children's
Hospital of Michigan in Detroit performed the nation's first
advanced computer-assisted robot-enhanced surgical
procedure.

Radio surgery The Cyber Knife Robotic Radio surgery
System uses image-guidance and computer controlled robotics
to treat tumors throughout the body from virtually any
direction. Urology

The DA Vinci robot is commonly used to remove the
prostate gland for cancer, repair obstructed kidneys, repair
bladder abnormalities and remove diseased kidneys.

VI. ADVANTAGES

A. Post-Surgery

1) Less Scarring

2) Faster Recovery Time

3) Tiny Incisions

4) 0% Transfusion Rate

5) Immediate urinary control

6) Less Post Operative pain

7) Significantly shorter hospital stay

8) Quicker return to normal activities

B. In-Surgery

Surgeons have enhanced view

Easier to attach nerve endings

Surgeons tire less

Fewer Doctors needed in the operation theatre

Smaller risk of infection

Less loss of blood
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Cheaper for hospitals in the long run

Less anaesthesia required

VII. LIMITATIONS

A. Safety Concerns

In comparison to robots used in the industrial sector, medical
robots present designers with much more complicated safety
problems. Some of the most important factors which lead to
such complexity are described below:

Human Presence
Fault Consequences
Non-Generic Task

B. Cost Consideration

The Robots that perform the surgeries cost around $750,000 to
over $1 million. This is because they use extremely sensitive
and experimental equipment that costs a lot of money. In
addition to the cost of the machines the training that is needed
for surgeons to learn how to use the systems is also very
expensive. Because of the extreme cost of the machines at this
point in time the procedures are slightly more expensive than a
regular operation, but it does have its advantages. Many
people in the medical field however believe that these
surgeries will soon become more common and less expensive.

VIII. THE FUTURE

Robotic surgery is in its infancy. Many obstacles and
disadvantages will be resolved in time and no doubt many
other questions will arise. Many questions have yet to be
asked; questions such as malpractice liability, credentialing,
training requirements, and interstate licensing for tele-
surgeons, to name just a few. Many of current advantages in
robotic assisted surgery ensure its continued development and
expansion.

For example, the sophistication of the controls and the
multiple degrees of freedom afforded by the Zeus and DA
Vinci systems allow increased mobility and no tremor without
comprising the visual field to make micro anastomosis[7]
possible. Many have made the observation that robotic
systems are information systems and as such they have the
ability to interface and integrate many of the technologies
being developed for and currently used in the operating room.
One exciting possibility is expanding the use of preoperative
(computed tomography or magnetic resonance) and intra
operative video image fusion to better guide the surgeon in
dissection and identifying pathology. These data may also be

used to rehearse complex procedures before they are
undertaken. The nature of robotic systems also makes the
possibility of long-distance intra operative consultation or
guidance possible and it may provide new opportunities for
teaching and assessment of new surgeons through mentoring
and simulation.

Computer Motion, the makers of the Zeus robotic surgical
system, is already marketing a device called SOCRATES that
allows surgeons at remote sites to connect to an operating
room and share video and audio, to use a “telestrator” to
highlight anatomy, and to control the AESOP endoscopic
camera. Technically, many remains to be done before robotic
surgery’s full potential can be realized. Although these
systems have greatly improved dexterity, they have yet to
develop the full potential in instrumentation or to incorporate
the full range of sensory input. More standard mechanical
tools and more energy directed tools need to be developed.

Some authors also believe that robotic surgery can be extended
into the realm of advanced diagnostic testing with the
development and use of ultra sonography[9], near infrared and
confocal microscopy equipment. Much like the robots in
popular culture, the future of robotics in surgery is limited
only by imagination. Many future “advancements” are already
being researched. Some laboratories, including the authors’
laboratory, are currently working on systems to relay touch
sensation from robotic instruments back to the surgeon. Other
laboratories are working on improving current methods and
developing new devices for suture-less anastomosis[7]. When
most people think about robotics, they think about automation.
The possibility of automating some tasks is both exciting and
controversial.

Future systems might include the ability for a surgeon to
program the surgery and merely supervise as the robot
performs most of the tasks. The possibilities for improvement
and advancement are only limited by imagination and cost.
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Abstract—SQL Injection is a technique of introducing malicious

code into entry fields. This is one of the attacking methods used by
hackers to steal the information of organizations. Security of
databases is still an open challenge. SQL injection is a major threat
to our web application which gives the unauthorized access to
sensitive information of the database to the attackers. Researchers
and practitioners have proposed various methods to address the
SQL injection problem, current approaches either fail to address
the full scope of the problem or have limitations that prevent their
use and adoption. Many researchers and practitioners are familiar
with only a subset of the wide range of techniques available to
attackers who are trying to take advantage of SQL injection
vulnerabilities. As a consequence, many solutions proposed in the
literature address only some of the issues related to SQL injection.

Index Terms—Introduction, History, SQL Injection,Attack
Intent, Sources, Types, Detection Techniques, References.

1.INTRODUCTION

SQL injection comes with a bang and caused revolution in
database attacking . In recent years, with the explosion in web-
based commerce and information systems, databases have been
drawing ever closer to the network and it is critical part of
network security. Database is the storage brain of the website. A
hacked database is the source of password and sensitive
information like credit card number, bank account number and
every important thing that is forbidden. SQL injection can cause
severe damage to our database. Importance should be given for
preventing database exploitation by SQL injection. The aim of
this paper is to create awareness among web developers or
database

administrators about the urgent need for database security. Our
ultimate objective is to totally eradicate the whole concept of
SQL injection and to avoid this technique becoming a plaything
in hands of exploiters.[1] A successful SQL injection exploit can
read sensitive data from the database, modify database data
(Insert/Update/Delete), execute administration operations on the
database (such as shutdown the DBMS), recover the content of a
given file present on the DBMS file system and in some cases
issue commands to the operating system. SQL injection attacks
are a type of injection attack, in which SQL commands are
injected into data-plane input in order to effect the execution of
predefined SQL commands.[2]

II. . HISTORY OF SQL INJECTION-

Ever since the advent of the computer, there have always been
people trying to hack them. William D. Mathews of MIT
discovered a flaw in the Multics CTSS password file on the IBM
7094 in 1965;

John T. Draper ("Captain Crunch") discovered a cereal toy
whistle could provide free phone calls around 1971; The Chaos

Computer Club, the Cult of the Dead Cow, 2600, the infamous
Kevin Mitnick, even computing godfather Alan Turing and his
World War II German Enigma-cipher bustingBombe, all and
more have participated in hacking computers for as long as
computers have existed.

Through the 1980s and 1990s, the world began to see the advent
of the personal computer, the internet, and the world wide web.
Telephone lines in millions of homes began screaming with the
ear-piercing tones of dial up connections. AOL, CompuServe,
Juno, and more began providing home users with information
portals and gateways to the web. The information age was born;
as was the age of information security (and, indeed, insecurity).

As websites began to form by the thousands per day, so did the
technology behind them. Websites went from merely being
static pages of text and images to dynamic web applications of
custom-tailored content. HTML, CSS, and JavaScript grew into
bigger and better systems for stitching content together in the
browser, and the browser itself evolved, through Internet
Explorer, Netscape, Firefox, Chrome, and more. PHP and Perl
CGI, among others, became the languages of choice for backend
website scripting to real-time generate the HTML and other
elements browsers would render. Database systems came and
went, but MySQL became the most popular. In fact, a lot of
things came and went -- Dot-Com bubble, anyone? -- but one
thing always remained: web application security.[3]

Here is a small sampling by Mavituna Security:

 In 2012, 97% of all data breaches world wide were SQL
injection attacks.

 In one month, from the end of 2011 to early 2012, over
1,000,000 sites were successfully attacked with SQL
injection.

 SQL injection has remained in the top 10 list of
vulnerabilities compiled by the Open Web Application
Security Project.

III. A SIMPLE SQL INJECTION

The injection process works by prematurely terminating a text
string and appending a new command.[3] Because the inserted
command may have additional strings appended to it before it is
executed, the malefactor terminates the injected string with a
comment mark "--". Subsequent text is ignored at execution time.

A simple SQL injection  is shown through the following script

The script builds an SQL query by concatenating hard-coded
strings together with a string entered by the user:

var Shipcity;

ShipCity = Request.form ("ShipCity");

Vidushi1, Prof. S. Niranjan2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana,
INDIA

A Review on SQL Injection
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var sql = "select * from OrdersTable where ShipCity = '" +
ShipCity + "'";

The user is prompted to enter the name of a city. If she
enters Redmond, the query assembled by the script looks similar
to the following:

SELECT * FROM OrdersTable WHERE ShipCity = 'Redmond'

However, assume that the user enters the following:

Redmond'; drop table OrdersTable--

In this case, the following query is assembled by the script:

SELECT * FROM OrdersTable WHERE ShipCity =
'Redmond';drop table OrdersTable--'

The semicolon (;) denotes the end of one query and the start of
another. The double hyphen (--) indicates that the rest of the
current line is a comment and should be ignored. If the modified
code is syntactically correct, it will be executed by the server.
When SQL Server processes this statement, SQL Server will first
select all records in OrdersTable where ShipCity is Redmond.
Then, SQL Server will drop Orders Table.

As long as injected SQL code is syntactically correct, tampering
cannot be detected programmatically. Therefore, you must
validate all user input and carefully review code that executes
constructed SQL commands in the server that you are using.
Coding best practices are described in the following sections in
this topic.[2]

IV. ATTACK INTENT

Attacks can also be characterized based on the goal, or intent,of
the attacker. Therefore, we can define[4] several intents as
follows:

Identifying injectable parameters: The attacker wants to probe a
Web application to discover which parameters and user-input
fields are vulnerable to SQLIA.

Performing database finger-printing: The attacker wants to
discover the type and version of database that a Web application
is using. Certain types of databases respond differently to
different queries and attacks, and this information can be used to
“fingerprint” the database. Knowing the type and version of the
database used by a Web application allows an attacker to craft
databasespecific attacks.

Determining database schema: To correctly extract data froma
database, the attacker often needs to know database schema
information, such as table names, column names, and column
data types. Attacks with this intent are created to collect or infer
this kind of information.

Extracting data: These types of attacks employ techniques
thatwill extract data values from the database. Depending on the
type of the Web application, this information could be sensitive
and highly desirable to the attacker. Attacks with this intent are
the most common type of SQLIA.

Adding or modifying data: The goal of these attacks is to add or
change information in a database.

Performing denial of service: These attacks are performed to shut
down the database of a Web application, thus denying service to
other users. Attacks involving locking or dropping database
tables also fall under this category.

Evading detection: This category refers to certain attack
techniques that are employed to avoid auditing and detection by
system protection mechanisms.

Bypassing authentication: The goal of these types of attacks isto
allow the attacker to bypass database and application
authentication mechanisms. Bypassing such mechanisms could
allow the attacker to assume the rights and privileges associated
with another application user.

Executing remote commands: These types of attacks attempt to
execute arbitrary commands on the database. These commands
can be stored procedures or functions available to database users.

Performing privilege escalation: These attacks take advantageof
implementation errors or logical flaws in the database in order to
escalate the privileges of the attacker. As opposed to bypassing
authentication attacks, these attacks focus on exploiting  the
database user privileges.

5. Sources[5] of SQL Injection Attack

 Injection through user input

Malicious strings are introduced in web forms through user
inputs.

 Injection through cookies

Modified cookie fields contain attack strings.

 Injection through server variables

Headers are manipulated to c ontain attack strings.

5.1 Second-order injection

• Trojan horse input seems fine until used in a certain situation.

Attack does not occur when it first reaches the database, but
when used later on.

Input: admin’-- ===> admin\’--

queryString ="UPDATE users SET pin=" + newPin +

" WHERE userNa me=’" + userName + "’ AND pin=" + oldPin;

queryString =“UPDATE users SET pin=’0’

WHERE userName= ’admin’--’ AND pin=1”;

6. Types of SQL Injection

 Piggy-backed Queries

Attack Intent: Extraction, modify datasets, execute remote
commands, DoS

Different than other attacks not only because hacker attempts to
execute two commands at once but also due to the first query not
intended to modify or cause damage. First query is valid and runs
normally but when delimiter is recognized DBMS executes
second malicious query
System that is vulnerable to piggy-backed queries is generally
due to misconfiguartion which allows for multiple statements in
one query

• Tautologies

This attack works by inserting an “always true” fragment into a
WHERE clause of the SQL statement[7]. This is often used in
combination with the insertion of a double dash -- to cause the
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remainder of a statement to be ignored, ensuring extraction of
largest amount of data. Tautological injections can include
techniques to further mask SQL expression fragments, such as
the following:

' or 'simple' like 'sim%' --

' or 'simple' like 'sim' || 'ple' --

The || in the example is used to concatenate strings, when
evaluated the text 'sim' || 'ple'becomes 'simple'.

• Alternate Encodings

In this case, text is encoded to avoid detection by defensive
coding practices. It can also be very difficult to generate rules for
a WAF to detect encoded input. Encodings, in fact, can be used
in combination with other attack classifications. Since databases
parse comments out of an SQL statement prior to processing it,
comments are often used in the middle of an attack to hide the
attack’s pattern. Scanning and detection techniques, including
those used in WAFs, have not been effective against alternate
encodings or comment based obfuscation because all possible
encodings must be considered.

• Stored Procedure Attacks: These attacks attempt to execute
database stored procedures. The attacker initially determines the
database type (typically through illegal/logically incorrect
queries) and then uses that knowledge to determine what stored
procedures might exist. Contrary to popular belief, using stored
procedures does not make the database invulnerable to SQL
injection attacks. Stored procedures can be vulnerable to
privilege escalation, buffer overflows, and even provide
administrative access to the operating system.
• Illegal/Logically Incorrect Queries : Attackers use this
approach to gather important information about the type of
database and its structure. Attacks of this nature are often used in
the initial reconnaissance phase of the attack to gather critical
knowledge used in subsequent attacks. Returned error pages that
are not filtered can be very instructive. Even if the application
sanitizes error messages, the fact that an error is returned or not
returned can reveal vulnerable or injectable parameters. Syntax
errors identify injectable parameters; type errors help decipher
data types of certain columns; logical errors, if returned to the
user, can reveal table or column names.

The specific attacks within this class are largely the same as
those used in a Tautological attack. The difference is that these
are intended to determine how the system responds to different
attacks by looking at the response to a normal input, an input
with a logically true statement appended (typical

tautological attack), an input with a logically false statement
appended (to catch the response to failure) and an invalid
statement to see how the system responds to bad SQL. This will
often allow the attacker to see if an attack got through to the
database even if the application does not allow the output from
that statement to be displayed.

• Union Query: This attack exploits a vulnerable parameter by
injecting a statement of the form:

foo'UNION SELECT <rest of injected query>

The attacker can insert any appropriate query to retrieve
information from a table different from the one that was the
target of the original statement.The database returns a dataset that

is the union of the results of the original first query and the
results of the injected second query.

V. PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

• Defensive Coding Best Practices

The root cause of SQL injection vulnerabilities is insufficient
input validation.

Encoding of inputs: Injection into a string parameter is often
accomplished through the use of meta-characters that trick the
SQL parser into interpreting user input as SQL tokens. While it is
possible to prohibit any usage of these meta-characters, doing so
would restrict a non-malicious user’s ability to specify legal
inputs that contain such characters. A better solution is to use
functions that encode a string in such a way that all meta-
characters are specially encoded and interpreted by the database
as normal characters.

Positive pattern matching: Developers should establish input
validation routines that identify good input as opposed to bad
input. This approach is generally called positive validation, as
opposed to negative validation, which searches input for
forbidden patterns or SQL tokens. Because developers might not
be able to envision every type of attack that could be launched
against their application, but should be able to specify all the
forms of legal input, positive validation is a safer way to check
inputs.

Identification of all input sources: Developers must check all
input to their application. As we outlined , there

• Penetration Testing

• Static Analysis of Code

• Safe Development Libraries

Are many possible sources of input to an application. If used to
construct a query, these input sources can be a way for an
attacker to introduce an SQLIA. Simply put, all input sources
must be checked.

Although defensive coding practices remain the best way to
prevent SQL injection vulnerabilities, their application is
problematic in practice. Defensive coding is prone to human
error and is not as rigorously and completely applied as
automated techniques. While most developers do make an effort
to code safely, it is extremely difficult to apply defensive coding
practices rigorously and correctly to all sources of input. In fact,
many of the SQL injection vulnerabilities discovered in real
applications are due to human errors: developers forgot to add
checks or did not perform adequate input validation [10, 11,12]. In
other words, in these applications, developers were making an
effort to detect and prevent SQLIAs, but failed to do so
adequately and in every needed location. These examples
provide further evidence of the problems associated with
depending on developer’s use of defensive coding.

Moreover, approaches based on defensive coding are weakened
by the widespread promotion and acceptance of so-called
“pseudoremedies” [9]. We discuss two of the most commonly-
proposed pseudo-remedies. The first of such remedies consists
of checking user input for SQL keywords, such as “FROM,”
“WHERE,” and “SELECT,” and SQL operators, such as the
single quote or comment operator. The rationale behind this
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suggestion is that the presence of such keywords and operators
may indicate an attempted SQLIA. This approach clearly results
in a high rate of false positives because, in many applications,
SQL keywords can be part of a normal text entry, and SQL
operators can be used to express formulas or even names (e.g.,
O’Brian). The second commonly suggested pseudo-remedy is to
use stored procedures or prepared statements to prevent SQLIAs.
Unfortunately, stored procedures and prepared statements can
also be vulnerable to SQLIAs unless developers rigorously apply
defensive coding guidelines. Interested readers mayrefer to
[30,31,29,16] for examples of how these pseudo-remedies can be
subverted.

VIII. DETECTION AND PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

Researchers have proposed a range of techniques to assist
developers and compensate for the shortcomings in the
application of defensive coding.

Black Box Testing. Huang and colleagues [8] propose WAVES,
a black-box technique for testing Web applications for SQL
injection vulnerabilities. The technique uses a Web crawler to
identify all points in a Web application that can be used to inject
SQLIAs.

It then builds attacks that target such points based on a specified
list of patterns and attack techniques. WAVES then monitors the
application’s response to the attacks and uses machine learning
techniques to improve its attack methodology. This technique
improves over most penetration-testing techniques by using
machine learning approaches to guide its testing. However, like
all black-box and penetration testing techniques, it cannot
provide guarantees of completeness.

Static Code Checkers. JDBC-Checker is a technique for statically
checking the type correctness of dynamically-generated SQL
queries [28,29]. This technique was not developed with the intent
of detecting and preventing general SQLIAs, but can
nevertheless be used to prevent attacks that take advantage of
type mismatches in a dynamically-generated query string. JDBC-
Checker is able to detect one of the root causes of SQLIA
vulnerabilities in code improper type checking of input.
However, this technique would not catch more general forms of
SQLIAs because most of these attacks consist of syntactically
and type correct queries. Wassermann and Su propose an
approach that uses static analysis combined with automated
reasoning to verify that the SQL queries generated in the
application layer cannot contain a tautology [27]. The primary
drawback of this technique is that its scope is limited to detecting
and preventing tautologies and cannot detect other types of
attacks.

Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis. AMNESIA is a model-
based technique that combines static analysis and runtime
monitoring [26,25]. In its static phase, AMNESIA uses static
analysis to build models of the different types of queries an
application can legally generate at each point of access to the
database. In its dynamic phase, AMNESIA intercepts all queries
before they are sent to the database and checks each query
against the staticallybuilt models. Queries that violate the model
are identified as SQLIAs and prevented from executing on the
database. In their evaluation,the authors have shown that this
technique performs well against SQLIAs. The primary limitation
of this technique is that this technique performs well against
SQLIAs. The primary limitation of this technique is that its

success is dependent on the accuracy of its static analysis for
building query models. Certain types of code obfuscation or
query development techniques could make this step less precise
and result in both false positives and false negatives. Similarly,
two recent related approaches, SQLGuard [14] and SQLCheck
[15] also check queries at runtime to see if they conform to a
model of expected queries. In these approaches, the model is
expressed as a grammar that only accepts legal queries. In
SQLGuard, the model is educed at runtime by examining the
structure of the query before and after the addition of user-input.
In SQLCheck, the model is specified independently by the
developer. Both approaches use a secret key to delimit user input
during parsing by the runtime checker, so security of the
approach is dependent on attacke.rs not being able to discover
the key. Additionally, the use of these two approaches requires
the developer to either rewrite code to use a special intermediate
library or manually insert special markers into the code where
user input is added to a dynamically generated query.

Taint Based Approaches. WebSSARI detects input-
validationrelated errors using information flow analysis [10]. In
this approach, static analysis is used to check taint flows against
preconditions for sensitive functions. The analysis detects the
points in which preconditions have not been met and can suggest
filters and sanitization functions that can be automatically added
to the application to satisfy these preconditions. The WebSSARI
system works by considering as sanitized input that has passed
through a predefined set of filters. In their evaluation, the authors
were able to detect security vulnerabilities in a range of existing
applications. The primary drawbacks of this technique are that it
assumes that adequate preconditions for sensitive functions can
be accurately expressed using their typing system and that having
input passing through certain types of filters is sufficient to
consider it not tainted.

For many types of functions and applications, this assumption is
too strong. Livshits and Lam [11] use static analysis techniques
to detect vulnerabilities in software. The basic approach is to use
information flow techniques to detect when tainted input has
been used to construct an SQL query. These queries are then
flagged as SQLIA vulnerabilities. The authors demonstrate the
viability of their technique by using this approach to find security
vulnerabilities in a benchmark suite. The primary limitation of
this approach is that it can detect only known patterns of SQLIAs
and, because it uses a conservative analysis and has limited
support for untain nting operations, can generate a relatively high
amount of false positives. Several dynamic taint analysis
approaches have been proposed. Two similar approaches by
Nguyen-Tuong and colleagues [22] and Pietraszek and Berghe
[23] modify a PHP interpreter to track precise per-character taint
information. The techniques use a context sensitive analysis to
detect and reject queries if untrusted input has been used to
create certain types of SQL tokens. A common drawback of
these two approaches is that they require modifications to the
runtime environment, which affects portability. A technique by
Haldar and colleagues [20] and SecuriFly [21] implement a
similar approach for Java. However, these techniques do not use
the context sensitive analysis employed by the other two
approaches and track taint information on a per-string basis (as
opposed to percharacter).

SecuriFly also attempts to sanitize query strings that have been
generated using tainted input. However, this sanitization
approach does not help if injection is performed into numeric
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fields. In general, dynamic taint-based techniques have shown a
lot of promise in their ability to detect and prevent SQLIAs. The
primary drawback of these approaches is that identifying all
sources of tainted user input in highly-modular Web applications
and accurately propagating taint information is often a difficult
task.

New Query Development Paradigms. Two recent approaches,
SQL DOM [18] and Safe Query Objects [24], use encapsulation
of database queries to provide a safe and reliable way to access
databases. These techniques offer an effective way to avoid the
SQLIA problem by changing the query-building process from an
unregulated one that uses string concatenation to a systematic
one that uses a type-checked API. Within their API, they are able
to systematically apply coding best practices such as input
filtering and rigorous type checking of user input. By changing
the development paradigm in which SQL queries are created,
these techniques eliminate the coding practices that make most
SQLIAs possible. Although effective, these techniques have the
drawback that they require developers to learn and use a new
programming paradigm or query-development process.
Furthermore, because they focus on using a new development
process, they do not provide any type of protection or improved
security for existing legacy systems.

Intrusion Detection Systems. Valeur and colleagues [17] propose
the use of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detect
SQLIAs. Their IDS system is based on a machine learning
technique that is trained using a set of typical application queries.
The technique builds models of the typical queries and then
monitors the application at runtime to identify queries that do not
match the model. In their evaluation, Valeur and colleagues have
shown that their system is able to detect attacks with a high rate
of success. However, the fundamental limitation of learning
based techniques is that they can provide no guarantees about
their detection abilities because their success is dependent on the
quality of the training set used. A poor training set would cause
the learning technique to generate a large number of false
positives and negatives.

Proxy Filters. Security Gateway [12] is a proxy filtering system
that enforces input validation rules on the data flowing to a Web
application. Using their Security Policy Descriptor Language
(SPDL), developers provide constraints and specify
transformations to be applied to application parameters as they
flow from the Web page to the application server. Because SPDL
is highly expressive, it allows developers considerable freedom
in expressing their policies. However, this approach is human-
based and, like defensive programming, requires developers to
know not only which data needs to be filtered, but also what
patterns and filters to apply to the data.

Instruction Set Randomization. SQLrand [29] is an approach
based on instruction-set randomization. SQLrand provides a
framework that allows developers to create queries using
randomized instructions instead of normal SQL keywords. A
proxy filter intercepts queries to the database and de-randomizes
the keywords.SQL code injected by an attacker would not have
been constructed using the randomized instruction set. Therefore,
injected commands would result in a syntactically incorrect
query. While this technique can be very effective, it has several
practical drawbacks.First, since it uses a secret key to modify
instructions, security of the approach is dependent on attackers
not being able to discover the key. Second, the approach imposes

a significant infrastructure overhead because it require the
integration of a proxy for the database in the system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have presented a survey and comparison of
current techniques for detecting and preventing SQLIAs. To
perform this evaluation, I first identified the various types of
SQLIAs known to date.  I then evaluated the considered
techniques in terms of their ability to detect and/or prevent such
attacks. I also studied the different mechanisms through which
SQLIAs can be introduced into an application and identified
which techniques were able to handle which mechanisms. Lastly,
I summarized the deployment requirements of each technique
and evaluated to what extent its detection and prevention
mechanisms could be fully automated .Our evaluation found
several general trends in the results. Many of the techniques have
problems handling attacks that take advantage of poorly-coded
stored procedures and cannot handle attacks that disguise
themselves using alternate encodings. We also found a general
distinction in prevention abilities based on the difference
between prevention-focused and genera al detection and
prevention techniques. Future evaluation work should focus on
evaluating the techniques’s precision and effectiveness in
practice.
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Abstract—A brain–computer interface (BCI) is a proficient result
in the research field of human-computer synergy, where direct
articulation between brain and an external device occurs resulting
in augmenting, assisting and repairing human cognitive. In our
overview study past and recent research works on brain computer
interface are sincerely explored as well as their productivity in the
field of BCI and critical discussions about the proposed research
methods for future developments are presented in this seminar.
Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) enable users to control devices
with electroencephalographic (EEG) activity from the scalp or
with single-neuron activity from within the brain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For generations, humans have fantasized about the ability
to communicate and interact with machines through thought
alone or to create devices that can peer into person’s mind and
thoughts. These ideas have captured the imagination of
humankind in the form of ancient myths and modern science
fiction stories. However, it is only recently that advances in
cognitive neuroscience and brain imaging technologies have
started to provide us with the ability to interface directly with
the human brain. This ability is made possible through the use
of sensors that can monitor some of the physical processes that
occur within the brain that correspond with certain forms of
thought.

The ability to control a computer using only the power of
the mind is closer than one might think. Brain-computer
interfaces, where computers can read and interpret signals
directly from the brain, have already achieved clinical success
in allowing quadriplegics, those suffering “locked-in
syndrome” or people who have had a stroke to move their own
wheelchairs or even drink coffee from a cup by controlling the
action of a robotic arm with their brain waves as in fig 1. In
addition, direct brain implants have helped restore partial
vision to people who have lost their sight.

II. HISTORY

The history of brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) starts
with Hans Berger's discovery of the electrical activity of the
human brain and the development of electroencephalography
(EEG). In 1924 Berger was the first to record human brain
activity by means of EEG. Berger was able to identify
oscillatory activity in the brain by analyzing EEG traces. One
wave he identified was the alpha wave (8–13 Hz), also known
as Berger's wave.

Berger's first recording device was very rudimentary. He
inserted silver wires under the scalps of his patients. These
were later replaced by silver foils attached to the patients' head
by rubber bandages. Berger connected these sensors to a
Lippmann capillary electrometer, with disappointing results.
More sophisticated measuring devices, such as the Siemens
double-coil recording galvanometer, which displayed electric
voltages as small as one ten thousandth of a volt, led to
success.

Berger analyzed the interrelation of alternations in his
EEG wave diagrams with brain diseases. EEGs permitted
completely new possibilities for the research of human brain
activities Research on BCIs began in the 1970s at the
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) under a grant
from the National Science Foundation, followed by a contract
from DARPA. The papers published after this research also
mark the first appearance of the expression brain–computer
interface in scientific literature.

The field of BCI research and development has since
focused primarily on neuroprosthetics applications that aim at
restoring damaged hearing, sight and movement. Thanks to the
remarkable cortical plasticity of the brain, signals from
implanted prostheses can, after adaptation, be handled by the
brain like natural sensor or effector channels. Following years
of animal experimentation, the first neuroprosthetic devices
implanted in humans appeared in the mid-1990s.

III. ANIMAL BCI RESEARCH

Several laboratories have managed to record signals from
monkey and rat cerebral cortexes in order to operate BCIs to
carry out movement. Monkeys have navigated computer
cursors on screen and commanded robotic arms to perform
simple tasks simply by thinking about the task and without any
motor output. Other research on cats has decoded visual
signals.

Fig. 1. Rats implemented with BCIs in Theodore Berger’s experiments

A. Early Work

Studies that developed algorithms to reconstruct
movements from motor cortex neurons, which control
movement, date back to the 1970s. Work by groups led by
Schmidt, Fetz and Baker in the 1970s established that monkeys
could quickly learn to voluntarily control the firing rate of
individual neurons in the primary motor cortex after closed-
loop operant conditioning, a training method using punishment
and rewards.

In the 1980s, Apostolos Georgopoulos at Johns Hopkins
University found a mathematical relationship between the
electrical responses of single motor-cortex neurons in rhesus
macaque monkeys and the direction that monkeys moved their
arms (based on a cosine function). He also found that dispersed
groups of neurons in different areas of the brain collectively
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controlled motor commands but was only able to record the
firings of neurons in one area at a time because of technical
limitations imposed by his equipment.

There has been rapid development in BCIs since the mid-
1990s. Several groups have been able to capture complex brain
motor centre signals using recordings from neural ensembles
(groups of neurons) and use these to control external devices,
including research groups led by Richard Andersen, John
Donoghue, Phillip Kennedy, Miguel Nicolelis, and Andrew
Schwartz.

B. Prominent Research Successes

Phillip Kennedy and colleagues built the first intracortical
brain-computer interface by implanting neurotrophic-cone
electrodes into monkeys.

In 1999, researchers led by Garrett Stanley at Harvard
University decoded neuronal firings to reproduce images seen
by cats. The team used an array of electrodes embedded in the
thalamus (which integrates all of the brain’s sensory input) of
sharp-eyed cats. Researchers targeted 177 brain cells in the
thalamus lateral geniculate nucleus area, which decodes signals
from the retina. The cats were shown eight short movies, and
their neuron firings were recorded. Using mathematical filters,
the researchers decoded the signals to generate movies of what
the cats saw and were able to reconstruct recognisable scenes
and moving objects.

Miguel Nicolelis has been a prominent proponent of using
multiple electrodes spread over a greater area of the brain to
obtain neuronal signals to drive a BCI. Such neural ensembles
are said to reduce the variability in output produced by single
electrodes, which could make it difficult to operate a BCI.

After conducting initial studies in rats during the 1990s,
Nicolelis and his colleagues developed BCIs that decoded
brain activity in owl monkeys and used the devices to
reproduce monkey movements in robotic arms. Monkeys have
advanced reaching and grasping abilities and good hand
manipulation skills, making them ideal test subjects for this
kind of work.

By 2000, the group succeeded in building a BCI that
reproduced owl monkey movements while the monkey
operated a joystick or reached for food. The BCI operated in
real time and could also control a separate robot remotely over
Internet protocol. But the monkeys could not see the arm
moving and did not receive any feedback, a so-called open-
loop BCI.

Fig. 2. BCI developed by Miguel Nicolelis and colleagues.

Later experiments by Nicolelis using rhesus monkeys,
succeeded in closing the feedback loop and reproduced

monkey reaching and grasping movements in a robot arm.
With their deeply cleft and furrowed brains, rhesus monkeys
are considered to be better models for human neurophysiology
than owl monkeys. The monkeys were trained to reach and
grasp objects on a computer screen by manipulating a joystick
while corresponding movements by a robot arm were hidden.
The monkeys were later shown the robot directly and learned
to control it by viewing its movements. The BCI used velocity
predictions to control reaching movements and simultaneously
predicted hand gripping force.

Other labs that develop BCIs and algorithms that
decode neuron signals include John Donoghue from Brown
University, Andrew Schwartz from the University of
Pittsburgh and Richard Andersen from Caltech. These
researchers were able to produce working BCIs even though
they recorded signals from far fewer neurons than Nicolelis
(15–30 neurons versus 50–200 neurons).

Donoghue's group reported training rhesus monkeys
to use a BCI to track visual targets on a computer screen with
or without assistance of a joystick (closed-loop
BCI).Schwartz's group created a BCI for three-dimensional
tracking in virtual reality and also reproduced BCI control in a
robotic arm. The group created headlines when they
demonstrated that a monkey could feed itself pieces of
zucchini using a robotic arm powered by the animal's own
brain signals.

Andersen's group used recordings of premovement
activity from the posterior parietal cortex in their BCI,
including signals created when experimental animals
anticipated receiving a reward.

In addition to predicting kinematic and kinetic
parameters of limb movements, BCIs that predict
electromyographic or electrical activity of muscles are being
developed. Such BCIs could be used to restore mobility in
paralyzed limbs by electrically stimulating muscles.

IV. HUMAN BRAIN

The human brain has the same general structure as the
brains of other mammals, but has a more developed cerebral
cortex than any other. Size of the brain is sometimes measured
by weight and sometimes by volume. An average adult have
brain volume of 1130 cubic centimeter for women and 1260
cubic centimeter for men. Weight of brain in an adult is 1250
gram for female and 1360 gram for male; and for a new born
baby it’s just 350 gram to 400gram. Significant dynamic
changes in brain structure take place through adulthood and
aging, with substantial variation between individuals. In later
decades, men show greater volume loss in whole brain volume
and in the frontal lobes, and temporal lobes, whereas in women
there is increased volume loss in the hippocampi and parietal
lobes.

A. Structure of Brain

Brain consists of three main parts that are: Cerebrum,
Cerebellum and brain stem attached with the spinal cord. Each
part has its own functionality such as auditory, sensory,
thinking etc.
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Fig. 3. Parts of the Human Brain

B. Functions of Different Parts of Human Brain

1) The Cerebrum:
Frontal Lobe

 Behavior
 Abstract thought processes
 Problem Solving
 Attention
 Creative Thoughts
 Some Emotions
 Intellect
 Reflection
 Judgment
 Initiative
 Coordination of movement
 Physical Reaction

Occipital Lobe
 Vision
 Reading

Parietal Lobe
 Sense of touch
 Response to internal stimuli
 Sensory Combination and Comprehension
 Some visual functions

Temporal Lobe
 Auditory Memories
 Visual Memories
 Music
 Fear
 Sense of identity

Right Hemisphere (the representational hemisphere)
 Controls the left side of the body
 Temporal and spatial relationships
 Analyzing nonverbal information
 Communicating emotions

Left Hemisphere (the categorical hemisphere)
 The left hemisphere controls the right side of the body
 Produce and understand language

Corpus Callosum
 Communication between the left and right hemisphere

2) The Cerebellum:
 Balance, Posture
 Cardiac, respiratory, and vasomotor centers

3) The Brain Stem:
 Motor and sensory pathway to body and face
 Vital centers: cardiac, respiratory, and vasomotor

V. ARCHITECTURE OF BCI

The architecture of Brain Computer Interface consists of
mainly 3 parts:

i. Signal Acquisition, i.e., Input

ii. Signal Processing
iii. Elector Device, i.e., Output

Fig. 4. Simple Architecture of Brain Computer Interface.

1) Signal Acquisition: the EEG signals are obtained from the
brain through invasive or non-invasive methods (for
example, electrodes). After, the signal is amplified and
sampled.

2) Signal Pre-Processing: once the signals are acquired, it is
necessary to clean them.

3) Signal Classification: once the signals are cleaned, they
will be processed and classified to find out which kind of
mental task the subject is performing.

4) Computer Interaction: once the signals are classified,
they will be used by an appropriate algorithm for the
development of a certain application.

Fig. 5. Flow chart showing data flows as per architecture of BCI.

A. BCI2000 (An Existing Application)

BCI2000 is an existing application to play games on
emulator devices or on mobile devices such as mobile phones
or Wireless PDAs using brain computer interface technology.

Fig. 6. An Existing Application BCI2000

VI. WORKING PRINCIPLE

Main principle behind this interface is the bioelectrical
activity of nerves and muscles. It is now well established that
the human body, which is composed of living tissues, can be
considered as a power station generating multiple electrical
signals with two internal sources, namely muscles and nerves.
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We know that brain is the most important part of human
body. It controls all the emotions and functions of the human
body. The brain is composed of millions of neurons. These
neurons work together in complex logic and produce thought
and signals that control our bodies. When the neuron fires, or
activates, there is a voltage change across the cell, (~100mv)
which can be read through a variety of devices. When we want
to make a voluntary action, the command generates from the
frontal lobe. Signals are generated on the surface of the brain.
These electric signals are different in magnitude and
frequency.

By monitoring and analyzing these signals we can
understand the working of brain. When we imagine ourselves
doing something, small signals generate from different areas of
the brain. These signals are not large enough to travel down the
spine and cause actual movement. These small signals are,
however, measurable. A neuron depolarizes to generate an
impulse; this action causes small changes in the electric field
around the neuron. These changes are measured as 0 (no
impulse) or 1 (impulse generated) by the electrodes. We can
control the brain functions by artificially producing these
signals and sending them to respective parts. This is through
stimulation of that part of the brain, which is responsible for a
particular function using implanted electrodes.

VII. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Every Application has its merits as well as demerits as no
application has the perfectness in every manner.  So Brain
Computer Interface being a great upgrading technique in direct
communication between man and machine do have some
demerits as well.

A. Advantages

Eventually, this technology could:

 Allow paralyzed people to control prosthetic limbs with
their mind.

 Help people with inabilities to control wheel chair or other
devices with their brain activity.

 Develop better sensing system.
 Transmit visual images to the mind of a blind person,

allowing them to see.
 Transmit auditory data to the mind of a deaf person,

allowing them to hear.
 Allow gamers to control video games with their minds.
 Allow a mute person to have their thoughts displayed and

spoken by a computer.
 BCIs are linguistic independent and can be use anywhere

across the world.

This has provided new are for scientists and researchers
across the world.

B. Disadvantages

 The brain is incredibly complex.
 The signals are weak and are prone to interference.
 Surgery to brain might be risky and cause brain death.
 There are chemical reactions involved in brain which BCI

devices can not pick up.
 The equipment is less than portable.
 Research is still in beginning stages.
 The current technology is crude.
 Ethical issues may prevent its development.
 Electrodes outside skull can detect very few signals from

the brain.

 Electrodes placed inside the skull create scar tissues in the
brain.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

Technologies that can be compared with the development
of Brain Computer Interface are:

A. Human Machine Interaction

Human interact with computer in many ways, and the
interface between humans and the computer they use is crucial
to facilitating this interaction. Desktop applications, internet
browsers, handheld computers, and computer kiosks make use
of the prevalent Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) of today.
Voice User Interface (VUI) are used for speech recognition
and synthesizing systems, and the emerging multi-modal and
gestalt User Interface (gUI) allow humans to engage with
embodied character agents in a way that cannot be achieved
with other interface paradigms.

Fig. 7. Human Machine Interaction

Comparison of HMI with BCI: When we are working with
HMI, we have to do much more efforts while providing inputs
to the machine be it a computer or another king of machine.
Machine can work if and only if we provide some inputs or we
switch that ON. Whereas, in BCI we need not to do that much
effort as computer is directly interacted with human mind. As
and when a person works with BCI and have electrodes
attached with his mind, he just has to think about the working
and the work will process in accordance with his thinking. A
disabled person cannot interact properly with machine in HMI
whereas BCI was mainly initiated for disabled persons only,
machine help disabled person in moving, talking, seeing…

B. Robotics

Robotics is the branch of mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering and computer science that deals with
design, construction, operation, and application of robots, as
well as computer systems for their control, sensory feedback,
and information processing. These technologies deal with
automated machines that can take the place of human in
dangerous environments or manufacturing processes, or
resemble humans in appearance, behavior, and/or cognition.
Many of today’s robots are inspired by nature contributing to
the field of bio-inspired robotics.

Fig. 8. Flow chart of Robotics
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Comparison of Robotics with BCI: Robots are
preprogrammed for particular task, they will process the task
step by step for which they are preprogrammed. Robots have
no decision making capabilities as they don’t have their own
mind to think according to the situation. Both of these
conditions can be seen feasible with BCI as it is directly
interacted with human mind.

IX. RAPID DEVELOPMENT

BCI is a developing technology, having a number of
applications developing. After we go through the various
techniques of BCI the first question that comes to our mind is,
what does BCI do to us and what are its applications. So BCI
in today’s time turns useful to us in many ways, whether it is in
any medical field or in a field leading to enhancement of
human environment. Some of the BCI applications are
discussed below.

1) Adaptive BCI for Augmented Cognition and Action
2) BCI offers paralyzed patients improved quality of life
3) The Mental Typewriter

Corresponding real-time adaptive interfaces with sub-
second latency are being designed to evaluate this concept of
an adaptive brain-computer interface in three specific
applications

1) Error and conflict perception
2) Working memory encoding.
3) Rapid visual recognition

Fig. 9. Example of Mental Typewriter

X. CONCLUSION

Research and development in Brain Computer Interfaces
has exploded in the last ten years, both in the technologies
available and the number of organizations involved in the field.
BCIs have now evolved beyond laboratory experimental
systems and some are now offered as commercial products. No
longer, the realm of science fiction, BCIs are becoming a
viable and effective alternative for assistive technology and a

plethora of mainstream applications. New paradigms of
interaction open even more possibilities for BCI and create
new fields of study, such as neural imaging for computational
user experience.

XI. FUTURE WORK

In the BCI research world, that has more practical
purposes, the early work will be revised and improved to get a
new result.

A. Thought-Communication Device

A new thought-communication device might soon help
severely disabled people get their independence by allowing
them to steer a wheelchair with their mind. Mind-machine
interfaces will be available in the near future, and several
methods hold promise for implanting information. Linking
people via chip implants to super intelligent machines seems to
a natural progression –creating in effect, super humans. These
cyborgs will be one step ahead of humans. And just as humans
have always valued themselves above other forms of life, it is
likely that cyborgs look down on humans who have yet to
evolve.

B. Virtual Reality

The early work, in BCI virtual environments, in
controlling a virtual apartment and a virtual simulator can be
extended. Using some enhancement, the person with inabilities
can “walk” through the virtual world by imagining the foot
movement, and can “touch” things in the virtual world by
imagining reaching and hand movement.

C. Communication

Communication systems that do not depend on the brain’s
normal output pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles. In
these systems, users explicitly manipulate their brain activity
instead of using motor movements to produce signals that can
be used to control computers or communication devices. The
impact of this work is extremely high, especially to those who
suffer from devastating neuromuscular injuries and
neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, which eventually strips individuals of voluntary
muscular activity while leaving cognitive function intact.

Will people want to have their heads opened and wired?
Technology moves in light speed now. In that accelerated
future, today’s hot neural interface could become tomorrow’s
neuro trash. Will you need to learn any math if you can call up
a computer merely by your thoughts? Thought communication
will place telephones firmly in the history books.
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Abstract— From the early times Bamboo is used as a construction
material. The Bamboo is used in both technical as well as non
technical ways. The Bamboo was used as the struts, posts, roofs etc
in the construction of the houses. Now a day’s concrete are used as
the basic materials for the construction works. The concrete is good
in compression but weak in the tensile strength. So steel is used as
reinforcement in the concrete to achieve the tensile strength, the
bamboo is strong in both cases compression as well as tension. The
use of bamboo as a structural building material is growing as a topic
of interest. It is highly renewable, has low-embodied energy, and has
the highest strength-to-weight ratio of steel, concrete, and timber.
Its primary drawbacks are that it is difficult to connect and is more
costly than competing, locally available materials. This paper
presents use of bamboo as reinforces in cement concrete and
performed tensile and flexural test on specimens.

Keywords— Bamboo harvesting and preservation, Tensile test,
flexural test, Advantages.

I.INTRODUCTION

The construction materials for building a bamboo house should
be readily available and accessible. Traditionally used
construction materials are considered. The bamboo based house
has a very low weight therefore foundations can be minimized.
For wall construction are used wall panels, assembled from split
bamboo grids and chicken steel mesh and plastered with cement
mortar. Basic materials for house components (bamboo, wire,
bolts, chicken mesh, and cement) are inexpensive. Bamboo can
tolerate high values of deformations in the elastic range i.e.
possesses high elasticity. Therefore bamboo houses when
properly constructed are ductile i.e. being able to sway back and
forth during an earthquake, without any damage to the bamboo
poles. Bamboo is available in commercial quantities using the
established supply system.

It is a renewable plant with a short rotation period. Bamboo
grows to its full size for about a year. Another two or three years
are required for the plant to gain its high strength. Bamboo can
be grown even on degraded land. Construction materials from
bamboo should be treated in order to achieve longevity. The use
of high energy materials, like cement or steel, is minimized.
Therefore the adoption of bamboo for house construction helps
preserve the environment. The compressive strength of the
Bamboo is less than the tensile strength of the Bamboo. The test
on the flexural member was also conducted. The result showed
that the treated Bamboo shows slightly higher bond strength than
untreated.

BAMBOO HARVESTING : Bamboo should be harvested during
the dry season in the tropics. This reduces beetle attacks, since
insects are less active during dry season. Bamboo should be
harvested in autumn and winter in subtropical areas. The

branches should be carefully removed from the bamboo culms so
that the outer skin is not damaged. After harvesting the canes can
be stored vertically or horizontally. In the latter case the canes
should be frequently supported in order to avoid bending out of
shape. Canes should be protected from direct sun, soil moisture
and rain. There are two ways for drying the bamboo canes. The
bamboo poles can be dried for about 6-12 weeks, by allowing
good air-circulation while being stored under a shed. Faster
alternative is using kilns for drying the canes. In this way the
bamboo canes can be dried for 2- 3 weeks. Workability of the
canes is ideal when they are dry.

BAMBOO PRESERVATION: The bamboo should be prevented
from insects and fungus. If left untreated, bamboo poles may not
survive more than about two years. The following methods for
treating bamboo poles:-

IMMERSION : Freshly cut bamboo poles are immersed in water
for period of 4-12 weeks. During this time the nourishment for
insects inside the poles is removed. Streams or ponds are
suitable. Ponds should allow circulation of water. Immersion in
saltwater is not a suitable technique.

IMPREGNATING COATINGS : Preservation with borate
solution is an efficient technique. The method involves the
borate/borax salt solution being pressure-fed in the pole until it is
seen at the other end of the pole. The culms treated in this
technique should be of mature age. The treatment procedure
should be applied on the day of harvesting the bamboo. This is a
severe requirement. Information on this method is available
through INBAR bamboo research network in India.

HEATING :This method consists of heating the canes, for a short
time in kilns to 150oC. Alternatively the canes can be placed into
a large container and boiled (cooked) for 25 minutes. In Japan
a method of boiling the bamboo in caustic ash solution has been
used.

Checklist for obtaining construction quality bamboo poles:-

 Depending on the species, 3 to 5 year old bamboo is
best for construction purposes.

 The bamboo should be harvested in dry season in order
to avoid fungus attack and excess pole moisture.

 Use the appropriate species for the particular
application.

 Do not expose the bamboo poles to direct sun, moisture
and rain.

 Use only straight portions from the bamboo culms for
construction poles.

 Poles should be treated against insects and fungus.
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II.METHODOLOGY

In order to study the performance evaluation of Bamboo as
reinforcement in Reinforced Cement Concrete Specimen
following tests are executed.

TENSILE TEST ON BAMBOO STRIPS:-

As the bamboo is used as to take tensile load in the flexural
element the tensile test was conducted on the bamboo. The
Bamboo strip was of the length 520 mm and the thickness of the
Bamboo was average 10 mm. Specimens of such specifications
were prepared. The ends of the specimen were roughed at both
the ends to have a better grip in Universal Testing Machine. The
sample strip of the Bamboo is as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Bamboo specimens

Table-1

TEST SETUP

Tensile test was conducted on Universal Testing Machine model.
To have a grip of the Bamboo in the machine the cast iron grips
were used. The position of the Bamboo strip in UTM is as shown

in Fig.2 and failure of bamboo specimen in fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Position of Bamboo strip in UTM

Fig. 3: Failure of the Bamboo Specimen in UTM

TENSILE TEST RESULTS

Tensile tests were conducted on specimens having nodes at the
end. Nodes are weak and brittle in resistance to tensile force as
referred. This test was performed on specimens with nodes at
gauge position and its main purpose was to determine modulus of
elasticity of the specified species Bamboo.

It has been observed that mostly the failure occurred at
mid height. The failure occurred looks like the splitting of the
fibers as shown in Fig.3. The general tensile test results are
summarized in the Table 2. The graph stress Vs Strain shown in
Fig.4.

TABLE-2

Fig. 4: Stress Vs Strain Curve of tensile test on Bamboo Strip.

Flexural Strength Test of Bamboo Reinforced Concrete Beams:-
In order to check flexural strength of Bamboo Reinforced cement

Load P(N) Elongation(m
m)

Strain Stress
(N/mm²)

0 0 0.0000 0.0000

10000 0.1 0.0008 47.300

12000 0.2 0.0015 56.870

14000 0.5 0.0038 66.351

16000 0.5 0.0038 75.829

18000 1.0 0.0075 85.308

20000 2.0 0.0150 94.787

22000 2.5 0.0188 104.265

24000 3.5 0.0263 113.744

26000 5.0 0.0376 123.223

28000 7.0 0.0526 132.701

30000 8.0 0.0602 142.180

Type of
Beam

Length of
Bamboo

Specimen
(mm)

Area (mm2)

End A End B Avg. Area

Singly
Reinforce
d Beam

730 226 153.0 190.0

730 170 202.0 186.0

Doubly
Reinforce
d    Beam

730 156.8 156.1 156.45

730 130.3 108.6 119.45

730 166.1 145.9 156.0

730 177.6 144.6 161.10

Sam-
ple
No.

Sampl

Position

Specimen Size Cross Sectional
Area (mm2)

Length
(mm

Thickness
(mm)

End
A

End
B

Avg.
Area

1 End
nodes

520 10 262 256 260

2 End
nodes

520 10 142 198 170

3 End
nodes

520 10 215 207 211 Page |     52Organized by: Resource Development Cell, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management
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concrete, beam specimens are casted with dimension
130*130*750 mm. The Bamboo strips of the length 730 mm
were used as reinforcement. The area of the Bamboo specimen
used in the singly and doubly Reinforced Beam are shown in
Table 3.

TABLE-3

Test Setup: -Flexural tests were conducted on Universal Testing
Machine. The test was conducted with two point loading. Test
setup to perform flexural test on Bamboo reinforced Concrete
Beam is as shown in Fig.5

Fig.5

To be acquainted with the behavior of Bamboo in concrete,
different Bamboo reinforced concrete beam specimens were
prepared. The different types of flexural beam specimen were:

CASE-1 Plain Cement concrete beam without bamboo strips:-

Fig.6: Plain Cement Concrete Beam

In the plain beam test specimen, the first crack occurred
vertically from the point of load application which was flexure
crack and the crack was widened. Then, crushing of concrete at
the point load application was observed. Finally, the beam failed
ultimate load of 11.65 kN. Plain concrete beam specimen failed
suddenly and hence showed the brittle failure. The failure
occurred in the Cement Concrete Beam is as shown in the Fig.7.

Fig.7: Cement Concrete Beam Failure

CASE-2 Singly Reinforced Cement Concrete Beam having two
Bamboo    strips without any treatment at the bottom with 20mm
clear covers. Beam specimens have no stirrups:-

Fig.8: Singly Reinforced Concrete beam

In singly reinforced concrete beam initially the crack developed
vertically in middle third portion, on further loading crack
widened as shown in figure 10. Then the crack got widened. The
crack was rising very smoothly and slowly. From the failure of
the beam it was observed that the there was very less bonding
between the concrete and the Bamboo as it was untreated
Bamboo. The beam failed at a load of 11.6 kN. Result obtained is
as shown in Table 4. The graph of load Vs deflection is plotted.
The Fig.10 shows the failure of the beam.

Sr. no. Deflection(mm) Load(N)

(2W)

load (N)

(W)

1 0.00 0 0

2 0.01 1000 500

3 0.02 1800 900

4 0.03 2800 1400

5 0.04 4500 22500

6 0.05 5800 2900

7 0.10 8000 4000

8 0.15 11000 5500

9 0.20 11600 5800

10 0.25 11600 5800

11 0.30 11600 5800

12 0.35 11600 5800

Table  4

Fig.9: Load Vs Deflection Graph for Singly Reinforced Beam
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Fig.10: Failure of Singly Reinforced Beam

Modulus of elasticity for Singly Reinforced Beam is
3,762.9395N/mm2.

By using following data:-

W= 2900 N, L= 750 mm, δ = 0.050 mm, I =1/12 (b*d3)
=23800833.33 mm4

CASE-3 Doubly Reinforced Cement Concrete Beam having two
Bamboo strips at the top and two strips at the bottom of the beam
with 20mm clear covers. Bamboo specimen used without any
treatment. Beam specimens have no stirrups:-

Fig.11: Doubly Reinforced Concrete beam

In Doubly Reinforced Beam the crack developed in flexure. Two
cracks were generated in the beam. The cracks developed at a
very slow rate. The cracks formed triangular shaped. During the
failure the Bamboo in the bottom was failed by a node failure.
The upper Bamboo also failed at node. The failure type is node
split failure. The beam failed at load of 15 kN Lack of gripping
between the Bamboo and the concrete was observed. The failure
pattern are shown in the Fig.13. The load Vs deflection graph is
also obtained and the readings observed are shown in the Table
5.

Fig.12: Load Vs Deflection Graph for Doubly Reinforced Beam

TABLE-5

Modulus of elasticity for Doubly Reinforced Beam section is
14,597.6103 N/mm2. By using following data:-

W= 4500 N, L= 750 mm, δ = 0.020 mm, I = 1/12 (b*d3) =
23800833.33 mm4

Fig.13: Failure of Doubly Reinforced Beam

III. COMPARISON OF MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF
SINGLY REINFORCED AND DOUBLY REINFORCED

BEAM

Based on the experimental study the modulus of elasticity of
Doubly Reinforced Beam is more than twice of the Singly
Reinforced Beam. The comparison is shown in Fig.14. Modulus
of elasticity for Singly Reinforced Beam is 3,762.94 N/mm2.
Modulus of elasticity for Doubly Reinforced Beam is 14,597.70
N/mm2.

Sr. No. Deflection

(mm)

Load(N)

(2W)

Load (N)

(W)

1 0.00 0 0

2 0.01 5000 2500

3 0.02 9000 4500

4 0.03 10000 5000

5 0.04 10000 5000

6 0.05 10000 5000

7 0.10 11600 5800

8 0.15 11600 5800

9 0.20 11600 5800

10 0.25 11800 5900

11 0.30 12000 6000

12 0.35 12000 6000

13 0.40 12000 6000

14 0.45 12000 6000

15 0.50 12000 6000

16 0.55 12000 6000

17 0.60 12000 6000

18 0.65 12500 6250
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Fig.14: Comparison of Modulus of Elasticity of Singly Reinforced And Doubly
Reinforced Beam

ADVANTAGES OF BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION

Lightweight- Bamboo is extremely lightweight. Consequently,
building with bamboo can be accomplished faster with simple
tools than building with other material. Cranes and other heavy
machinery are rarely required.

Cost-effective- Economical, especially in area where it is
cultivated and is readily available. Transporting cost is also much
lesser.

Durability- As long-lasting as its wooden correlates, when
properly harvested and maintained.

Strength- Bamboo is an extremely strong natural fiber, on per
standard hardwoods, when cultivated, harvested, prepared and
stored properly.

Flexibility- Bamboo is highly flexible. During its growth, it may
be trained to grow in unconventional shapes. After harvesting, it
may be bent and utilized in archways and other curved areas.

Earth-quake resistance- It has high residual strength to absorb
shocks and impacts.

Few considerations currently limit the use of bamboo as a
universally applicable construction material:-

Jointing techniques- Although many traditional joint types exist,
their structural efficiency is low. Considerable research has been
directed at the development of more effective methods.

Flammability- Bamboo structure are not fire-resistant, and the
cost of treatment, where available is relatively high.

Lack of design guidance and codification- The engineering
design of bamboo structure has not yet been fully addressed.
There is little or no data containing specifications of bamboo.

IV.CONCLUSIONS

 Plain Cement Concrete Beam failed suddenly without
any prior notice. Hence, it is to be said that it has shown
brittle failure.

 Tension test performed on Bamboo strip revealed elastic
behavior as it can be seen from Fig.4.

 Both singly and doubly Reinforced Beam has shown
elastic behavior while performing flexural tests on them
as it can be seen from Fig.9 and Fig12.

 Doubly Reinforced Beam has performed more
elastically than Singly Reinforced Beam while
performing flexural tests.

 Load carrying capacity in Doubly Reinforced Beam
increased by 29.31 % as compared to Singly Reinforced
Beam.

 Vertical cracks are developed, on failure of the beam,
within middle third region of the beam. This type of
failure is a proof existence of pure moment without any
shear.

 Modulus of Elasticity of the Doubly Reinforced Beam is
more than twice of Modulus of Elasticity of the Singly
Reinforced Beam as it can be seen from Fig.14.
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Abstract- The control of voltage and frequency of Self governing
wind potency transmutation system based on isolated asynchronous
generator. The proposed voltage and frequency controller in here of
three single phase insulated gate bipolar junction transistor based
voltage source converter VSC along with battery energy storage
system at its dc link. The complete electro mechanical system and
its controller is modeled and simulated in the MATLAB using the
simulink.

Key words: - Self governing wind potency transmutation system,
voltage and frequency controller, battery energy storage system

I. INTRODUCTION

In remote areas of India where it is impossible or too expensive
to access main power lines, one solution is to obtain electric
power from a small stand-alone wind power plant. In such a
situation, the turbine is driven by a steady flow of wind. It is
preferable to use a self-excited induction generator, due to its
low cost and ruggedness. When the induction machine is driven
by a prime mover, the residual magnetism in the rotor produces a
small voltage in the stator windings. If a bank of capacitors is
connected to the stator winding, the small voltage causes a
capacitive current to flow. This resulting current provides a
positive feedback that causes a further increase in the voltage.
This process is called self-excitation which is eventually limited
due to the magnetic saturation of the machine [1].The voltage
and frequency of such an induction generator in stand-alone
operation are very sensitive to load changes. Methods to control
the voltage and frequency of a self-excited induction generator
have been proposed in [2.3]. These methods employ a controller
consisting of a phase controlled bridge and a DC-chopper to
achieve the regulation. To overcome these disadvantages this
thesis proposes a power controller which includes a Voltage
Source Inverter for regulation of the voltage and frequency of
the stand-alone self-excited induction generator. The proposed
controller uses IGBTs along with fast integrated electronic
protection. This approach makes the system more reliable.

II.SYSTEM MODEL OF STANDALONE INDUCTION
GENERATOR

Figure 3.1.1 shows the wind turbine, induction generator, and
load. The dynamic and steady state models and behavior of these
components are discussed in the literature in detail [2, 3]. For all
equations, per unit system is used in this thesis. All equations,
and variables presented are in per unit unless otherwise
specified.

Figure 1: The wind turbine, Induction generator, and load.

It is assumed that the wind turbine delivers a certain constant
power to the induction generator according to a given wind
turbine and air pressure.

The differential equations are expressed in the synchronous
frame where the generator voltage (Vs) is chosen as the
reference such that the imaginary component of the generator
voltage is zero and this voltage is aligned to the real axis.

1. Reactive Power of induction generator

In order to calculate the reactive power required to excite the
induction generator, it is necessary to develop steady-state
equations to determine the required reactive power under full
load and no load. Reference [2] has already developed a
computational method that determines the reactive power
required for the excitation of the induction generator at full load.
Following the same procedure and considering Figure 3.2.1
where the capacitor (Cvsi) represents the equivalent steady state
capacitance of the VSI-based controller one can derive the
equivalent circuit of Figure 3.2.2 which can be used to calculate
the required reactive power at no load.

Figure 2. The per-phase steady-state mode1 at no load.

Figure 3.The parallel equivalent circuit at no load

The reactive power is calculated for a desired operating point
with known generator voltage (Vs.) and frequency (ω).
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III.VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER BASED CONTROLLER

The primary objective of the VSI-based controller is to introduce
a semiconductor controlled device which is capable of emulating
the characteristics of the excitation capacitors and injecting
adequate reactive power into the induction generator and the
load. The secondary objective is the regulation of the real power.
The proposed controller employees a DC side resistor such that
the unwanted real power will be consumed in this resistor. As a
consequence, the induction generator will always observe a
constant real power demand. This VSI-based controller can
replace the earlier reported impedance controller and eliminates
the need for excitation capacitor. Due to the nature of the VSI-
based controller, a wider control range that can contain various
control operations of the overall system is achievable. The
controller is capable of delivering or receiving real and reactive
power. This control should be performed in such a way that the
real and reactive power components can be controlled
independently. Moreover, the VSI-based controller should be
able to respond rapidly to the control commands, and drive the
operating point of the system to the desired one. Sinusoidal
Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) is use to control the switching
of the VSI controller. The PWM pattern is generated by
comparing the modulating waveforms with a carrier signal.
Three sinusoidal modulating signals that are 120 degrees apart
are compared to a triangular carrier signal in order to generate
three-phase sinusoidal output waveforms. In this method the
modulation index is defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude of
the modulating sine wave (Vs) to the peak amplitude of the
triangular carrier wave (Vtri) where this ratio is less than or equal
to 1 (m ≤ 1).

IV.CONTROL STRATEGY OF STUDY SYSTEM

The regulation of the voltage and frequency of the stand-alone
induction generator is very sensitive to the load and prime mover
variations. These disturbances can be categorized into slow and
fast types [2].

The slow disturbances represent small or slow changes in the
system model, changes in operating parameters, and small
variations in the head of water. The fast disturbances stem from
rapid changes in the load. If it is assumed that the wind turbine is
driven by a constant speed where the change in air flow is slow,
then the major disturbance is due to sudden changes of real
power and/or power factor of the load. These are the fast
disturbances that can be best controlled by immediately
compensating the load current changes by adjusting the
controller current as proposed in [2]. This compensation scheme
is illustrated in Figure 4, where the relation among controller
(Ict), generator (Ig), and load (Il), currents for an arbitrary
resistive-inductive load is shown.

Figure 4. The relation among controller, generator, and load currents for an
arbitrary resistive and inductive load.

V. RESULTS

During these tests only a feed-forward controller was employed
to regulate the voltage and frequency of the self-excited
generator. The steady-state errors present in the results can be
eliminated by employing a feedback controller. Many tests were
carried out some typical results have been selected to
demonstrate the performance of the VSI-based controller.
Simulations of proposed system have been stated in the
following section. This test represents a large change in the load
with unity power factor. During this test the system is configured
such that the maximum real power generated is delivered to a
load resistance of 50K. This load is suddenly disconnected from
the generator system. As a result the real power generated is
directed to be consumed in Rd, by the controller such that the
frequency remains unchanged. It uses a Discrete PWM generator
for generating 6 pulses for IGBT. For a 3-arm bridge, six pulses
are generated. Pulses 1, 3 and 5 are respectively for the upper
switches of the first second and third arm. Pulses 2, 4 and 6 are
for the lower switches. A resistive-inductive load is used for this
test such that a more realistic scenario can be examined.

Fig.5. Six input clock pulses

Fig.6. Vdc., Inverter voltage & load voltage
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Fig7. Diode & IGBT outputs

Fig.8.Induction generator outputs with speed & torque

Fig.9. Active & Reactive power of Induction generator

VI. CONCLUSION

1. Introduction of a VSI-based controller for regulation of
voltage and frequency of self-excited induction generator.
2. Total elimination of the large AC capacitor bank required for
excitation of the induction generator employed by the earlier
methods. The VSI controller will provide not only the reactive
power required for the excitation of the induction generator at
full load, but also will compensate for any inductive-resistive
load. Nevertheless, a small filter capacitor is connected to the
generator output terminals so as to eliminate the higher
frequency harmonies.

3. Development of the control range and the rating of the VSI-
based controller which provides rating rules for the design
engineer.
4. The controller also deals with the startup process. The VSI-
based controller can initiate the excitation process if the DC side
capacitor on the VSI has been pre-charged.
5. The experimental results confirm the predicted performance of
the VSI-based controller. The experimental results also
demonstrate the direct switch-on capability of an induction
motor load for the proposed system. To the best of this author's
knowledge such a feature has not been reported for the existing
methods.
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ABSTRACT: The richness in knowledge has changed access
methods for allstake holders in retrieving knowledge and
relevantinformation. This paper presents a study of three
open sourcedigital library management software used to
assimilate anddisseminate information to world audience.
Themethodologyfollowed involves online survey and study of
related softwaredocumentation associated technical manuals.

Keywords: Open source, Digital Library, Digital Library
Management Software, Information Dissemination.

I. INTRODUCTION

Open source defines method of software development,
thatharnesses the power of distributed peer review
andtransparency of progress.

1]. This technique helps to providebetter quality software’s
having higher reliability, flexibilitywith lower cost, and an end to
the traditional vendor lock-in.The source code and rights that
where normally reserved forcopyright holders are now being
provided under a freesoftware license that permits developers /
users to study,change, improve and at times also to distribute the
software
[2].Digital library refers to a collection that constitutes
electronicresources, accessible through the World Wide Web. It
oftencontains electronic versions of books, photographs,
videosthat are owned by a “physical” library.
[3]. Open source digitallibrary software presents a system for the

construction andpresentation of information collections. It helps
in buildingcollections with searching and metadata-bases
browsingfacilities. Moreover, they are easily maintained and can
beaugmented and rebuilt automatically. With many Open
SourceSoftware (OSS) applications now available for library
andinformation management, Organizations now have
noveloptions for acquiring and implementing systems. The
OpenSource Software applications for library and
Informationmanagement that will be discussed in this paper are:
 Dspace
 Digital Library Management System
 E-Granthaylaya

Category in Open Source Digital library software

Andro, M., Asselin, E., Maisonneuve, M. (2012). [1] "Digital
libraries : comparison of 10 software". Library Collections,
Acquisitions, and Technical Services 36(3-4): 79-83

Subcategories

This category has only the following subcategory.

II. DIGITAL LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
 Digital Libraries have greatly evolved during the last fewyears.

They are no longer only the digital counter part ofphysical
libraries (or physical museums, video achieves, etc.)rather they
are intricate networked systems capable ofsupporting
communication and collaboration among different,worldwide
distributed user communities. Digital Librarymanagement system
evolved with the inception of DigitalLibrary [4]. Digital Library
management system provides theappropriate framework both for
the production andadministration of Digital Library System by
incorporatingfunctionality essentially fundamental to Digital
Libraries, andalso provides provision for integration of additional
softwarethat provides more refined and advanced functionality.
DigitalLibrary can thus be established by setting up and
deploying aDigital Library Management System and then
loading orharvesting content. This approach largely simplifies
andeduces the effort required to set up a Digital Library
thatpromises a guaranteed better quality of service. These
genericsystems have started to appear from the second half of
1990’seven though implementing the devised DLMS features
only tosome extent. The major characteristics that distinguish
themfrom each other are the class of functionality offered, the
typeof object model for information being supported, and
theopenness of their architecture’s.

The DLMS (Digital LibraryManagement System) available are
commercial as well asopen source. But, Open Source DLMS’s
(Digital LibraryManagement System) are the one that will be
studied. Opensource digital library management software’s
provideextensible features to administrators’ and allows
anorganization to showcase their digital achieve to
worldaudience. With full rights of software available under
GPLand source code being provided with the
software,Organization’s can extend the functionality of the
software asbeing required for the particular operation. The
DLMS’(Digital Library Management System) studied are:

2.DSpace

The DSpace is a joint project of the MIT Libraries and HPlabs
[5]. It is a digital asset management system that
allowsinstitutions, such as libraries to collect, archive, index,
anddisseminate the scholarly and intellectual efforts of
acommunity. Written with a combination of technologies byMIT,
it is primarily used to capture bibliographic
informationdescribing articles, papers, theses, and dissertations.
DSpaces adaptable to different community needs.
Interoperabilitybetween systems is built-in and it adheres to
internationalstandards for metadata format. Being an open
sourcetechnology platform, DSpace can be customized to extend
its International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 – 8887)
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The organization of data modal in DSpace is intended tomirror
the structure of the organization using the DSpace.Each DSpace
site is divided into communities, which can befurther divided
into sub-communities reflecting the typicaluniversity structure of
college, department, research centre, orlaboratory [6].
Communities contain collections, which aregroupings of related
content. A collection may appear in morethan one community.
Each collection is composed of items,which are the basic
archival elements of the archive. Eacitem is owned by one
collection. Additionally, an item mayappear in additional
collections; however every item has oneand only one owning
collection. Items are further subdividedinto named bundles of
bitstreams. Bitstreams are, as the namesuggests, streams of bits,
usually ordinary computer files.Bitstreams that are somehow
closely related (for exampleHTML files and images that
compose a single HTMLdocument) are organized into
bundles.As specified by Robert Tansley

DSpace service, it is important to capture the specific formatsof
files that users submit The bitstreamis aunique and provides a
coherent way to sort out a particularfile format. The implicit or
explicit notion of a bitstreamformat is to provide means how
material in that format can benterpreted. For example, the
bitstream interpretation for stillmages compression encoded in
the JPEG standard idefinedexplicitly in the Standard
ISO/IEC10918-1. [8].In DSpace data modal each item has one
qualified DublinCore metadata record. An item may have other
metadatastored in as serialized bitstream, but for every time
DublinCore is used to provide interoperability and ease of
discovery.The Dublin Core may be entered by end-users as they
submitcontent, or it might be derived from other metadata as part
ofan ingest process. The removal of items in DSpace is done
intwo ways: They may be 'withdrawn', which means theyemain
in the archive but are completely hidden from view. Inthis case,
if an end-user attempts to access the withdrawnitem, they are
presented with a 'tombstone,' that indicates theitem has been
removed. For whatever reason, an item mayalso be 'expunged' if
necessary, in which case all traces of itare removed from the
archive [9]. The features of DSpace as

Digital Management Software are as follows:a) Authentication:
DSpace allows contributors to limitaccess to items in DSpace, at
both the collection and theindividual item level [10]. The
mechanism whereby thesystem securely identifies its users.
DSpace Digital repository Modal International Journal of
Computer Applications (0975 – 8887)Authorization: The
mechanism by which a DSpacedetermines what level of access a
particular authenticateduser should have to secure resources
controlled by thesystem is done by keeping access control
policies thatallow it to understand what credentials are required
(ifany) to undertake particular actions upon particularresources .
Authentication is provided through userpasswords, X509
certificates or LDAP. Access controlscan be administered by
only authorized users. The accesscontrols specify default
distribution policy for all items,specify users to submit to
collection and specifyreviewers, approvers, and metadata editors
for aollection’s submission process. There are two built-
ingroups: 'Administrators', who can do anything in a site,and
'Anonymous', which is a list that contains all users.Assigning a
policy for an action on an object toanonymous means giving
everyone permission to do thatction. (For example, most objects
in DSpace sites havea policy of 'anonymous' Permissions

III.E-GRANTHAYALYA

E-Granthalaya is a library automation software from
Centre,Department of Electronics & Information Technology,
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology,
Government of India. The software has been designed by a team
of experts from software as well as Library and Information
Science discipline. Using this software the libraries can automate
in-house activities as well as user services. The software can be
implemented either in stand-alone or in client-server mode where
database and WebOPAC are installed on the server PC while the
data entry program is installed on client PCs. The software
provides LOCAL/LAN/WAN based data entry solutions for a
cluster of libraries where a centralized database can be created
with Union Catalog output. The software provides Web OPAC
interface to publish the library catalog over Internet/Intranet. The
current version of e-granthalaya i.e. 3.0 runs on Windows
paltform Only, UNICODE Compliant ,thus, supports data entry
in local language. e-Granthalaya 3.0 uses MS SQL Server (any
edition) as back-end solution where express edition of this SQL
Server is provied FREE along with e-Granthalaya Software. Next
higher version of the e-Granthalaya i.e. Ver.4.0 is under
development and will be released during last quarter of 2014. e-
Granthalaya Ver.4.0 will provide a Web-based solution with
enterprise mode where a centralized database will be used for a
cluster of libraries. e-Granthalaya 4.0 will use MS SQL Server as
well as PostgreSQLas back-end database solutions and will also
be available in NIC cloud computing environment with hosting
facility to Government libraries.

Libraries are the social institutions as they provide various kinds
of services to the users and citizen of the city / country. They
have been the essential part of the education system in the
society since early days. In the modern India, libraries have
become the integral part of not only educational institutions but
also other government setup like ministries, departments, district
centres, etc. Keeping in view the large number of Public and
Government libraries in India and also the high cost of
commercial software, it becomes imperative to provide zero cost
software along with free support, training and services.NIC has
been a pioneer source todesign, develop and support ICT tools
and services for the Indian Libraries since its existence as the
latter are integral part / divisions of theministries, departments
and other Government organizations. From1994 to 2000, NIC
distributed the Techlib Plus / Bassis Plus software to Indian
libraries. During 2002 it was found that NIC had developed over
30 different library automation software Government
departments. All such software were designed by various NIC
groups for their respective ministries without following the
standards, rules and practicesprevalent in Indian libraries. Later it
was decided by the Committee constituted under the
chairmanship.

HISTORY-

e-Granthalaya was started as an in-house project at 'Karnataka
State CentreNIC,Bangalore' and first version of the software was
designed for the Public Libraries in the State. Later, NIC HQs
'Library and Informatics Services Division' took over the
designing of the software where library professionals were
involved in the designing process and, thus, improved the
software with enhanced user interface and simplify the work-
flow of library functions so that it can suit to all kinds of
libraries. Following table shows the release of various versions of
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the software:Technology/Platform used Visual Basic
6/ASP/HTML 1.0 2003 MS SQL Server 7 Visual Basic
6/ASP/HTML 2.0 2005 MS SQL Server 2.0 3.0 2007 MS SQL
Server VB.NET/ASP.NET Versio Yean r DBMS 2000 2005
ASP.NET 4.0/AJAX/SilverLight(*Under Development) 4.0 2014
MS SQL Server/PostGreSQL

IV. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

For Stand-Alone Mode (All the Components to be installed on
a Single PC): Hardware: P IV or above with backup device, Min
1 GB RAM, 40GB HDD OS: Windows XP(SP2)/Vista/win 7/8
DBMS: MS SQL Server 2005/2008/R2/2012 (any
Edition/express Edition is FREE and given with e-Granthalaya
CD) Connectivity: LAN/Internet ConnectivityFor Clietn-Server
Mode: Server PC:Hardware: A Server Pc with Min 4GB RAM,
80GB HDDOS: Windows Client OS (Win 7/8) or Windows
Server 2008/R2/2012Standard/Enterprise Edition)RDBMS: MS
SQL Server 2005/2008/R2/2012 (Express Edition/Standard
Edition/Any

Other Edition

Connectivity: LAN/Internet Connectivity BarCode Printer (Any
Model/Make) with Barcode Reader

V. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

e-Granthalaya 3.0 contains following components, some of these
are installed in the Server PC while rest of these are installed in
the Client PCs:

1. Database (MS SQL Server 2005/2008/R2/2012) - on Server
PC (Windows xp/7/8/Server 2003/Server 2008/Latest)

2. Web OPAC - on Server PC

3. Data entry program (eG3 Client)- on client PCs

Distribution Policy The software is provided at zero cost to the
Government and Government Funded Organizations. The
support is given by email/phone/vc/remote access, etc. The on-
site training, Data Entry, Maintenance, Migration, and dedicated
support, etc are provided onPayment basis by
the NICSI Emapnelment Agency. Government Libraries Hosting
may also be done in NIC Server as per NIC hosting policy.

VI. HOW TO GET THE SOFTWARE

The e-Granthalaya software can be get from any District/State
Centres of NIC or from NIC Hqs, New Delhi by sending one
official letter on letter head duly signed by Authority along with
duly filled request form. The Request Form can be downloaded
from here...

Features

 Runs on Windows Platform Only (Win XP/vista/7/8/Server
2003/2008/2012)

 Provides Local/LAN/WAN based Data Entry Solution
 UNICODE Compliant, supports data entry in local

language
 Module - Wise Permission to the software Users
 Work-flow as per Indian Libraries
 Retro-Conversion as well as Full Cataloging Modes of Data

Entry

 Authority Files/ Master tables for Authors, Publishers,
Subjects, etc

 Multi-Vol, Multi-Copy and Child-Parent Relationship
pattern

 Download Catalog Records from Internet
 Z39.50 Client Search Built-in
 Exhaustive Reports for Print
 Export Records in CSV/Text File/MARC 21/MARC

XML/ISO:2709/MS ACCESS/EXCEL

Formats

 Merger databases of eG3 into Single Database
Common/Centralized Database for All libraries under One
Organization, minimize data

 Entry
 Main/Branch Libraries Acquisition/Cataloging
 Print Accession Register
 Search Module built-in with basic/advance/boolean

parameters
 Library Statistics Reports
 CAS/SDI Services and Documentation Bulletin
 Updated Regulalry with enhanced Features
 Compact/Summary/Detailed Reports Option
 Generate Bibliography in AACR2
 Data Entry Statistics Built-In
 Full Text News Clipping Services Built-in
 Digital Library integration with uploading / downloading of

pdf/html/Tiff, etc
 Documents
 Micro-Documents Manger (Articles/Chapter Indexing)
 SERIALS Control System for Subscription with Auto-

Generate Schedule
 Budget Modules with Bill Register Generation, manages

Multi-Budget Head
 Import Data from any structured Source (MARC21/EXCEL)
 Well exhaustive Web Based OPAC Interface with separate

Membership module
 Multi-copies of Accession No can be accessioned in bulk

with single click with Auto-
 Accession Number.
 Manages e-Books with digital files in pdf or other formats,

provides facilities of e-

Book Viewer

 Photo Gallery available for uploading photo and pictures of
the organizations -

 published on the Library Web site.
 Manages Meta data for Non-Book Materialas also. Includes

database fields for Legal documents thus equally suitable to
Law Libraries also.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents is to introduce the concept of
Cryptography, History of Cryptography , Modern Cryptography
and analyze how digital content for mobile phones can be protected
in an effective way in the context of OMA-DRM. The Open Mobile
Alliance (OMA) provides specifications for content distribution for
mobile phones. White-box cryptography (WBC), which focuses on
software implementations of cryptographic primitives (such as
encryption schemes). Traditionally, cryptographic primitives are
designed to protect data and keys against black-box attacks. In such
a context, an adversary has knowledge of the algorithm and may
examine various inputs to and outputs from the system, but has no
access to the internal details of the execution of a key instantiated
primitive. In contrast, the goal of white-box implementations is to
provide a degree of robustness against attacks from the execution
environment. In such an environment, an adversary has unrestricted
access to the software implementation.

We will analyze the problem in the white-box attack context where
the attacker has total visibility into software implementation and
execution. From these techniques we choose to focus on a relatively
new technique: white-box cryptography. We can apply this
technique to AES keys, by hiding the AES key in lookup tables. This
prevents an attacker from finding secret keys in the implementation.
The result is a functionally equivalent program in which the key is
no longer visible. However, white-box cryptography increases the
amount of storage space for the white-box tables, and it causes a
performance slowdown. An application of white-box cryptography
in which we split the set of white-box tables into a dynamic part and
a static part. Each client has a unique set of static tables which can
only be used in combination with a unique set of dynamic tables
which are transmitted to him. The result is that whenever a key
needs to be updated, no longer the whole set of tables needs to be
updated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In traditional cryptography, a black-box attack describes the
situation where the attacker tries to obtain the cryptographic key
by knowing the algorithm and monitoring the inputs and outputs,
but without the execution being visible. White-box cryptography
addresses the much more severe threat model where the attacker
can observe everything, can access all aspects of the target
system/application, and may have the black-box knowledge of the
crypto algorithm.

Black box Attack

 Attacker knows algorithm

 Watches inputs and outputs

 Controls input text

 No visibility of execution

White-box Attack

 Attacker can observe everything

 Attacker knows algorithm

 Watches inputs, outputs, intermediate calculations

 Controls input text

 Full visibility into Memory (debuggers and emulators)

The real strength of White-box cryptography is that it protects the
whole cryptographic key at all times, rather than breaking the key
up and revealing it only a piece at a time. From a security
perspective, this ensures that the protected key remains hidden
from hackers and is not susceptible to piecing back together in
the clear during the attack process.

II. CRYPTOGRAPHY

Encryption algorithms are very important for cryptography
because cryptography use encryption algorithms to provide
security and privacy. There are three classes of encryption
algorithms. These are symmetric, asymmetric and digest
algoritms.Encrytion is to provide the receiver to decrypt the
information using his/her private key. The process of encrypting
a message (plaintext) is called encryption and the process of
decrypting ciphertext back into the plaintext is called decryption.
There are three main materials for encryption: plaintext, key and
encryption algorithms. The main goal in encryption is to make
the relation between input (plaintext) and output
(ciphertext).Symmetric algorithms also called conventional
algorithm., are the algorithms using the same key pair to encrypt
the data and the other (private key) to decrypt the data. A
message digest is a hash value computed from a message. The
digest has two imp. properties. Firstly it is not feasible to extract
the message from the digest. Secondly, it is not feasible to
construct another message that matches the digest. Most popular
digest algorithms are MD5 (Message Digest Algorithm)[1] and
SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm)[2].

III. HISTORY OF CRYPTOGRAPHY

Before the modern era, cryptography was concerned solely with
message confidentiality (i.e., encryption)—conversion of
messages from a comprehensible form into an incomprehensible
one and back again at the other end, rendering it unreadable by
interceptors or eavesdroppers without secret knowledge (namely
the key needed for decryption of that message). Encryption was
used to (attempt to) ensure secrecy in communications, such as
those of spies, military leaders, and diplomats. In recent decades,
the field has expanded beyond confidentiality concerns to include
techniques for message integrity checking, sender/receiver
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identity authentication, digital signatures, interactive proofs and
secure computation, among others.

IV. CLASSIC CRYPTOGRAPHY

The earliest forms of secret writing required little more than local
pen and paper analogs, as most people could not read.

Fig 1: Reconstructed ancient Greek scytale (rhymes with
"Italy"), an early cipher device

More literacy, or literate opponents, required actual
cryptography. The main classical cipher types are transposition
ciphers, which rearrange the order of letters in a message (e.g.,
'hello world' becomes 'ehlol owrdl' in a trivially simple
rearrangement scheme), and substitution ciphers, which
systematically replace letters or groups of letters with other letters
or groups of letters (e.g., 'fly at once' becomes 'gmz bu podf' by
replacing each letter with the one following it in the Latin
alphabet). Simple versions of either offered little confidentiality
from enterprising opponents, and still do. An early substitution
cipher was the Caesar cipher, in which each letter in the plaintext
was replaced by a letter some fixed number of positions further
down the alphabet. It was named after Julius Caesar who is
reported to have used it, with a shift of 3, to communicate with
his generals during his military campaigns, just like EXCESS-3
code in boolean algebra. There is record of several early Hebrew
ciphers as well. The earliest known use of cryptography is some
carved cipher text on stone in Egypt (ca 1900 BC), but this may
have been done for the amusement of literate observers. The next
oldest is bakery recipes from Mesopotamia.

Fig 2: 16th-century book-shaped French cipher machine, with
arms of Henri II of France

Ciphertexts produced by a classical cipher (and some modern
ciphers) always reveal statistical information about the plaintext,
which can often be used to break them. After the discovery of
frequency analysis perhaps by the Arab mathematician and
polymath, Al-Kindi (also known as Alkindus), in the 9th century,
nearly all such ciphers became more or less readily breakable by
any informed attacker. Such classical ciphers still enjoy
popularity today, though mostly as puzzles (see cryptogram). Al-
Kindi wrote a book on cryptography entitled Risalah fi Istikhraj

al-Mu'amma (Manuscript for the Deciphering Cryptographic
Messages), in which described the first cryptanalysis techniques,
including some for polyalphabetic ciphers.

V. MODERN CRYPTOGRAPHY

Symmetric-key cryptography: Symmetric-key cryptography
refers to encryption methods in which both the sender and
receiver share the same key (or, less commonly, in which their
keys are different, but related in an easily computable way). This
was the only kind of encryption publicly known until June 1976.

The modern study of symmetric-key ciphers relates mainly to the
study of block ciphers and stream ciphers and to their
applications. A block cipher is, in a sense, a modern embodiment
of Alberti's polyalphabetic cipher: block ciphers take as input a
block of plaintext and a key, and output a block of ciphertext of
the same size. Since messages are almost always longer than a
single block, some method of knitting together successive blocks
is required. Several have been developed, some with better
security in one aspect or another than others. They are the modes
of operation and must be carefully considered when using a block
cipher in a cryptosystem.

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) and the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) are block cipher designs which have
been designated cryptography standards by the US government
(though DES's designation was finally withdrawn after the AES
was adopted). Despite its deprecation as an official standard,
DES (especially its still-approved and much more secure triple-
DES variant) remains quite popular; it is used across a wide
range of applications, from ATM encryption to e-mail privacy
and secure remote access. Many other block ciphers have been
designed and released, with considerable variation in quality.
Many have been thoroughly broken; see Category: Block ciphers.

Stream ciphers, in contrast to the 'block' type, create an arbitrarily
long stream of key material, which is combined with the plaintext
bit-by-bit or character-by-character, somewhat like the one-time
pad. In a stream cipher, the output stream is created based on a
hidden internal state which changes as the cipher operates. That
internal state is initially set up using the secret key material. RC4
is a widely used stream cipher; Block ciphers can be used as
stream ciphers;

Cryptographic hash functions are a third type of cryptographic
algorithm. They take a message of any length as input, and output
a short, fixed length hash which can be used in (for example) a
digital signature. For good hash functions, an attacker cannot find
two messages that produce the same hash. MD4 is a long-used
hash function which is now broken; MD5, a strengthened variant
of MD4, is also widely used but broken in practice. The U.S.
National Security Agency developed the Secure Hash Algorithm
series of MD5-like hash functions: SHA-0 was a flawed
algorithm that the agency withdrew; SHA-1 is widely deployed
and more secure than MD5, but cryptanalysts have identified
attacks against it; the SHA-2 family improves on SHA-1, but it
isn't yet widely deployed, and the U.S. standards authority
thought it "prudent" from a security perspective to develop a new
standard to "significantly improve the robustness of NIST's
overall hash algorithm toolkit." Thus, a hash function design
competition is underway and meant to select a new U.S. national
standard, to be called SHA-3, by 2012.
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Message authentication codes (MACs) are much like
cryptographic hash functions, except that a secret key is used to
authenticate the hash value on receipt.

Public-key cryptography: Symmetric-key cryptosystems use the
same key for encryption and decryption of a message, though a
message or group of messages may have a different key than
others. A significant disadvantage of symmetric ciphers is the key
management necessary to use them securely. Each distinct pair of
communicating parties must, ideally, share a different key, and
perhaps each ciphertext exchanged as well.

The number of keys required increases as the square of the
number of network members, which very quickly requires
complex key management schemes to keep them all straight and
secret. The difficulty of securely establishing a secret key
between two communicating parties, when a secure channel
doesn't already exist between them, also presents a chicken-and-
egg problem which is a considerable practical obstacle for
cryptography users in the real world.

In a groundbreaking 1976 paper, Whitfield Diffie and Martin
Hellman proposed the notion of public-key (also, more generally,
called asymmetric key) cryptography in which two different but
mathematically related keys are used—a public key and a private
key. A public key system is so constructed that calculation of one
key (the 'private key') is computationally infeasible from the other
(the 'public key'), even though they are necessarily related.
Instead, both keys are generated secretly, as an interrelated pair.
The historian David Kahn described public-key cryptography as
"the most revolutionary new concept in the field since
polyalphabetic substitution emerged in the Renaissance".

In public-key cryptosystems, the public key may be freely
distributed, while its paired private key must remain secret. The
public key is typically used for encryption, while the private or
secret key is used for decryption. Diffie and Hellman showed that
public-key cryptography was possible by presenting the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol.

In 1978, Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman invented
RSA, another public-key system.

In 1997, it finally became publicly known that asymmetric key
cryptography had been invented by James H. Ellis at GCHQ, a
British intelligence organization, and that, in the early 1970s,
both the Diffie-Hellman and RSA algorithms had been previously
developed (by Malcolm J. Williamson and Clifford Cocks,
respectively).

VI. WHITE-BOX CRYPTOGRAPHY

In recent years, we have witnessed a trend towards the use of
complex software applications with strong security requirements.

Think of banking applications, online games, and digital
multimedia players. Prominent building blocks for these
applications are cryptographic primitives, such as encryption
schemes, digital signature schemes, and authentication
mechanisms. Unfortunately, such building blocks (e.g., the AES
encryption scheme) are guaranteed to be secure only when they
are executed on a trustworthy system. It is known that several
cryptographic primitives become insecure when the attacker has

non-black-box (e.g., ‘whitebox’, or side-channel) access to the
computation.

White-box cryptography (WBC) deals with protecting
cryptographic primitives embedded in a program that the attacker
has white-box access to. It aims to provide security when the
program is executing in a hostile environment and the attacker
can conduct non-black-box attacks (such as code inspection,
execution environment modification, code modification, etc).
However, no formal definitions of white-box cryptography were
given, neither were there any proofs of security. With their
subsequent cryptanalysis [3], it remains an open question whether
or not such white-box implementations exist. In this paper, we
initiate a study of rigorous security notions for the white-box
setting.

One way to realize WBC is to obfuscate the executable code of
the algorithm and hope that the adversary cannot use it in a non-
black-box manner. What we would like is that an obfuscator
ensures that all the security notions are satisfied in a white-box
attack context when they are satisfied in the black-box attack
context. However, it is still not clear if any existing definitions of
obfuscation can be used to achieve this goal.

VII. WHITE-BOX IMPLEMENTATIONS

The main objective of this implementation is to assess the
security of cryptographic primitives in the presence of a white-
box adversary. This research is denoted as white-box
cryptography. In this we analyze the security of practical
implementations of such primitives, denoted as white-box
implementations. We refer to the methods and procedures of such
an adversary as white-box cryptanalysis.

The main interest of white-box cryptography lies in the
implementation of symmetric ciphers, in particular block ciphers.

We assess the security of these techniques, by analyzing the
implementations and deploying cryptanalysis techniques. This is
similar to the ‘proof by scrutiny’ approach. We also initiate an
analysis of basic building blocks of block ciphers, and conclude
with strategies towards secure white-box implementations by
formulating ‘white-box design criteria’ for block ciphers.

Attack Models: One can distinguish three main attack models
that capture the attack capabilities of an adversary on
cryptosystems. These are the following:

Black-box Model: The black-box model is the traditional attack
model, where an adversary has only access to the functionality of
a cryptosystem.

Grey-box Model : The grey-box model refers to a model where a
leakage function is present. In such an attack context, the
adversary can deploy side-channel cryptanalysis techniques.

White-box Model: In the white-box model, the adversary has
total visibility of the software implementation of the
cryptosystem, and full control over its execution platform. One
could refer to the white-box model as the worst-case model,
where in contrast to grey-box models, it is impossible for an
adversary not to comply with the this model. The white-box
model is used to analyze algorithms that are running in an
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untrusted environment, that is, an environment in which
applications are subject to attacks from the execution platform.

VIII. OBJECTIVES OF WBC

White-Box Cryptography, when it was proposed in 2001 by
Chow et al. [43], was originally defined as an obfuscation
technique with the following objective.

Def.1 : White-Box Cryptography is an obfuscation technique
intended to implement cryptographic primitives in such a way,
that even an adversary who has full access to the implementation
and its execution platform, is unable to extract key information.

Def.2: The objective of White-Box Cryptography is to implement
cryptographic primitives in such a way that, within the context of
the intended application, having full access to the cryptographic
implementation does not present any advantage for a
computationally bounded adversary in comparison to the
adversary dealing with the implementation as a black box.

IX. OBFUSCATION STRATEGY

Code obfuscation is the most viable method to prevent reverse-
engineering [4].A code obfuscator is used to convert a code
(program) into an equivalent one that is difficult to reverse
engineer, by distinguishing its internal workings. We denote an
obfuscator as O, and the obfuscation of the program P as O(P).
The first contributions towards a formalization of code
obfuscation were made by Hada [5], who presented definitions
for obfuscation based on the simulation paradigm for zero
knowledge, called GMR-ZK, given in [6]. Using simulation is an
approach that has been used before in formal security proofs for
cryptography.

In this approach, there are two settings. One setting in which an
arbitrary, probabilistic, polynomial-time adversary can interact
with the cryptographic primitive; in the other setting, the
adversary interacts with an idealized version of the cryptographic
primitive that can never be broken. This idealized version is an
abstract primitive. E.g., a perfectly secure encryption functions as
an idealized abstract version of a practical encryption scheme. To
determine whether a primitive is secure, the output of the
adversaries in the two settings is compared. If their outputs are
approximately the same (or indistinguishable in the case of output
distributions), then the cryptographic primitive must be secure,
since the idealized version is secure.

The main difference between the obfuscation definition and the
simulation based definitions used in (black-box) cryptography is
in the type of objects the adversary interacts with. In the
obfuscation case, it is a comparison between (white-box)
interaction to an implementation of the primitive, and the
interaction with a oracle implementation (black-box) [5]. In the
tradition cryptography case, it is between an oracle
implementation of the cryptographic primitive, and an idealized
version. This new concept is captured by the Virtual Black-Box
Property (VBBP).
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Abstract: There's a huge transition going on now. Whatever was
over the air is increasingly moving onto fibre, and what was on the
wires is now being delivered over the air. We are talking about data.
A technology commentator Peter Cochrane, former CTO and head
of research at British Telecom says "Data downloads for the year
2013-2014 is about 17GB/ Month per user, and by 2017 that will go
up to 70GB / Month per user. The sole reason behind this is
exponential increase in video content over internet, as more people
are working either at home or on the move".

In broadband hotspots like Hong Kong, where they have 100Mbps
services even in HOTEL ROOMS, people are no longer interested in
watching TV or listening to their favorite radio over the air as
everything is being put down fibre, that fascinates them more.
Likewise, in UK there is a dedicated, reliable, fast broadband
network.

This all hails the need of more powerful techniques for video
streaming, which give rise to a powerful video compression
technology HEVC. As believed by researchers that in near future
using HVEC we will soon are able to make even 4K videos stream
able. "HEVC will enable service providers to extend their reach and
expand the footprint of TV everywhere outside the home.

Keywords: HEVC, Streaming, Broadband, Optical Fibre,
Compression, Blur, noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the most recent
standardized video compression technology. This technology is
developed by a Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-
VC) of the ITU-T Visual Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the
ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG). The first
version of this new technology as a standard has recently been
consented as Recommendation ITU-T H.265 and will shortly
been approved by ISO/IEC as ISO/IEC 23008-2 (MPEG-H Part
2). As its most important feature, HEVC will provide around
50% reduction in bit-rate while maintaining the same subjective
video quality relative to its predecessor H.264/AVC. This is
considered as one of the remarkable discovery in the field of
Internet technologies.

The Image & Video Coding Group has recently contributed a
couple of important coding tools to the new HEVC standard.
Also, in cooperation with the Multimedia Communication
Group at HHI, the Image & Video Coding Group have been
developed and contributed some useful high-level features for
ultra low-delay coding and parallelization.

The High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the current joint
video coding standardization project of the ITU-T Video Coding

Experts Group (ITU-T Q.6/SG 16) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture
Experts Group (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 11). The Joint
Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) has been
established to work on this project.

II. COMPRESSION (THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE
LOSSY)

The amount of raw data that is coming out from a professional
HD video camera is a massive and there's no way to conveniently
transport it to your home. Instead, we generally compress the
video to reduce the amount of data into a more manageable form.

This compression can be done in numerous ways, and one of the
easiest  way is to reduce the size i.e. being reducing the quality,
which is mostly done with a damp heart as we have to
compromise with the quality of the video. In some cases this is
OK, as we think of our average YouTube video. But that’s not
great, Right?

That simply because the video is highly compressed (either
before or during the upload). Heavy compression might keep the

resolution technically the same, but the video that appears is
softer, noisier, or have weird distracting artifacts as seen in the
figure below:

Figure 1: Macro blocking artifacts

But that’s never being a great idea if the point is to preserve a
director's intent, or show off your new 77-inch OLED Television.
So the other option is to use better compression technique. In this
case, we can basically think of SMARTER compression as a
BETTER compression. This is to think over a technique that by
taking the same original video, and finding out better ways to
make the amount of data loss, without sacrificing video quality.
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As with every passing year the processing power computer
system has been improved enough to let more processor intensive
compression algorithms to be used for compression, and further
compress the data without making much effect on the quality of
video/image.

This distinction between "more" compression and "better"
compression is very important, as in reality, the terms can never
be interchangeable, as one can decrease the amount of data
required for a signal either by cranking up the compression and
making the image worse (i.e. "more" compression), or by using a
more efficient compression technique (i.e. "better" compression).

III. COMPRESSION TYPES

1. Lossy compression: A lossy compression works by simply
eliminate "unnecessary" bits of information, tailoring the file so
that it is smaller. This type of compression is used a lot for
reducing the file size of bitmap pictures, which tend to be fairly
bulky. To see how this works, let's consider how your computer
migh0t compress a scanned photograph.

2. Lossless Compression: A lossless compression does much with
this type of file. While large parts of the picture may look the
same -- the whole sky is blue, for example -- most of the
individual pixels are a little bit different. To make this picture
smaller without compromising the resolution, you have to change
the color value for certain pixels. If the picture had a lot of blue
sky, the program would pick one color of blue that could be used
for every pixel. Then, the program rewrites the file so that the
value for every sky pixel refers back to this information. If the
compression scheme works well, you won't notice the change,
but the file size will be significantly reduced.

The major disadvantage is Of course, with lossy compression, we
will not get our original file back after it has been compressed
and we are stuck with the compression program's reinterpretation
of the original. For this reason, we generally don’t use this sort of
compression for anything that needs to be reproduced exactly,
including software applications, databases and presidential
inauguration speeches.

IV. CORE CONCEPT OF COMPRESSION

Video compression techniques are all about reducing the size of
video by removing redundant video data of original video file so
that it can be effectively sent over a network and stored onto
computer disks. With an efficient compression technique, the file
size can be reduced significantly with a very little or no adverse
effect on the visual quality. However, the video quality, can be
affected if the file size is further lowered by increasing the
compression level for a given compression technique.

A large number of different compression standards exploit
different methods for reducing data, and hence, their results differ
in bit rate, quality and latency.

Figure 2: Compression OF Lossy and Lossless compression

Compression algorithms can be categorized into two types:
Image Compression & Video Compression.

The image compression techniques employs intraframe coding
technology in which data is reduced within an image frame
simply by removing unnecessary information that may not be
noticeable to human eye. The Motion JPEG is an example of
such a compression standard. Images in a Motion JPEG sequence
is coded or compressed as individual JPEG images.

Figure 3: With the Motion JPEG format, the three images in the
above sequence are coded and sent as separate unique images (I-

frames) with no dependencies on each other.

Video compression algorithms such as MPEG-4 and H.264 use
interframe prediction to reduce video data between a series of
frames. This involves techniques such as difference coding,
where one frame is compared with a reference frame and only
pixels that have changed with respect to the reference frame are
coded. In this way, the number of pixel values that is coded and
sent is reduced. When such an encoded sequence is displayed, the
images appear as in the original video sequence.

Figure 4: With difference coding, only the first image (I-frame) is
coded in its entirety. In the two following images (P-frames),
references are made to the first picture for the static elements, i.e.
the house. Only the moving parts, i.e. the running man, are coded
using motion vectors, thus reducing the amount of information
that is sent and stored.

V. THE H.256 COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
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As data-intensive as HD is, 4K is even worse. While most of us
were just getting used to the idea of H.264's advantages over
MPEG-2 on Blu-ray, the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
and the International Telecommunication Union's
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) were already
starting work on the next generation of video compression, with
an eye on the future.Not wanting to mess around with small,
incremental improvements, whenever a new compression
standard is introduced, it has to be a sizable change. With each
jump, the general rule is half the bit rate for the same quality (or
greater quality at the same bit rate).

First, it looks at multiple frames to see what doesn't change. In
most scenes in a TV show or movie, the vast majority of the
frame doesn't change much. Think of a scene with someone
talking. The shot is mostly their head. The background isn't going
to change much for many frames. For that matter, most of the
pixels representing their face probably won't change much (other
than their lips, of course). So instead of encoding every pixel
from every frame, an initial frame is encoded, and then after that
only what changes is encoded (basically).HEVC then expands the
size of the area that's looked at for these changes. Larger and
smaller "blocks" essentially, which offers additional efficiency.
Ever seen blocks in your image, when the picture goes foul?
Those can be bigger, smaller, and differently shaped with Figure
5: Difference between H.264 and H.265

HEVC than with previous compression methods. Larger blocks,
for example, were found to be more efficient.

On the left is macroblocking as done by AVC/H.264. As you can
see on the right, there's a lot more flexibility, not to mention
larger sizes, for the HEVC/H.265 encoder to work with.

Then other things were improved, like motion compensation,
spatial prediction, and so on. All of these things would have been
done with AVC or even earlier, but it required more processing
power than was economically feasible at the time.

During the development phase, the compression algorithm is
tested objectively, for its raw number efficiency, but also
subjectively, by video professionals comparing different
compression methods and amounts in a "blind" test, where they
don't know which method is which. The human element is
crucial.

Figure H.264 is perhaps best known as being one of the video
encoding standards for Blue-ray Discs; all Blu-ray Disc players
must be able to decode H.264. It is also widely used by streaming
internet sources, such as videos from Vimeo, YouTube, and the
iTunes Store, web software such as the Adobe Flash Player and
Microsoft Silverlight, and also various HDTV broadcasts over
terrestrial (ATSC, ISDB-T, DVB-T or DVB-T2), cable (DVB-C),
and satellite (DVB-S and DVB-S2).

H.264 is typically used for lossy compression in the strict
mathematical sense, although the amount of loss may sometimes
be imperceptible. It is also possible to Fig;5

Figure:5: create truly lossless encodings using it — e.g., to have
localized lossless-coded regions within lossy-coded pictures or to
support rare use cases for which the entire encoding is lossless.

VI. IMAGE PROCESSING THROUGH HVEC

IMAGE PROCESSING-Generic Formats for 3D Video

3D Video is the next step in the evolution of motion picture
formats. This new format allows the representation of 3D visual
information through a display that provides the illusion of depth
perception. 2D video signals offer a number of monocular cues
for depth perception including linear perspective and

occlusion. The extension to 3D video offers the sensation of
depth from two slightly

Figure:6

different projections of the scene onto the two eyes of the viewer.
For this, different types of 3D displays are now available,
including stereoscopic 2-view displays and auto-stereoscopic
multi-view displays. For multiple users, stereoscopic displays
require special glasses, while auto-stereoscopic displays do not
require extra glasses.

For 3D Home Entertainment, we develop generic 3D video
formats and associated coding technology for support of
stereoscopic displays with different baselines (distance between
both views) and various types of multi-view displays

IMAGE PROCESSING-HEVC Extension

The Image and Video Coding Group and the 3D Coding
Group developed an extension of HEVC for coding of 3D video
data in the MVD format. Similar as for MVC, all video pictures
and depth maps that represent the video scene at the same time
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instant build an access unit and the access units of the input MVD
signal are coded consecutively.

Inside an access unit, the video picture of the so-called
independent view is transmitted first directly followed by the
associated depth map. Thereafter, the video pictures and depth
maps of other views are transmitted. A video picture is always
directly followed by the associated depth map. In principle each
component signal is coded using an HEVC-based coder.

The corresponding bit stream packets are multiplexed to form the
3D video bit stream. The independent view is coded using a non-
modified HEVC coder. The corresponding sub-bit stream can be
extracted from the 3D bit stream, decoded with an HEVC
decoder, and displayed on a conventional 2D display. The other
components are coded using modified HEVC coders, which are
extended by including additional coding tools and inter-
component prediction techniques that employ already coded data
inside the same access unit as indicated by the red arrows in
Figure 1. For enabling an optional discarding of depth data from
the bit stream, e.g., for decoding a two-view video suitable for
conventional stereo displays, the inter-component prediction can

be configured in a way that video pictures can be decoded
independently of the depth data.

Figure 7: Simplified block diagram of the HEVC extension for 3d
video coding

For dependent video view, the following tools have been added:

 Disparity-compensated prediction (as known from MVC)

 Inter-view prediction of motion parameters

 Inter-view prediction of residual data

For coding of depth data, the following tools have been added:

 Disparity-compensated prediction for depth data of dependent
views

 Decreased motion parameter accuracy

 New modes for intra prediction and inter-component
prediction

 A new mode for inheriting the motion parameters from the
associated video view

 A new encoder control concept for depth data that estimates
the distortion in synthesized views instead of using the
distortion in the depth domain

Furthermore, for increasing the end-to-end quality of a 3D video
coding system, we investigated:

 Improvements for a decoder-side view synthesis based on
depth data

 A depth-aware encoder control that encodes areas in
dependent view that can be synthesized using the base view
with a smaller fidelity

The 3D HEVC extension has been proposed to MPEG and
VCEG and was chosen as the starting point for the development
of an HEVC-based 3D video coding standard.

VII. ADVANTAGES OF HEVC OVER OTHER
TECHNOLOGY:

1. With the advent of HEVC ,the new codec will support 50
percent better compression efficiency than H.264 and
support for resolutions up to 8192 x 4320.

2. HEVC’s key benefit is bandwidth efficiency, targeting a
50% reduction in bitrates versus today’s MPEG-4 AVC
benchmark at comparable video quality.

3. In applications where minimizing bandwidth is not the
highest priority, HEVC can be used to improve video quality
at the same bitrates as AVC and the enabling technology for
the delivery of 4K Ultra HD content.

4. HEVC meaningfully reduces the cost of delivering videos
versus all other methods ,achieving quick ROI.

5. Content owners could store more video and movies for the
same cost ,broadcasters could stream video more efficiently
across networks ,and consumers could enjoy a much better
entertainment experience as video is more easily streamed
directly to all other devices.

6. HEVC offers variable blocks that can handle up to 64x64
pixels, changing the size according to the texture ,while the
previous generation H.264 standard relied on a fixed macro
block size that has a maximum of 16x16 pixels.

7. HEVC can reduce those worries eho enjoy watching videos
on smartphones but are wary of big bill at the end of the
month will benefit most as the expense of digital video
delivery over mobile network is reduced.

8. What’s more, as devices start supporting HEVC playback at
the chip level, the processing power required to play these
videos will decrease, saving battery life and in general,
improving the overall experience with mobile video.

VIII. CONCLUSION

While most of HEVC’s potential benefits are focused on 4K,its
better compression provides benefits for HD, too. Lower
bandwidth with HD means more people can get HD. People out
in the sticks with connections too slow for current HD might be
able to get HEVC –encoded HD. If one pay per megabyte
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(mobile or at home),lower bit rates mean cheaper HD viewing as
well.

There were a lot of grumblings during the transition to
H.264/AVC at the advent of Blue Ray, now it’s a given. The
same will be true of HEVC, eventually.Lower data rates ,while
maintaining quality ,are a good thing for everyone.
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Abstract- In this paper, the traditional AGC two-area system is
modified to take into account the effect of bilateral contracts on
the dynamics. The concept of DISCO participation matrix to
simulate these bilateral contracts is introduced and reflected in
the two-area block diagram.
Key words: - Automatic generation control, bilateral contracts,
deregulation, optimization, power system control, trajectory
sensitivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we formulate the two area dynamic model
following the ideas presented by Kumar [1], [2]. Specifically
we focus on the dynamics, trajectory sensitivities and
parameter optimization. The concept of a DISCO participation
matrix is proposed which helps the visualization and
implementation of the contracts. The information flow of the
contracts is superimposed on the traditional AGC system and
the simulations reveal some interesting patterns. The trajectory
sensitivities are helpful in studying the effects of parameters as
well as in optimization of the ACE parameters viz. tie line bias
and frequency bias parameter. The traditional AGC is well
discussed in the papers of Elgerd and Fosha [3], [4]. Research
work in deregulated AGC is contained in [1], [2], [5], [6]. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain how
the bilateral transactions are incorporated in the traditional
AGC system leading to a new block diagram. Simulation
results are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss
trajectory sensitivities and the optimization of and parameters
using these sensitivities. Section V presents numerical results
on optimization and a comparison of the responses using
optimal and nominal values of the parameters.

II. RESTRUCTURED SYSTEM

The traditional power system industry has a vertically
integrated utility structure. In the restructured or deregulated
environment, vertically integrated utilities no longer exist. The
utilities no longer own generation, transmission, and
distribution; instead, there are three different entities,
GENCOs, TRANSCOs and DISCOs. As there are several
GENCOs and DISCOs in the deregulated structure, a DISCO
has the freedom to have a contract with any GENCO for
transaction of power. A DISCO may have a contract with a
GENCO in another control area. Such transactions are called
bilateral transactions. All the transactions have to be cleared
through an impartial entity called an independent system
operator. The ISO has to control a number of so-called
“ancillary services,” one of which is AGC. In the restructured
environment, GENCOs sell power to various DISCOs at
competitive prices. Thus, DISCOs have the liberty to choose
the GENCOs for contracts. They may or may not have
contracts with the GENCOs in their own area. This makes
various combinations of GENCO-DISCO contracts possible in

practice. We introduce the concept of a DISCO participation
matrix to make the visualization of contracts easier.DPM is a
matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of
GENCOs and the number of columns equal to the number of
DISCOs in the system. Each entry in this matrix can be thought
of as a fraction of a total load contracted by a DISCO toward a
GENCO. Thus, the entry corresponds to the fraction of the
total load power contracted by DISCO from a GENCO. The
sum of all the entries in a column in this matrix is unity. DPM
shows the participation of a DISCO in a contract with a
GENCO; hence the name DISCO participation matrix.

III.AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL

Modern power system consists of number of utilities
interconnected together and power is exchanged between
utilities over tie-lines by which they are connected. In order to
achieve interconnected operation of a power system, an electric
energy system must be maintained at a desired operating level
characterized by nominal frequency, voltage profile and load
flow configuration. This is achieved by close control of real
and reactive powers generated through the controllable source
of the system. Automatic generation control (AGC) plays a
significant role in the power system by maintaining scheduled
system frequency and tie-line flow during normal operating
conditions and also during small perturbations. LFC system
performance was evaluated with a nonlinear neural network
controller using a generalized neural structure to yield better
system dynamic performance than the individual neurons
.Recently, a four-area interconnected power system model with
reheat nonlinearity effect of the steam turbine and upper and
lower constraints for generation rate nonlinearity of hydro
turbine was considered for the investigation . It has been shown
that the AGC problem can be viewed as a stochastic multistage
decision-making problem or a Markov Chain control problem
and have presented algorithms for designing AGC based on a
reinforcement learning approach. The fuzzy logic control
concept departs significantly from traditional control theory,
which is essentially based on mathematical models of the
controlled process. Instead of deriving a controller via
modeling the controlled process quantitatively and
mathematically, the fuzzy control methodology tries to
establish the controller directly from domain experts or
operators who are controlling the process manually and
successfully. More recent contributions considering the
problem of decomposition of multivariable systems for the
purpose of distributed fuzzy control was reported by Gegov.
The proposed decomposition method has reduced the number
of interactive fuzzy relations among subsystems. The concept
and development of AGC using ANN and fuzzy set theory to
utilize the novel aspects of both in single hybrid AGC system
design for power systems has also been mooted. These days,
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GA is the most popular and widely used algorithm of all the
intelligent algorithms. Gases have been widely applied to solve
complex nonlinear optimization problems in a number of
engineering disciplines in general and in the area of AGC of
power systems in particular.

IV.MODELLING OF SINGLE & TWO-AREA AGC POWER
SYSTEM

To understand the automatic generation control problem, let us
consider a single turbo-generator system supplying an isolated load.
Fig. 1 shows schematically the speed governing system of a steam
turbine. The system consists of the following components:
Fly ball speed governor: This is the heart of the system which senses
the change in speed (frequency). As the speed increases the fly balls
move outwards and the point B on linkage mechanism moves
downwards. The reverse happens when the speed decreases.
Hydraulic amplifier: It comprises a pilot valve and main piston
arrangement. Low power level valve movement is converted into
high power level piston valve movement. This is necessary in order
to open or close the steam valve against high pressure steam.
Linkage mechanism: ABC is a rigid link pivoted at B and CDE
is another rigid link pivoted at D. This link mechanism
provides a movement to the control valve in proportion to
change in speed. It also provides a feedback from the steam
valve movement.
Speed changer: It provides a steady state power output setting
for the turbine. Its downward movement opens the upper pilot
valve so that more steam is admitted to the turbine under steady
conditions (hence more steady power output). The reverse
happens for upward movement of speed changer.

Fig. 1. Model of Turbine speed governing system

V.PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based
stochastic optimization technique developed by Dr. Kennedy
and Dr. Eberhart in 1995, inspired by social behavior of bird
flocking or fish schooling. PSO shares many similarities with
evolutionary computation techniques such as Genetic
Algorithms (GA). The system is initialized with a population of
random solutions and searches for optima by updating
generations. However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution
operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential
solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by
following the current optimum particles. The detailed
information will be given in following sections. Compared to

GA, the advantages of PSO are that PSO is easy to implement
and there are few parameters to adjust. PSO has been
successfully applied in many areas: function optimization,
artificial neural network training, fuzzy system control, and
other areas where GA can be applied.PSO as an optimization
tool, provides a population-based search procedure in which
individuals called particles change their position(states) with
time. In a PSO system, particles fly around in a multi-
dimensional search space. During flight, each particle adjusts
its position according to its own experience and the experience
of neighboring particles, making use of the best position
encountered by it and neighbors. The swarm direction of a
particle is defined by the set of particles neighboring the
particle and its history experience. Instead of using
evolutionary operation to manipulate the individuals, like in
other evolutionary computational algorithms, each individual in
PSO flies in the search space with a velocity which is
dynamically adjusted according to its own flying experience
and its companions flying experience. Let p and v denote a
particle’s co-ordinate (position) and its corresponding flight
speed (velocity) in a search space respectively.

VI.RESULT

Integral controller gains at each area in the two-area system in
deregulated operation are optimized using PSO. The simulation
is done using MATLAB metafile. The cost function J obtains
using (1) is given to the PSO technique. Sampling time is
chosen as 0.2s. In case 1, the two optimum values of integral
gains found are KI1 = 1 and KI2 = 0.1556. The dynamic
responses of frequency and tie-line power are shown in Fig. 2
(a)-(c). In case 2, the two optimum values of integral gains
found are KI1 = 0.0377 and KI2 = 0.6032. The dynamic
responses of frequency and tie-line power are shown in Fig 5.4.
(a)-(c).In case 3, the two optimum values of integral gains
found are KI1 = 1.5 and KI2 = 0.9069. The dynamic responses of
frequency and tie-line power are shown in Fig 4 (a) - (c).
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this AGC of an interconnected power system after
deregulation is presented. PSO technique is used to optimize
the controller gains. In deregulated environment, bilateral
contracts between DISCOs in one control area and GENCOs in
another control area are considered. The elements of DPM are
chosen in accordance with bilateral contracts. The AGC is
studied for different possible contracts in deregulated
environment. The scheduled flow on a tie-line between two
control areas matches with the contract directions.  The
dynamic responses obtained for different possible contracts
satisfy the AGC requirements.
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Abstract
Digital images are needed in various applications, such as
transmission ofimages over communication channels varying
widely in their bandwidths, display at different resolution
depending on the resolution of a display device, etc. In this work,
we are trying to do something different what they (Dugad and
Ahuja) done in their algorithms for image compression. We
arealso try to extend their approach and modified versions to
images andstudied their performances at different level of
compression for an image.The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
is an example of transform coding.The current JPEG standard
uses the DCT as its basis. The relocates thehighest energies to the
upper left corner of the image. The lesser energyor information is
relocated into other areas. The DCT is fast. It can bequickly
calculated and is best for images with smooth edges like
photoswith human subjects. The Inverse Discrete Cosine
Transform (IDCT) canbe used to retrieve the image from its
transform representation.
Index Terms—MATLAB R2010a (version7.10.0) platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every day, an enormous amount of information is stored,
processed and transmitteddigitally. Companies provide
business associates, investors and potential customers with
financial data, annual reports, investors and product
information over the data.Because much of this on-line
information is graphical or pictorial in nature, the storageand
communication is immense. Methods of compressing the data
prior to storage andor transmission are of significant practical
and commercial interest.Image compression addresses the
problem of reducing the amount of data required torepresent a
digital image. The underlying basis of the reduction process is
the removalof redundant data. From the mathematical view
point, this amounts to transforming a2-D pixel array into a
statistically uncorrelated data set. The transformation is
appliedprior to storage or transmission of the image. At some
later time, the compressed imageis decompressed to
reconstruct the original image or an approximation of
it.Uncompressed multimedia (graphics, audio and video) data
requires considerablestorage capacity and transmission
bandwidth. Despite rapid progress in mass storagedensity,
processor speeds and digital communication system
performance demand fordata storage capacity and data
transmission bandwidth continues to outstrip the capabilities
of available technologies. The recent growth of data intensive
multimedia basedweb applications has not only sustained the
need for more efficient ways to encode signals and images but
has made compression of such signals central to storage
andcommunication technology.

While most research on multimedia applications has focused
on compression standards, synchronization issues, storage
representations: and little work has been reported ontechniques
for manipulating digital data in real time. But the problems we
wouldencounter is implementing this approach on current
workstations would stem from twosources [10]:

i) the volume of data to be manipulated (26.3 Mbytes per
second for uncompressed640x480 24-bit video at 30 frames
per second)

ii) and the computational complexity of image compression
and decompression.

For that we need to perform the operations directly on the
compressed data.A common way to exploit the latter property
is to quantize the coefficients. For thatthe four basic algebraic
operations are, i) Scalar Addition, ii) Scalar Multiplication, iii)

Pixel-Wise Addition, iv) and Pixel-Wise Multiplication [10].

Many advanced video applications require manipulations of
compressed video signals. Specially, we focus on some
efficient compression algorithms in transform domain like
discrete cosine transform (DCT) with or without motion
compensation (MC) which is useful in many video
manipulation functions such as overlapping, translation,
scaling, pixel multiplication, rotation, and linear ¯ ltering.
These algorithms can beapplied to general Orthogonal
Transforms, like DCT, DFT, and DST. The
proposedtransform-domain approach can increase the
computation efficient. This new decodingalgorithm can also
be applied to efficient from MPEG to JPEG [11].However,
DCT is well known for its highly efficient coding performance
but in low bitrate coding, it produces undesirable block
artifacts that are visually not pleasing. We investigate a
modified DCT computation scheme, to be called the sub band
DCT (SB-DCT), that provides a simple, efficient solution to
the reduction of the block artifactswhile achieving faster
computation. The PSNR is enhanced and blocking artifacts
arereduced, the SB-DCT will achieve better compression than
conventional DCT-basedcoding [5].\

II.LITERATURE ANALYSIS

The DCT being a linear unitary transform is distributive over
matrix multiplication.The earlier approaches to down sampling
in the compressed domain start with theproblem stated in the
time domain and then carry out its equivalent operation inthe
compressed domain. But the down sampling operation directly
in the compresseddomain leads to computationally much faster
algorithms [12]-[13].The down sampled image obtained by
this method contains all the low-frequencyDCT-coefficients of
the original image. This in turn, implies that one can obtain an
upsampled image by prediction for the original image. This
contains all the low-frequencyDCT-coefficients of the original
image from the down sampled image [13].In 2002, Dugad and
Ahuja have developed an elegant computational model
forconverting the DCT blocks of an image to the DCT blocks
of its reduced version.Similarly, for image doubling, they
could directly convert its DCT blocks to the DCTblocks of the
enlarged version. These conversions could be performed by
multiplyingthe blocks with a given set of matrices and nally
adding the intermediate results tothenal DCT representations
[4].In 2008, LeiWang, JiajiWu, Licheng Jiao, Li Zhang and
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Guangming Shi proposed ascheme which they called
Reversible Integer Discrete Cosine Transform (RDCT).
Whichis derived from the matrix factorization theory? In this
case PSNR of RDCT basedmethod is higher.Three basic data
redundancies can be categorized in the image compression
standard.

1. Spatial redundancy due to the correlation between
neighboring pixels.

2. Spectral redundancy due to the correlation between the
color components.

3. Psycho-visual redundancy due to properties of human visual
system.The spatial and spectral redundancies are present
because certain spatial and spectral patterns between the pixels
and the color components are common to each other,whereas
psycho-visual redundancy originates from the fact that the
human eye is in-sensitive to certain spatial frequencies. The
principle of image compression algorithmsare 1.) Reducing
the redundancy in the image data and (or) 2.) Producing a
reconstructed image from the original image with the
introduction of error i.e. insignificant to the intended
applications. The aim here is to obtain and acceptable
representationof digital image while preserving the essential
information contained in that particulardata set.

Figure 1 : Flow Chart

First the original digital image is usually transformed into
another domain where itis highly de-correlated by using some
transform. This de-correlation concentrates theimportant
image information into a more compact form. The compressor
then removesthe redundancy in the transformed image and
stores it into a compressed or datastream. In the second stage,
quantization block reduces the accuracy of the transformoutput
in accordance with some pre - established delete criterion.
Also this stagereduces the psycho-visual redundancy of the
input image. Quantization operation isa reversible process and
thus may be omitted when there is a need of error free
orlossless compression. In the final stage of the data
compression model the symbol coder creates a or variable
length code to represent the Quantized output and maps the
output in accordance with the code. Generally a variable
length code is usedto represent the mapped and quantized data
set. It assigns the shortest code wordsto the most frequently
occurring output values and thus reduces coding
redundancy.The operation in fact is a reversible one. The
decompression reverses the compressionprocess to produce
the recovered image. The recovered image may have lost
someinformation due to compression, and may have an error
distortion compared to theoriginal image [1].

III. IMAGE COMPRESSION MODELS

A compression system consists of two distinct structural
blocks: an Encoder andDecoder. An input image is f(x; y) is
fed into the encoder, which creates set symbols from the input

data. After transmission over the channel, the encoded
representation isfed to the decoder where a reconstructed
output image ^ f(x; y) is generated. In general, ^f(x; y) may or
may not be an exact replica of f(x; y). If it is, the system is
error free orinformation preserving; if not, some level of
distortion is present in the reconstructedimage.

Both the encoder and decoder shown consist of two relatively
independent functions or sub blocks. The encoder is made up
of source encoder, which removes inputredundancies, and a
channel encoder, which increases the noise immunity of the
sourceencoder's output. As would be expected, the decoder
includes a channel decoder followed by channel decoder. If
the channel between the encoder and decoder is noise free(not
prone to error), the channel encoder and decoder are omitted,
and the generalencoder and decoder become the source
encoder and decoder, respectively.

Figure 2: A general compression system model

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

To support analytical results, has been conducted in two-
dimensional DCT for which we follow the steps as shown in
first algorithm eg. (3.1). On the basis of performance
parameter that is slightly higher PSNR and less compression
ratio in second, algorithm for Image Compression using Sub
band DCT and DirectQuantization Matrix gives the better
results as compare to the first, algorithm which is, algorithm
for Image Compression using Direct Quantization Matrix.

Figure 3 : Plot for PSNR vs. bpp

Figure 2BER Comparison of Different Users with PSNR
Modulation over Rician Channel with bpp.

In fig.2, Rician channel is used for comparison with different
modulation techniques. We can see in above fig.2 that at
particular 10-3 BER, SNR is 12.8dB when user is 1; SNR is
15.7dB when users are 2; SNR is 18.8dB when users are 8. It
has been observed that there is constantly increase in SNR
value i.e. 3dB when users are increasing.
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Figure 4 : Plot for PSNR vs. CR

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis we proposed, modifications to the algorithms
proposed by Jayanta Mukherjee and Sanjit K. Mitra are
suggested. With the proposed modifications we found that
results are improved visually in many cases.

This thesis proposed two algorithms for image compression in
which we set a thresh-old which we can vary it very easily.
And it should be studied that the proposed modifications
considerably increase the computation faster than using simply
dct2. But ourprime importance is image compression in real
time applications like video conferencing where data are
transmitted through a channel. Using JPEG standard DCT is
usedfor mapping which reduces the interpixel redundancies
followed by quantization which reduces the psychovisual
redundancies.
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Abstract: In this era of stiff competition where products are
usually sold because of their brand identity but these luxury
brands are facing a major menace from counterfeit brands.
Luxury brand owners used to spend millions to effectively
attract the customers toward their renowned brands but brand
counterfeiting which has become the number one crime of the
21st century is hurting the integrity of these brands and thus
disintegrating the sales of the authentic product. This paper
seeks to identify the scale with which counterfeiting is growing,
the key reasons for its growth and the challenges that it poses for
brand-customer relationships.

Keywords: Brand identity, Counterfeiting

I.INTRODUCTION

Counterfeiting is a significant and growing problem in both
growing and well developed countries. Multinational
companies are spending a lot in their R&D activities in order
to create the world class brands. The growth rate of
counterfeiting has been pioneering during the last two
decades. It has become a challenge for the government,
genuine-item manufacturers and consumers as well.
Counterfeiting also referred as piracy in a common trade
parlance mean the unlawful acquisition by a person of the
property of another person without his consent. Ever since
the evolution of brands, the business has marked a trend in
the society where everyone wants to associate himself/herself
with the latest quality fashion trends  in  different  forms  like
branded  clothes,  institutes,  branded  products  etc.  These
consumers are drawn to premium brands in part because of
the exclusivity and intension of prestige associated with
them. After all, what matters at the end is to show off the
branded you. Expeditious advancement in the technology and
liberalization of the Indian economy have created an ideal
market place for people misusing existing brand values that
have been cultivated and nourished over a period of time.
The spread of counterfeit goods (commonly called
“knockoffs”) has become global in recent years and the range
of goods subject to infringement has increased significantly.

1. LEVELS OF COUNTERFEITING

Scale of counterfeiting is increasing day by day. According
to Bosworth and Yang (2002), counterfeiting has become a
global problem of enormous magnitude. Other figures by
Commuri (2009) suggest that counterfeits reduce the sales of
genuine-items by $15 billion to $50 billion, and $250 billion
if pirated goods are included out of which knock-offs account
for $9 billion (Commuri 2009). According to Sridhar (2007),
“while the world is growing by three to four percent,
counterfeits are growing by 150 percent” The key factors
identified by INTA (2009) include the world wide reach of
internet; online payments; anonymity gained from operating
via internet; easier to deceive buyers by showing pictures of
original products and selling the counterfeit one.

There are two principal markets for trademark- and

copyright-violated products, Primary market and secondary
market. In the first (the primary market), counterfeiters
penetrate into the distribution channels with products that are
often substandard. Consumers inadvertently purchase these
products, thinking that they are genuine. In fact, they have
been deceived. This  is  called Deceptive counterfeiting  .The
secondary  market involves  consumers  who knowingly,
under certain conditions, are willing to purchase counterfeit
or pirated products, that they know are not genuine.
Consumers who knowingly purchase such products are also
aware that they are supporting counterfeiting. This is non-
deceptive counterfeiting.

“Sometimes  consumers  are  unaware  that  they  are
purchasing  counterfeit  or  pirated products; other times they
knowingly support counterfeiting or piracy activities.”

2. The Supply chain network

Wholesalers and even fewer packers and manufacturers
comprise a pyramid structure supply chain network of
counterfeiting. Counterfeit products are sold from the retail
market outlets that are supplied by the wholesalers, who in
turn get their feed from printers, packers and manufacturers.
The retail selling outlets are visible at market places while
the remaining players operate from behind the scenes.

II. KEY REASONS FOR COUNTERFEITING
GROWTH

Actually I am very glad that people can buy Armani - even if
it's a fake. I like the fact that I'm

so popular around the world- Giorgio Armani.

The protection of consumer and industrial products against
counterfeiting and unauthorised import is a big concern for
brand owners. This is a general perception that counterfeiting
is an inevitable offspring of globalisation. The biggest
concern is, however the customer’s attraction towards these
pirate products is directly proportional to price of these
products which are sold at 40 to 45% lesser value than the
original. A common man with limited knowledge  falls  for
the  counterfeit  products  due  to its  cheap  or  discounted
prices. Enforcement of laws against counterfeiting is not so
strict in India which is another big jolt for the brand industry.
There are a number of reasons for the morbid growth of
counterfeits. These includes: high profitability, consumers
have no issue about these counterfeit products as they are
getting benefit from lower prices; consumers find it difficult
to recognise counterfeits; low ethical standards  in  the  trade.
Indian metros have become base for manufacturing
counterfeit products and account for maximum Intellectual
Property Rights violations. Delhi is the hub of counterfeit
products in India as nearly 70 per cent counterfeit products
originate here.
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Consumers - The demand aspect

Demand aspect of consumers is the aspiring attitude shown by
them to buy the latest luxury branded products in spite of
buying the original luxury goods “Since demand is always the
key  driver  of  a  market,  various  researchers  have  argued
that  consumer  demand  for counterfeits is one of the leading
causes of the existence and upsurge in growth of the
Counterfeiting phenomenon” (Bamossy and Scammon 1985).
Counterfeiters purchased more when brand become renowned
and when its brand equity starts to signify an image instead of
the actual tangible attributes of the product. Due to this reason
they tend to buy more low-price low-quality counterfeits
instead of originals (Gentry et al 2001; Ang et al 2001). The
more successful the brand name would be, the more likely it is
to have counterfeits (Nia and Zaichkowsky 2000; Eisend and
Schuchert-Guler 2006).

Manufacturers – The supply aspect

From the manufacturer’s perspective, “counterfeits of luxury
brands do not require much effort to be sold, nor do they
require much money to be manufactured. The amount of
money and time original luxury brand owners spend in
establishing brand equity is which these counterfeit goods
manufacturers do not have to incur” (Commuri 2009).
Furthermore, the premiums charged from the consumer by the
legitimate manufacturers of luxury goods are generally very
high from what manufacturers of counterfeits charge to their
customers. Consumers, who buy products on the basis of
functional attributes of the product, seem to value more on the
price than rest of the factors consumers considered the prices
of these luxury products to be too high despite the excellent
production quality and other benefits associated with them.
Also, the study conducted by Yoo and Lee (2005) showed that
when price information about the brand was provided to the
respondents, the preference for genuine item diminished.

III. CHALLENGES IT POSES FOR BRAND CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

Counterfeiting not only reduces the sales of original goods
but it also adversely affects the brand equity and consumer
confidence and in turn hurts channel loyalty, which directly or
indirectly affects the brand-customer relationship. Counterfeit
products have a negative impact on the innovation or on the
R&D of a renowned brand. They pose the threat to the
welfare of consumers by hurting the brand reputation.
Counterfeiting also reduces the sales share of legitimate
businesses and thus undermining the ability of luxury brands
to benefit from the breakthrough products. These days’
companies have to spend higher costs in order to combat
counterfeiting.

To understand how the consumer reacts to counterfeiting, we
will focus first on Commuri’s (2009) study, where the
consumer of a particular trademark adopts one of these
strategies:

 Flight: For the individual adopting this strategy, when the
preferred brand is counterfeited, the consumer abandons
it for a new brand that has not been counterfeited, lest
others confuse the consumed product with a counterfeit
article.

 Reclamation: Consumers from this group are defensive
concerning counterfeiting. Because they  are  loyal
customers  of  the  counterfeited  brand,  they  deplore
the  loss  of Exclusivity and absence of recognition;

 Abranding: These consumers don’t want to be imitated.
They want to be unique in what they wear, drive and do.

Abranding is a state of consumption in which the brand
May carry high personal mean, but neither its identity nor
the meaning is readily Accessible to others.

IV. CONCLUSION

Counterfeiting a $650 billion a year problem, grown over
10,000 percent in the past two decades has been described as
“The crime of the 21st century” (ACG Report 2003). It has
grown up by enormous magnitude, poses threats to luxury
brands; the customer loses interest in the brand that is widely
counterfeited. Counterfeits are manufactured and consumed in
all economies – emerging economies being developing
countries provide favouring conditions for counterfeiting
business. The presence of counterfeits not only affects the
potential customers of brands negatively, but it also makes it
arduous for legitimate manufacturers to retain their existing
customers. The losses incurred due to counterfeiting
businesses are huge.  Counterfeits  undermine  the
phenomenon  of  innovation  and  negatively  affect  the
brands,  economies,  consumers  of legitimate goods, as well
as general public. As counterfeiting has become an economic
problem of international importance and has been growing
dramatically across the globe, manufacturers of the original
products and government find themselves in a constant battle
against counterfeiters. This has led to a variety of
countermeasures based on lawful, political, administrative, or
business techniques. Thus at last we can say that both the
government and industry should go hand in hand to find out
the better ways to eradicate this problem and thus saving the
brand identity of renowned firms.
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Abstract— This paper focuses on geosynthetics products, their
applications and design methodologies required for  reinforcing
soil and environmental protection work. From decades
Geosynthetics are widely used construction materials for
geotechnical and environmental applications in most parts of the
world. Because they constitute manufactured materials, new
products and applications are developed on a routine basis to
provide solutions to routine and critical problems alike. Results
from recent research and from monitoring of instrumented
structures throughout the years have led to new design methods
for different applications of geosynthetics.

Keywords— Wovens, Non-Wovens, Knitted, Biogradable, Nets,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, major developments in structural engineering
have only been possible because of parallel developments in
the technology of construction materials.  Larger and more
elaborate structures became possible as we went from using
wood to building stone to concrete to reinforced concrete and
most recently to prestressed reinforced concrete.  The
development of steel enabled the construction of longer span
bridges and taller buildings than were possible using wrought
iron or other traditional construction materials.  Because the
materials of geotechnical engineering are soil and rock, it is
difficult to think of similar parallel developments in
geotechnical construction and earthen materials in our field.
Compaction and other soil improvement techniques occurred
largely because of developments in construction equipment by
manufacturers and contractors. Geosynthetics have been
increasingly used in geotechnical and environmental
engineering for the last 4 decades. Over the years, these
products have helped designers and contractors to solve several
types of engineering problems where the use of conventional
construction materials would be restricted or considerably
more expensive. There is a significant number of geosynthetic
types and geosynthetic applications in geotechnical and
environmental engineering. Due to space limitations, this paper
will examine the advances on the use of these materials in
reinforcement and in environmental protection. Polymeric
reinforcement materials are a subset of a much larger recent
development in civil engineering materials: geosynthetics.
Geosynthetics are planar products manufactured from
polymeric materials (the synthetic) used with soil, rock, or
other geotechnical-related material (the geo) as part of a civil
engineering project or system. There are few developments
that have had such a rapid growth and strong influence on so
many aspects of civil engineering practice as geosynthetics.  In
1970, there were only five or six geosynthetics available, while
today more than 600 different geosynthetic products are sold
throughout the world.  The size of the market, both in terms of
square meters produced and their value, is indicative of their
influence. In many cases, the use of a geosynthetic can
significantly increase the safety factor, improve performance,
and reduce costs in comparison with conventional design and
construction alternates.   The first part of this paper is an

introduction to geosynthetic materials; included are brief
descriptions of their types and manufacture, functions and
applications, properties and tests, design, selection, and
specifications.  The second part deals with the use of
geosynthetics for soil reinforcement, with specific applications
to embankments on soft foundations, steep slopes, and
retaining walls and abutments.

Common types of geosynthetics used for soil reinforcement
include geotextiles (particularly woven geotextiles), geogrids
and geocells. Geotextiles  are continuous sheets of woven,
nonwoven, knitted or stitch-bonded fibers or yarns. The sheets
are flexible and permeable and generally have the appearance
of a fabric. Geogrids have a uniformly distributed array of
apertures between their longitudinal and transverse elements.
These apertures allow direct contact between soil particles on
either side of the sheet. Geocells are relatively thick, three-
dimensional networks constructed from strips of polymeric
sheet. The strips are joined together to form interconnected
cells that are infilled with soil and sometimes concrete. In
some cases 0.5 m to 1 m wide strips of polyolefin geogrids
have been linked together with vertical polymeric rods used to
form deep geocell layers called geomattresses.

II. TYPES OF GEOSYNTHETIC

There are many geosynthetics materials available which can
be used for different purposes. Few of the geosynthetics
materials are as follows:

A. Geotextiles : Geotextiles are defined as “any permeable
textile used with foundation soil, rock, earth, or any other
geotechnical engineering-related material as an integral part of
a human-made project, structure, or system”. They are
typically the most used geosynthetic material for agriculture
purposes. These are fabric or cloth-like materials that are
classified based on the method used to place the threads or
yarns in the fabric: either woven or non-woven. Geotextiles
typically come in rolls up to approximately 5.6m (18 ft) wide
and 50 to 150m (160 to 500 ft) long [2].

Fig. 1  Example of an geotextile material

i) Woven: These cloth-like fabrics are formed by the uniform
and regular interweaving  of threads or yarns in two directions
as shown in Figure 1, below. These products have a regular
visible construction pattern, and where present, have distinct
and measurable openings. Woven  geotextiles are typically
used for soil separation, reinforcement, load distribution,
filtration, and drainage. They can have high tensile strength
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and relative low strain or limited elongation under load
(typically up to 15%) [9].

Fig. 2  Example of an woven geotextile material

ii)Non-Woven: These felt-like fabrics are formed by a random
placement of threads in a mat and bonded by heat-bonding,
resin-bonding or needle punching. These products do not have
any visible thread pattern. Non-woven geotextiles are typically
used for soil separation, stabilization, load distribution, and
drainage but not for soil reinforcement such as in retaining
walls. They have a relatively high strain and stretch
considerably under load (about 50%).

Fig. 1 Example of an non woven geotextile material

2).Geogrids and geomesh

Geo-Grids are open grid-like materials of integrally
connected polymers. . They are planar polymeric material
consisting of regular open network of connected tensile
elements with square or rectangular openings. The linkage
between the tensile elements can be extrusion, bonding or
interlacing. They are used primarily for soil reinforcement.
Their strength can be greater than the more common
geotextiles. Geogrids have a low strain and stretch only about 2
to 5%. These products protect the soil surface from water and
wind erosion while accelerating vegetative development.

Fig. 4  Example of geogrid material

Geogrids are primarily used for reinforcement; they are formed
by a regular network of tensile elements with apertures of
sufficient size to interlock with surrounding fill material.

3).Geomembranes

Geomembranes are low- permeability geosynthetics used as
fluid barriers.

4).Geocomposite

Geotextiles and related products such as nets and grids can be
combined with geomembranes and other synthetics to take
advantage of the best attributes of each component.  These
products are called geocomposites, and they may be
composites of geotextile-geonets, geotextile-geogrids,
geotextile- geomembranes, geomembrane-geonets, geotextile-
polymeric cores, and even three- dimensional polymeric cell
structures.  There is almost no limit to the variety of
geocomposites that are possible and useful. The general
generic term encompassing all these materials is geosynthetic.

Fig. 5  Example of different types of geotextile material

III. MANUFACTURING  OF GEOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL

Most geosynthetics are made from synthetic polymers such as
polypropylene, polyester, polyethylene, polyamide, PVC, etc.
These materials are highly resistant to biological and chemical
degradation.  Natural fibers such as cotton, jute, bamboo, etc.,
could be used as geotextiles and geogrids, especially for
temporary applications, but with few exceptions they have not
been promoted or researched as widely as polymeric
geosynthetics.  In manufacturing geotextiles, elements such as
fibers or yarns are combined into planar textile structures.  The
fibers can be continuous filaments, which are very long thin
strands of a polymer, or staple fibers, which are short filaments,
typically 20 to 100 mm long. The fibers may also be produced
by slitting an extruded plastic sheet or film to form  thin flat
tapes.  In both filaments and slit films, the extrusion or drawing
process elongates the polymers in the direction of the draw and
increases the fiber strength. Geotextile type is determined by
the method used to combine the filaments or tapes into the
planar textile structure.   The vast majority of geotextiles are
either woven or nonwoven.  Woven geotextiles are made of
monofilament, multifilament, or fibrillated yarns, or of slit
films and tapes.  Although the weaving process is very old,
nonwoven textile manufacture is a modem industrial
development.  Synthetic polymer fibers or filaments are
continuously extruded and spun, blown or otherwise laid onto a
moving belt.  Then the mass of filaments or fibers are either
needlepunched, in which the filaments are mechanically
entangled by a series of small needles, or heat bonded, in
which the fibers are welded together by heat and/or pressure at
their points of contact in the nonwoven mass.  Stiff geogrids
with integral junctions are manufactured by extruding and
orienting sheets of polyolefins.  Flexible geogrids are made of
polyester yarns joined at the crossover points by knitting or
weaving, and coated with a polymer.   For additional details on
the composition, materials, and manufacturing of geosynthetics,
see Koerner (1998).

1).Needlepunched, non-wovens geotextiles
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Needlepunching is a mechanical process which, rather than
using heat, fixes the fibres relative to each other by
entanglement.  Reciprocating banks of barbed needles compact
loose fibre into a labyrinth of interconnected fibres.

The use of continuous filament fibres creates geotextiles
with the separation/filtration functions. Using staple, crimped
fibres enables the production of thick geotextiles that are
suitable for heavy-duty filtration/protection and they also
provide the additional function of protection.

Heat-bonded, non-wovens geotextiles

Continuous filament fibres are extruded from spinnerets to
form a swirling pattern of fibres across a web.  The web passes
through a pair of heated rolls or an oven, where the fibres are
bonded together to form a uniplanar geotextile.  This method
generates low-cost products that are used in sub-base/subgrade
separation.

2).Geogrids

Three processes are: The first heats and stretches polymer that
has been pre-punched with a regular pattern of holes.  The
second comprises bundles of polymer fibres in a mesh pattern
that are coated with bitumen or a PVC (polyvinyl chloride).
The third takes sheathed bundles of fibres that are then welded.

3).Woven and knitted geotextiles

Manufactured by weaving or knitting yarns of drawn polymer.
These yarns may be flat tape, mono-filament, multi-filament,
and fibrilatted (flat tape slit and twisted).  The yarn type
dictates the properties of the finished geotextile.

4).Geonets

Polymer mesh which is extruded in a tubular form & slit in
the machine direction to create a sheet.  Essentially a layer of
rods overlaying a second layer at an angle.  A third layer can
be introduced to increase thickness and, thus, flow capacity.

5).Geomembranes

Continuous filament fibres are extruded from spinnerets to
form a swirling pattern of fibres across a web.  The web passes
through a pair of heated rolls or an oven, where the fibres are
bonded together to form a uniplanar geotextile.  This method
generates low-cost products that are used in sub-base/subgrade
separation. Polymer sheet that is extruded flat or as a tube to be
slit in the machine direction.  The textured (roughened)
versions are for use on slopes where higher levels of interface
friction angles are required.

6).Geocomposites

Heat and/or adhesives are used to create single components by
bonding barriers, drains, filters, protectors and reinforcement in
different combinations.  The objective is to produce materials
which are multi-functional and are faster to install than the
individual components.  Interface friction becomes an issue
when geosynthetics are placed on slopes and bonded materials
address this potential problem.

IV. FUNCTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

1. Filtration

2. Drainage

3. Separation

4. Reinforcement

5. Fluid barrier, and

6. Protection

Geosynthetics are strong, durable and flexible materials. They
do not crack or separate from the soil even if the soil settles
and are superior to concrete or metallic material. Geosynthetics
are very versatile and can perform many functions and some
individual materials can simultaneously perform two or more
functions. The applications of the geosynthetics materials in
various fields are considered really important. Some of the
applications of geosynthetics are discussed as under:

1). Separation

Porous geosynthetics when sandwiched between two soil
types with vastly different particle sizes perform the function
of keeping them separate and prevent the mixing of particles.
For example, when road pavements are constructed, a base
course material that is often gravel sized is placed directly on
the subgrade soil. If the subgrade is soft clay, the gravel will
tend to penetrate into subgrade soil under traffic load resulting
in a mixed soil [3]. The performance of the base course
deteriorates with time due to mixing. This can be prevented by
placing geosynthetics at the interface between the subgrade and
the base course. It prevents mixing and results in improved
pavement performance.

2) Filtration Porous geosynthetics, when located in between
two soil layers, one fine grained and the other coarse grained,
through which water is flowing, perform the function of a
transition filter [6]. They allow water to pass through them
without passage of fine particle of soil along with the water.
Geosynthetics can be used in place of transition filters of soil,
if suitable soil is not available near the construction site.

3). Drainage

Porous geosynthetics with high in-plane
permeability perform the functions of drains where these are
placed within a soil mass to intercept seeping water and carry it
rapidly along the in-plane direction without migration of fine
particles.

4). Reinforcement Geosynthetics with high tensile strength
perform the function of reinforcement in a soil mass when
these are placed in single or multi layers to improve the
engineering behaviour of the soil mass. Soil by itself behaves
well under compression but is poor in tension and the
performance of the soil is enhanced by the tension carrying
capacity of geosynthetics. This improves the bearing capacity
of soft soil, enhances stability of steep slopes and reduce earth
pressure behind retaining structures.

5). Hydraulic Barriers

Geosynthetics that are impermeable in the cross-plane and in-
plane directions perform the function of hydraulic barriers
when placed in a soil mass by preventing seepage of water
through the soil mass. Seepage of water from canals can be
controlled by placing a geomembrane at the base and along the
sides of the canal.

6). Surface Erosion Control

Geosynthetics can be used for temporary or permanent erosion
control measures along side slopes. Temporary erosion control
geosynthetics comprise of natural biodegradable fibers such as
jute . They are spread on the slope in the form of grids or mats
and they prevent erosion until vegetative growth occurs and
later degrade. Permanent erosion control geosynthetics are
porous synthetic polymeric products that furnish erosion
control, aid vegetative growth and become entangled with the
vegetation to provide reinforcement to the root system.
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7). Protection

Geosynthetics are used to prevent an under laying layer
from damage that may occur due to presence of angular
material such as gravel and  stones above the layer.

V.GEOSYNTHETICS PROPERTIES AND TESTS

Introduction  Because of the wide variety of products available,
with different polymers, filaments, weaving patterns or
bonding mechanisms, thickness, mass, etc., geosynthetics have
a considerable range of physical and mechanical properties.  A
further complicating factor is the variability of some properties,
even within the same manufactured lot or roll; also, some
differences may be due to the test procedures themselves.
Thus, determination of the design properties is not necessarily
easy, although geosynthetic testing has progressed significantly
in the past 20 yr.  Standard procedures for testing geosynthetics
have been developed by ASTM and other standards
development organizations throughout the world, particularly
in Europe, Japan, and Australia.  The design properties
required for a design will depend on the specific application
and the associated function(s) the geosynthetic is supposed to
provide.   Geosynthetic properties can be classified as (1)
general, (2) index, and (3) performance properties.  See Holtz
et al. (1997) for a listing of the various properties under these
categories, while Koerner and Hsuan (2001) describe test
methods for the various geosynthetics properties, including
those appropriate for geomembranes and other products used
for waste containment.

1) General and Index Properties and Tests

General properties include the polymer, mass per unit area,
thickness, roll dimensions and weight, specific gravity, etc.
Index tests do not give an actual design property in most cases,
but they do provide a qualitative assessment of the property of
interest.  When determined using standard test procedures,
index test values can be used for product comparison,
specifications, quality control purposes, and as an indicator of
how the product might survive the construction process.  These
latter properties are called constructability or survivability
properties.  Index tests include uniaxial mechanical strength
(grab tensile; load-strain; creep, tear, and seam strength);
multiaxial rupture strength (puncture, burst, and cutting
resistance; flexibility); endurance or durability tests (abrasion
resistance; UV stability; chemical and biological resistance;
wet-dry and temperature stability); and hydraulic index tests
(apparent opening size, percent open area; pore size
distribution; porosity; permeability and permittivity;
transmissivity).

2) Performance Properties and Tests

Performance properties require testing the geosynthetic and
the soil together in order to obtain a direct assessment of the
property of interest.  Because performance tests should be
conducted under design specific conditions and with soil
samples from the site, these tests must be performed under the
direction of the design engineer.  Performance tests are not
normally used in specifications; rather, geosynthetics should be
preselected for performance testing based on index values, or
performance test results should be correlated to index values
for use in specifications.  Examples of performance tests
include in-soil stress-strain, creep, friction/adhesion, and
dynamic tests; puncture; chemical resistance; and filtration or
clogging resistance tests.

3)Other properties for consideration

Whilst most geosynthetics are manufactured from polymers,
which are relatively inert materials, some are more susceptible
to chemical, biological or mechanical damage than others.
Durability must be considered for both installation and in
service.  To quote a leading consultant “a layer of cling film
has a lower permeability than a metre of compacted clay”.
Areas to consider are:

i)UV resistance :The performance of most polymers is
degraded, to different extents, by ultra violet light (UV).  The
polymer bonds breakdown and this can result in a loss in
properties.  If geosynthetics are to be exposed for more than 30
days in the UK, it is recommended that they should contain a
well-dispersed UV inhibitor that protects the polymer chains.
Carbon black is the most cost-effective agent for these
purposes.  Specifications should therefore include an accurate
description of the type of UV protection and the concentration
by weight - 1% is typical.  This should be the concentration of
the carbon black and not the weight of carbon black dispersion
that is added to the polymer.  Carbon black comprises very fine
particles that are difficult to handle.  It is normal to mix the
particles with a carrier to make a dispersion that is easier to
handle.  So, 2.5% by weight of the dispersion could be added
but this equates to 1% carbon black.

ii)Chemical and biological resistance : Some geosynthetics
are used in aggressive environments such as in the containment
of landfills and contaminated land.  As the rate of chemical
attack relates directly to the surface area available it is
important for Engineers to request proof of stability with the
specific chemicals present.  This information, generated by the
polymer manufacturers, should be available from the
geosynthetic manufacturer.  In some instances it may be
necessary to carry out a specific immersion test at elevated
temperatures using the actual mix of chemicals.

iii)Fire resistance : Geosynthetics are used in applications
where they are accessible by the public (e.g. rock face cladding)
and in applications such as tunnel linings, where flammability
can be a consideration.  There are specific tests to measure
flammability.  There are inflammable polymers and others that
can by made inflammable, to varying degrees, by the inclusion
of additives.

iv)Mechanical damage resistanc: The rigours of installation
can often be more demanding than the ultimate in-service
requirements.  Site damage tests can be specified such as rock
drop tests for coastal applications.  Laboratory tests have been
developed to closely simulate in-service conditions.  One of
these is the Cylinder test that evaluates the performance of
geotextile protector, liner and drainage aggregate combinations.

v)Toxicity: Geosynthetics are frequently used where surface or
ground water regulations apply.  Evidence must be provided to
confirm that no materials will migrate or be extracted from the
geosynthetic.  Alternatively, that the nature or the levels of any
extracts do no present a risk to the environment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented recent advances in geosynthetic products,
on the utilization of these materials in reinforced soil structures
and in environmental applications. Therefore, the expectation
is that innovations in products, types and properties will
continue to take place, adding to the already vast range of
applications of these materials.This type of structure can be
cost- effective not only under static loading but also in regions
where significant seismic activities are expected. New
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construction methodologies have also broaden the applications
of geosynthetic reinforced soil retaining wall, which include
new facing units  and that reduces the construction time, costs
and allow better aesthetic conditions for the final structure.
This method is a significant advance on existing design
approaches and will allow the construction of cheaper
structures. The use of geosynthetics has also led to major
advances in environmental applications.
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Analysis of experimental values of bend loss by OTDR
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Abstract- In this paper, showed  the  measurement of bend  loss
in single mode fiber and multimode fiber in different bend radius at
different wavelength    by  using  OTDR and  compares the  value
of bend  loss  of single mode  fiber with  standard  paper and  also
performed reduce the bend loss at particular radius .

Keywords : Single mode cable,  multi mode cable,  power
meter, OTDR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical fiber bending loss is created by that light fail to
comply  with  this  requirement of  total internal reflection. In
other word, bending an optical fiber introduce a loss in light
power or attenuation. This is one of the major causes of  the
total attenuation  that light experiences  while propagating
through an optical fiber. The result is failure to achieve total
internal reflection in the bent fiber .Which means that some
portion of the beam is escaping from the core of the fiber
.Hence the power of the light arriving at its destination will be
less than the power of light emitted into the fiber from a light
source.

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the optical set-up for measuring
bendingloss of the fiber.

Although  optical fiber  bending  loss  goes against signal

transmission.  In  this  paper,  study  the trend  of  change of bending
loss Characteristics in different mode field diameter fiber and under
diverse condition,  such  as tension  /pressure and different
temperature. In  real, Measurement of  the bending  loss
reflects power distribution in optical fiber. We may measure
using by Optical Power Meter and OTDR in such
experiments. I choose OTDR in  my research and Figure 2

shows  the course of  measuring. There is OTDR at the left. In
addition, OTDR works, based on Fresnel reflection and
Rayleigh scattering.

II. THEORY

We first  considered  the bending  loss  of  different  radius
at different angle of single and multimode fiber. In single mode has
a narrow  core so  one mode can  pass  and  multimode
fiberhas large core compare to single mode. So different light ray
can  be pass  and  compare the bend  loss  of  single mode
fiber with multimode fiber at different angle.     I analyzed
the relationship between them. Bend loss is related to bend radius
and  conduction  laser  wavelength.  Measure optical fiber
was G.652. So parameters are (i) Core radius, a = 14.2 µm,
n1 =1.50047, n2=1.5.

(ii) The core radius, a = 14.3µm, n1 = 1.50047 n2 = 1.5, R =

100 mm.

For  single mode fiber  we change the wavelength  and
radius the bend of the cable. This table-1 show bends loss of single
mode fiber at wavelength 1310nm.

Table No. 1
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Being based on these parameters, we can draw two charts that
showed  the dependence  of  bend  loss  on  both  radius  and
wavelength.  Comparing  measurements  with  the theoretical
value. We can come to a conclusion that the errors  were not
large, as in Figure1 showed.

Fig. 2-comparing the value of the academic and    practical on the
bend loss.

Fig3- the bend loss of two wavelength

Show  the bend  loss  of  power  meter  shined  the lasers  with the
wavelength of 1550nm and 1310nm. There were bending loss
measurement dates of them, as Figure 5 showed. As can be seen
from  the graph,  losses  at a wavelength  of   1550nm were
greater than at 1310nm  under the same bending    radius. Now
comparing  the bend  loss  of  single mode fiber  in different
radius with the standard table.

Table No-2

Here can be seen in this table error is large compare to table
no-1.  We can  come to  conclusion  error  is  not large with
increase no. of radius .So, this table use for verify the previous
table of measurement of bend loss in different radius.

Table No-3

Fig.5- wave form  of  straight  fibe

In figure ( 5) show curve by OTDR when cable has no bend,
here can  be seen  cable goes to  straight. In  figure (6)  cable
bend  at below  5mm  than  o/p  get to  distorted  that  means  if
cable bend at below 5mm than o/p power get more losses.
In  figure (  7)  when  cable bend  at 11  mm  radius  than  o/p
power get less loss .It can be measure by Power meter.

It proved that loss can be reduced at particular radius with the help
of power meter and OTDR .if cable bend at below 5 mm than  utput
power get more loss. So it has limitation cable can not be bend at
below 5 mm.
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III. CONCLUSION

In  this  paper a study  of  bending  loss  of  the fiber cable at
diffrerent radius  at different wavelength  of  single and
multimode fiber.and reduce the bend loss of both  fiber cable
at 11mm  for  single mode and  12  mm  for  multimode
fiber.Show  the result calculate the bend  loss  about single
mode and multimode and test proved that the bend loss varied
inversely  as  the bending  radius  with  the wavelength  being
constant,At the same time ,Some radius  of  bend  cable by power
meter ,when having a bend in different positions. So
comparing the measured curve that was got in real time with
curves.

Fig.6-The loss line in bend radius at 8 mm

Fig 7- The loss line in bend radius at 11 mm
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Abstract— Smartphone users and mobile applications are
growing rapidly. Though smart phones are expected to have PC-
like functionality, hardware resources such as CPUs, memory
and batteries are still limited. To solve this resource problem,
many researchers have proposed architectures to use server
resources in the cloud for mobile devices. The system proposed
conceptual architecture of development of android cloud as a
service, which enables multiple user Android applications on
cloud server via network. Android is an open-source mobile OS
initiated by Google. Android is open-source product and runs on
an x86 CPU.Android is mainly designed for physical
Smartphone; Android’s features are useful to construct a server
platform.

Keywords:- Server, Android,Multi-tenant, Cloud, Cloud Server

I. INTRODUCTION

According to a recent report, 45 million people in the U.S. own
Smartphone’s and 234 million people. The number of
Smartphone users and mobile application are growing rapidly
subscribe to the mobile phone application stores [1]. There are
several mobile Operating Systems (OSs), such as Symbian,
iOS, Android, and Windows Mobile. Because thousands of
application developers construct many kinds of applications for
these platforms, users can easily enjoy their individual
Smartphone lifestyle. The architecture for remotely using
mobile application on server is called Mobile Application
Platform on Cloud Server that intends to handle not only user
data but also user applications in a cloud server. This approach
changes the application lifecycle as follows. "Write once, run
everywhere. Install once, use everywhere."Android is an open-
source mobile OS initiated by Google. The main reason to
select Android as a server platform is that it is able to run not
only for Smartphone but also for x86 processor.Multi-tenancy,
this is defined as a feature where the software running on a
server provides services to many users. It is one of the
important features for cloud computing. From the viewpoint of
both economy and ecology, it is beneficial to share hardware
resources among users. Using a mobile OS would be more
effective than

using a desktop OS because the resource requirements of
mobile OSs are smaller.

II.  MULTI-TENANT FOR ANDROID

Architecture: Multi-tenancy is achieved through different
approaches. The first approach is by running multiple users
Virtual Machines in a server via a hypervisor. This approach
has the advantage of application usability and maintenance.
From the viewpoint of application usability, every mobile
application that can run on Android-x86 is usable because each
Android OS runs only one application.

The second approach implements multi-tenant function in
kernel-layer. This approach changes Android OS to run
multiple user applications in separate processes. This approach
is similar to an ordinary thin client server running multiple
user applications in a server. The main challenge is that

original Android supports only one display and keypad device
since Android is mainly designed to work on a
Smartphone.Another approach is to create a multi-tenant
function at framework-layer, similar to existing Java-based
multi-tenant framework. This approach remodels Android the
framework and APIs to support multiple user applications. The
main challenge is how to run existing Android applications in
modified framework. ( figure 2.1 Different Layer Approach )

Fig 1

Implementation: In the functional overview of the architecture
two new functions are defined for enabling multi-tenant for
Android. The first function is the multiple application
controller installed in an Android OS, and the second is the
user area manager located in a host OS. The multiple
application controllers enables running of multiple applications
as if each application is running on independent physical
Smartphone. It is important requirement to decrease
implementation cost for Android OS because of maintenance
about OS version up problem. The user area manager controls
server resources and act as an interface between a terminal and
the multiple application controllers.

Fig.  2 Function overview of multi-tenant architecture for
Android.

A common sequence of application launch is illustrated in the
Figure. When user wants to use an application, the user
terminal contacts the user area manager and order to launch
application. The user area manager checks the server resources
and select which guest OS to run application. The multiple
application controllers launches the application based on an
order from the user area manager. The user area manager
returns VNC connection information such as IP address and
port

III. INTEGRATION OF MOBILE DEVICE AND  CLOUD

Researches have proposed integration between mobile devices
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and cloud computing. Satyanarayanan et al.[3] outlined their
vision of allowing mobile users to seamlessly use nearby
computers to obtain cloud-computing resources by
instantiating a ―cloudlet― that rapidly synthesizes virtual
framework named ―Ad Hoc cloud providersǁ. At this
framework, mobile devices can execute their jobs using other
device resources around them as if it is executed on one cloud
server. Our approach is closely related to that of Chun and
Maniatis[5]. They proposed the creation of clone VMs to run
mobile applications as if they were running on mobile devices.
They recognized five categories of augmented execution to
speed up mobile applications, namely Primary, Background,
Mainline, Hardware, and Multiplicity, and presented a research
agenda to bring the vision into reality. Their project homepage
can be found in [6]. Our multi-tenant architecture for Android
can be seen a specific study of Multiplicity.

IV.  VIRTUAL SMARTPHONE OVER IP

In this prototype, Android-X86[11] is adopted on a
mobile server OS running on a hypervisor. The client program
installed on a physical Smartphone can remotely interact and
control Android-x86 images. The client program transmits
various events from the physical device not only the keyboard
but also the touch screen and various sensors such as GPSs,
accelerometer, and thermometers, to the mobile server OS and
receives graphical screen updates from it via Virtual Network
Computing (VNC). These programs enable to use server side
virtual mobile OS applications as if it is running on a physical
Smartphone. The performance evaluation using a common
Smartphone and a server shows that the virtual Smartphone on
a server is at least 10 times faster than on a physical
Smartphone.

Fig 3: Prototype implementation of virtual Smartphone

Implementation

A pair of VNC-based server and client program is
implemented. Server program resides in each Android -x86
image that run on top of VMWARE ESXi while the client
program is installed in the physical Android device. The
client program enables a user to remotely interact and
control Anroid-x86 images. The client program transmits
various events from the physical device to the virtual
Smartphone and receives graphical screen updates from the
virtual Smartphone.

A virtual sensor driver can be implemented in the Android-
x86 image. Most modern Smart phone is equipped

with various sensor devices such as GPS, accelerometer
and thermometers. While VNC itself supports only keyboard
and mouse as the primarily input devices, client program can
be extended to transmit sensor readings (accelerometer,
orientation, magnetic field and temperature etc) to the virtual
sensor driver in the Android-x86 image. The virtual sensor
driver can be implemented in such a way that the sensor
readings from the physical Android device would appear to
come from the Anroid-x86 images itself. This is an
important feature as it allows Android applications in an
Android-x86 image to obtain sensor readings from the
physical Smartphone without any modification.

V. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Here SAAS (Software As A Service) is used, where the
software can be requested and executed by multiple mobile
users connected to a cloud server. The group of mobile
clients share the service provided by cluster of computers
connected via network

Fig.4: System Architecture

VI. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Mobile Application Platform on Cloud Server: As a numbers
of service providers such as Dropbox[12] and Zumodrive[13]
provide online storage services, the architecture for remotely
using mobile application on server has many benefits for users.
This approach, called Mobile Application Platform on Cloud
Server, intends to handle not only user data but also user
applications in a cloud server [14]. This approach changes the
application lifecycle as follows. ―Write once, run everywhere.
Install once, use everywhere.‖ Figure 2 illustrates an overview
of the concept. By executing a mobile application in the cloud
server, users and developers free from device limitation such as
CPU power, memory, and battery, and from device software
environment such as OS or version. Moreover, once a user
installs an application on the cloud server, she/he can use the
application anywhere,an any device.

Fig 5

Multitenant for Android : Multi-tenancy, which means that
software running on a server provides services to many users,
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is one of important features for cloud computing. From the
viewpoint of both economy and ecology, it is beneficial to
share hardware resources among users. Using a mobile OS
would be more effective than using a desktop OS because the
resource requirements of mobile OSs are smaller. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is still no service that uses
Android as multi-tenant system. The proposed system
discusses the multi-tenant architecture for Android and how
to construct it.

Multi-tenant architecture for Android: This section discusses
the process to construct multi-tenant architecture for Android
based on related work. The proposed system discusses the
three types of approach, hypervisor-layer, kernel-layer, and
framework-layer, for multi- tenant architecture.

 Hypervisor: The hypervisor-layer  approach uses the
Virtual Smartphone over IP system as already stated in
related work. Each user owns her/his Android OS image
on a server and freely runs her/his application in a
separate VM Multi-tenancy is achieved by running
multiple users VMs in a server via a hypervisor.

 Kernel-layer : The second approach implements multi-
tenant function in kernel-layer. This approach changes
android Os to run multiple user application in separate
processes. This approach is similar to an ordinary thin
client server running multiple user application in a
server. The main challenge is that original Android
supports only one display and keypad device since
android is mainly designed to work on a Smartphone.

 Framework-layer : Another approach is to create a multi-
tenant function at framework-layer, similar to existing a
Java-based multi-tenant framework. This approach
remodels Android the framework and APIs to support
multiple user application. The main challenge is how to
run exiting Android application in modified framework.

VII.  CONCLUSION

This paper, proposes to develop the Android based  Server
Platform system that enables the use of sharing server-side
Android OS among multiple users. It is possible to develop
a prototype system about proposed multi-tenant Android
architecture. The proposed Android architecture is planning
to develop a prototype system about multi-tenant. The
system believes that proposed architecture shows high
performance on virtual image-based virtualization for
mobile application.
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Abstract: Anonymity is defined as a way of going through
internet without any identity or hiding real identity of a user. The
important idea here is that a person be non-identifiable,
unreachable, or untraceable. Anonymity is seen as a technique, or
a way of realizing, certain other values, such as privacy, or
liberty. Anonymity is not direct solution but it’s a method of using
tools or network for privacy cum security. Low latency network
like TOR are famous for this purpose and supporting the cause
very well too. In this research being anonymous is not the only
aim but to provide security and anonymity under the radar of
Law & Jurisdiction.[1]

Keywords— Anonymous, TOR, Online Privacy, Anonymity

I. INRODUCTION

An important example for anonymity being not only protected,
but enforced by law is probably the vote in free elections. In
many other situations (like conversation between strangers,
buying some product or service in a shop), anonymity is
traditionally accepted as natural. There are also various
situations in which a person might choose to withhold their
identity. Acts of charity have been performed anonymously
when benefactors do not wish to be acknowledged. A person
who feels threatened might attempt to mitigate that threat
through anonymity. A witness to a crime might seek to avoid
retribution, for example, by anonymously calling a crime
tipline. Criminals might proceed anonymously to conceal their
participation in a crime. Anonymity may also be created
unintentionally, through the loss of identifying information due
to the passage of time or a destructive event.

In certain situations, however, it may be illegal to remain
anonymous. In the United States, 24 states have “stop and
identify” statutes that requires persons detained to self-identify
when requested by a law enforcement officer. In German,
people have to indicate their names at the door of their
homes[1].

II. WHO NEED ANONYMITY?

As consumers increasingly go online in so many aspects of
their daily lives, the challenge is enjoy the conveniences of
online activities while limiting the privacy sacrifices. As the
focus of online activity migrates from desktop and laptop
computers to smartphones and other mobile devices, the
mechanisms for protecting their privacy continue to evolve.[
(online-privacy-using-internet-safely, n.d.)]

Most internet users would like to be anonymous online, but
many think it is not possible to be completely anonymous
online. Many internet users have experienced problems
because others stole their personal information or otherwise
took advantage of their visibility online.

Anonymity helps military research work, private online users
in their privacy, blocked users to reach to the information
online, corporate organizations to be secure and safe on
internet.

III. PRIVACY ATTACK FACTORS

As all online users need to give and take information on
internet by some mean so there are many ways there security
or privacy get compromised sometimes by users lack of
knowledge sometimes tricks used by hackers or data collectors
.

Methods of Information Leakage by user

 Signing up for Internet service

 Browsing the Internet

 Search Engines

 Cookies

 Flash cookies

 Fingerprinting

 Householding

 Using Mobile Apps

 Using e-mail

 Instant messaging

 Social networking

 Maintaining a personal website

 Blogging

Table 1: Methods of information leakage by user

As in the above table are the daily or most common activities
performed by users and they lose their data which could be
compromised somehow by collecting more information of a
user but there are then way where user gets tricked or hacked
to loose important data to hackers or data collectors. Those are
more defined data attacks as what data the marketing needs is
collected.[2]

Methods of Information theft

 Marketing

 Web bugs

 Direct marketing

 Behavioral marketing or targeting

 Location tracking

 Employee monitoring

 Government surveillance

 Court records

 Shopping online

 Illegal activity and scams

 Malicious links

Table 2: Methods of information theft

IV. BASIC TOOLS FOR ANONYMITY
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Following is list of basic Anonymity tools which could be
run and used by basic internet user for privacy cum
security.

 Tails: live operating system that can run from
removable media without leaving tracks. Routes
Internet traffic through the Tor network.

 Tor (Windows, OSX, GNU/Linux, BSD, Unix):
Internet anonymizing software that securely routes
traffic through multiple nodes around the world.
Open source, free.

 Orbot (Android): Tor client for Android.

 Anonymizer(Windows, OSX, Linux, iPhone, iPad,
Android): Encrypts and anonymizes Internet traffic.

 CyberGhostVPN : Easy to use VPN service.

 IPreadator

 I2P Anonymous Network

 Private Internet Access

 proXPN

 StrongVPN

 torVPN

 TorGuard

 VyprVPN

 WiTopia

 Proxy.org: lists thousands of proxy sites.

 Proxify

 TunnelBear (Windows, OSX, Android, iOS)

Web Browser Ad-ons

 HTTPS Everywhere (Firefox, Chrome): forces
HTTPS versions of websites were they are available.

 Adblock Plus (Firefox, Chome, Opera, Android):
customizable ad-blocking plugin

 NoScript (Firefox, derivatives of Mozilla): highly
customizable plugin to selectively allow Javascript,
Java, and Flash to run.

 Disconect (Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera): stops
3rd party tracking sites around the web.

 BetterPrivacy (Firefox): removes and deletes long-
term “super-cookies”

Search Engines

 DuckDuckGo: anonymous, encrypted web searches.

 ixquick: anonymous, encrypted web searches.
Hosted in the Netherlands.

Email/Communication Encryption

 GPG(Windows, OSX, Linux): free implementation
of OpenPGP.

 Mailvelope(Chrome, Firefox): OpenPGP encryption
for webmail.

 Enigmail is and OpenPGP add-on for the
Thunderbird and SeaMonkey email clients.

 GPGMail is a plug in for Apple Mail, an open
source implementation of OpenPGP for encrypting,
decrypting, signing and verifying email.

 Email Self Defense: a guide for using encrypted
email (GNU/Linux, Mac OS, Windows).

Alternative Email Accounts

 Guerrillamail: web-based disposable email
accounts.

 Tor Mail: anonymous email provider (Tor required).

 CounterMail

 MyKolab: Privacy-focused email, based in
Switzerland

 Neomailbox: email provider focused on privacy and
anonymity, based in Switzerland[5]

V. TOR: ANONYMIZER NETWORK

Tor is a network of virtual tunnels that allows people and
groups to improve their privacy and security on the Internet. It
also enables software developers to create new communication
tools with built-in privacy features. Tor provides the
foundation for a range of applications that allow organizations
and individuals to share information [2]over public networks
without compromising their privacy.

Individuals use Tor to keep websites from tracking them and
their family members, or to connect to news sites, instant
messaging services, or the like when these are blocked by their
local Internet providers. Tor's hidden services let users publish
web sites and other services without needing to reveal the
location of the site. Individuals also use Tor for socially
sensitive communication: chat rooms and web forums for rape
and abuse survivors, or people with illnesses.[3]

Journalists use Tor to communicate more safely with
whistleblowers and dissidents. Non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) use Tor to allow their workers to
connect to their home website while they're in a foreign
country, without notifying everybody nearby that they're
working with that organization.

Groups such as Indymedia recommend Tor for
safeguarding their members' online privacy and security.
Activist groups like the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF) recommend Tor as a mechanism for maintaining
civil liberties online. Corporations use Tor as a safe way
to conduct competitive analysis, and to protect sensitive
procurement patterns from eavesdroppers. They also use
it to replace traditional VPNs, which reveal the exact
amount and timing of communication. Which locations
have employees working late? Which locations have
employees consulting job-hunting websites? Which
research divisions are communicating with the company's
patent lawyers?[6]

VI.   TOR ROUTING ALGORITHM & ENCRYPTION
METHOD

Toris a distributed system containing a handful of authorities
that assist in distributing a consensus of trusted relay
information. This directory of relays informs clients about the
stability of and resources provided by each relay.[4] Clients use
this information to select relays for their circuits: the choice is
weighted by the relative difference in the perceived throughput
of each relay in an attempt to balance network load. Although
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Tor’s main purpose is to protect a client’s communication
privacy, it also serves as a tool to resist censorship[(Perry, 2007)].

Fig 1: Information provided to the clients

VII. CONCLUSION

Online anonymity is important and need of online users with
growing amount of cyber-attacks like identity thefts snooping
of networks. So important that Canada’s Supreme Court
recently declared it vital to personal privacy in the digital era.
But plenty of countries disagree, including the Internet’s
greatest enemies and even some alleged “friends.” Brazil,
home to the celebrated “Internet Bill of Rights,” still prohibits
anonymous free speech. Such prohibitions usually come down
to political control under the guise of national security[7].

Despite new mediums and platforms, “who to trust” is not a
new question. The same logic that once applied when reading
about Bat Boy in the tabloids still applies online.

Be skeptical. Be incredulous. Be diligent. Ask questions. Seek
information from multiple sources. In essence, pretend you’re a
journalist.

Just because you can’t distinguish fact from fiction or
occasionally get burned by abusive trolls doesn’t mean we
should write off the enormous benefits online anonymity can
bring to people who need it most. Need of Anonymous
network under control of governance could be boon for e-
governance and its users too[8]. Freed speech journalists can
use it as a safety point.
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Abstract: Ferrocement is one of the most suitable construction
materials for roofing systems.It can be cast in situ or precast form.
It offers high strength, resistance against ingress/seepage of water,
high crack resistance and offer solution with reduced weight and
cost. Casting with or without mould is possible. Many shapes and
types of roofing systems have been developed such as trough shaped,
segmental shell elements, domes, bamboo F.C domes, F.C roofing
has been used at large scale for housing, schools, hospital buildings,
godowns etc. Single precast roofing units can be used to cover small
structures. Roofing system with in between support elements can
span larger roofs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferrocement is a form of reinforced concrete using closely
spaced multiple layers of mesh and /or small diameter rods
completely infiltrated with or encapsulated in mortar. In 1940
Pier Luigi Nervy, an Italian engineer, architect and contractor,
used ferrocement first for the construction of aircraft hangers,
boats and buildigs and a variety of other structures.It is a very
durable, cheap and versatile material. Ferrocement has very high
tensile strength to weight ratio and a superior cracking behavior.
Due to low water cement ratio an impermeable structure is
produced. Ferrocement structures have high durability, less
shrinkage, and low weight. Ferrocement composites have-
thickness 6 to 50 mm,steel covers1.5 to 5 mm, ultimate tensile
strength up to 34 Mpa, allowable tensile stress up to 10 Mpa,
modulus of rupture up to 55Mpa,Compressive strength up to 28
to 69 Mpa.

II. ADVANTAGES OF FERROCEMENT

Its basic raw material is readily available in most part of country.
It can be fabricated into any desired shape; the skills for
ferrocement construction can be acquired easily. Heavy plants
and machinery are not involved in ferrocement Construction.It
can be widely used due to low self weight, durability &
versatility.

III. OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT WORK

This paper presents a very simple structurally sound F.C. roof
which can be precast and used for smaller, medium span
structures in rural areas and in urban slum development projects.
Roofing technology with ferrocement precast roofing units have
following unique features-Speedy installation, no shuttering
required,30 % cost saving over conventional RCC roofing, Lower
dead load on walls, can be used as intermediate floor, High
strength to weight ratio, Elegant profile and uniform texture.

IV. CONSTITUENTS OF FERROCEMENT
1) Cement: The cement should be fresh, uniform consistency

and free from lumps and foreign matter.
2) Fine aggregates: Normal weight fine aggregate clean hard,

strong, free from organic impurities, deleterious substances
and relatively free from silt and clay.

3) Water: Potable water is fit for use as mixing water as well as
for curing ferrocement structures.

4) Admixtures: Chemical admixtures used in ferrocement serve
various purpose like using water reduction admixtures
results in increased strength and reduce permeability. Air
entrainments results increase in resistance to freezing and
thawing, with suppression of reaction between galvanized
reinforcement and cement.

5) Reinforcing Mesh: The function of reinforcing wire mesh is
to act as lath providing the form and to support the mortar in
its green state.

V. CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

The whole process has been presented through 2 photo figures.
The mould for such units can be prepared using masonry, steel or
wood. Masonry mould is the cheapest and easiest to make. When
only few units are to be produced then a soil deposit mould with
cement paste lining at top is good enough. Photo 1 show making
a peripheral brick on edge lining and depositing of soil in shape
for mould. Soil is compacted well to form the shape if mould and
the top surface are plastered using 1:4 cement sand,
mortar.photograph 2 & 3 shows a thin plastic sheet laid over the
mould and making skeletal cage reinforcement for the roof. Two
layers of hot dip galvanized woven wire mesh of 20 g x ½ “x ½ “
were provided as mesh reinforcement one at top and 2nd at
bottom of cage. the casting matrix used were designed to obtain
250 kg/cm2 strength at 28 days and mix used was one part of
ordinary Portland cement and 2.5 parts of good quality graded
sand. Water-cement ratio was maintained at 0.4. Pidiproof L.W, a
waterproofing chemical from pidilite used for improving water
resistance and workability of mortar. The size of roof shown was
2.5 m x 2.0 m. an oribitral vibrator was used for compacting the
unit. The thickness at top kept as 2.5 cm and near the edge as 3.0
cm. Produced units were used for assembling roofs of 2.5 x 4.0
m. the large areas can be covered by providing precast support
beams in between. Larger units can be produced if erection
facilities are available. A single unit for a one room low cost
housing designed as composite unit having toilet and kithen, can
also be produced. Such a system can reduce the construction time
drastically.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Ferrocement technology is versatile innovative technology that

can respond to the diverse economic, social and cultural need of
society. Ferrocement come into widespread use in last two
decades and proved to offer safe design and construction of
ferrocement structures. Ferrocement precast roofing panels can
economically compete with alternate materials depends on type
and location of application.

The cost of such roofs comes to almost at par with G.I sheet roof
when life cycle cost is considered. Several other type of roofs can
also be developed and used in the field

Figure 3

FUTURE SCOPE

Based on the finding and conclusions of the current study the
following applications can be made with ferrocement technology

1) Housing: Ferocement houses utilizing local materials like
wood, bamboo or bush sticks as equivalent steel replacement can
be constructed.

2) Marine: Ferro cement can be effectively used for various water
supply structures like well casings for shallow wells, water tanks,
sedimentation tanks, slow sand filters and for sanitation facilities
like septic tanks, service modules and sanitary bowls.
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Applications of Word Sense Disambiguation: A
Historical Perspective
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Abstract— Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the ability to
identify the meaning of words in context in a computational
manner. WSD is considered an AI-complete problem, that is, a
task whose solution is at least as hard as the most difficult
problems in artificial intelligence. We introduce the reader to the
motivations for solving the ambiguity of words and provide a
description of the task. We overview supervised, unsupervised,
and knowledge-based approaches. Finally, applications, open
problems, and future directions are discussed.
Keywords— WSD, NLP, MT, IR, QA

I. INTRODUCTION

Word sense disambiguation is a core research problem in
computational linguistics, which was recognized at the
beginning of the scientific interest in machine translation and
artificial intelligence a template. Lexical disambiguation in its
broadest definition is nothing less than determining the
meaning of every word in context, which appears to be a
largely unconscious process in people. As a computational
problem it is often described as “AI-complete”, that is, a
problem whose solution presupposes a solution to complete
natural-language understanding or common sense reasoning.

II. BRIEF HISTORY

In order to introduce current WSD research, we provide
here a brief review of the history of WSD. WSD was first
formulated as a distinct computational task during the early
days of machine translation in the late 1940s, making it one of
the oldest problems in computational linguistics. Weaver
(1949) introduced the problem in his now famous
memorandum on machine translation.
In addition to formulating the general methodology still applied
today , Weaver acknowledged that context is crucial, and
recognized the basic statistical character of the problem in
proposing that “statistical semantic studies should be
undertaken, as a necessary primary step”. The 1950s then saw
much work in estimating the degree of ambiguity in texts and
bilingual dictionaries, and applying simple statistical models.
Zipf (1949) published his “Law of Meaning”4 that accounts for
the skewed distribution of words by number of senses, that is,
that more frequent words have more senses than less frequent
words in a power-law relationship; the relationship has been
confirmed for the British National Corpus (Edmonds 2005).
Kaplan (1950) determined that two words of context on either
side of an ambiguous word was equivalent to a whole sentence
of context in resolving power.
WSD was resurrected in the 1970s within artificial intelligence
(AI) account for WSD. The system used selection restrictions
and a frame-based developed “preference semantics”, one of
the first systems to explicitly account for WSD.

III WHY WSD?

Why do so many NLP researchers and developers remain
convinced that WSD should matter in NLP applications? There

seem to be three main species of argument. A belief in the
importance of WSD for applications is a part of the canon
in natural language processing. It is passed from teacher to
student and easily accepted on intuitive grounds – it just seems
obvious that if bank can refer to either a financial institution or
a riverbank, a search engine query must be more likely to pull
back the wrong documents, an MT system must be more likely
to arrive at the wrong translation, and so forth,
unless the intended meaning of the word is picked from an
enumerated list of the meanings it can have. Ide and Véronis
(1998:1), in their valuable overview of sense disambiguation
and its history, begin by saying that WSD is “obviously
essential for language understanding applications such as
message understanding, man-machine communication, etc.”
and “at least helpful, and in some instances required” for
applications such as machine translation and information
retrieval where deep understanding may not be the goal. Like
many firmly held beliefs, this idea is supported by widely
quoted scriptural references, most notably Bar-Hillel’s (1960)
famous “the box is in the pen” example, where it is taken as
self evident that accurate translation of this sentence requires
distinguishing among explicit senses of pen (‘writing utensil’
versus ‘enclosure where small children play’).
Common as this argument is, it must be viewed with suspicion.
If presented without further support, it is nothing more than a
variant of what Dawkins (1986) terms the “argument from
personal incredulity”, which is
to say, a claim that something must be the case because one
cannot imagine it being otherwise.2 The problem of word sense
ambiguity has been a central concern since the earliest days of
computing – Hutchins (1997) quotes a 1949 letter from Warren
Weaver to Norbert Wiener on the question of machine
translation, in which he refers to “the semantic difficulties
because of multiple meanings.” And yet, central though it still
is in many people’s minds, the facts remain that (a) explicit
word sense disambiguation plays very little role in
many current NLP applications, and (b) NLP applications are
making fine progress anyway. Those facts suggest that rather
than taking the importance of WSD for granted, its role in
applications is worth examining.
The path of language technology development over the last two
decades presents a tremendous challenge to the traditional
breakdown of NLP into problems of morphological analysis,
syntactic parsing, word sense disambiguation, logical-form
semantic representation, discourse analysis, and so forth.
Enabling technologies designed to solve those problems have
played very little role in the most visible successes of human
language technology for end users, such as the commercial
viability of automatic speech recognition, the ubiquity of spell
checking, or the incorporation of Web text retrieval into
everyday life. On the other hand, the language technology
community is discovering that some forms of linguistic depth
can make a difference, notably syntactic structure, and one
could argue by analogy that this bodes well for WSD.
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As one good example, Chelba and Jelinek (1998) managed to
demonstrate (after decades of experience to the contrary) that
the use of syntactic structure in stochastic language models can
lead to reductions in perplexity and word error rate compared
to standard trigram modeling, an advance with potential
repercussions for applications such as speech recognition,
statistical MT, and optical character recognition. Other
examples include Kumar and Byrne (2002), who showed that a
syntactic measure of lexical distance can be used to improve
the performance of stochastic word-alignment models for
machine translation; Microsoft Word, which has for some years
incorporated grammar checking based on syntactic parsing; and
recent success applying synchronous context-free parsing in
machine translation (Chiang 2005).
Ultimately, the value of WSD in applications comes down to a
question of specifics: in which applications does it help, and
why? Although no application can be cited as an unequivocal
success for WSD, there is certainly one widely noted failure:
monolingual information retrieval. Given how starkly the
results contradict the intuition that word sense disambiguation
should make a difference, monolingual IR is the flagship
example for pessimism about WSD’s practical potential. WSD
is more broadly a focal point for examination of all of NLP’s
practical utility in IR. Voorhees (1999), for instance, uses
negative results involving WSD in IR to illustrate broader
insights into problems of exploiting deeper NLP techniques
for IR more generally. Voorhees (1999:23) correctly observes
that (monolingual) text retrieval “can be viewed as a great
success story for natural language processing ... a major
industry has been built around the automatic manipulation of
unstructured natural language text”, but, contrary to Ide and
Véronis (1998), this world changing phenomenon has taken
place without the use of explicit disambiguation.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF WSD

Traditional WSD in Applications
The most enduring conception of word senses in NLP comes
from the lexicographic tradition, where the meanings of words
are explicitly enumerated, sometimes being organized into a
hierarchical structure, and they are considered to be properties
of those words independent of any particular application. In a
computational setting, most traditional natural language
processing approaches adopt this sort of characterization of
word senses as an a priori enumeration of discrete (albeit
possibly overlapping) meanings, and what I term “traditional
WSD” is the problem of selecting one of those meanings.
One might therefore extend Kilgarriff’s synopsis of traditional
WSD with the following sentence:
Successful natural language processing applications, therefore,
must also pick the correct meaning of a word from that range
of possibilities

A. Information Retrieval

The dominant paradigm in IR is based on “bag-of-words”
representations: a piece of text is characterized as an unordered
collection of terms, and the assessment of a document’s
relevance in response to a query depends primarily on the terms
they have in common. Most intuitively, the terms are the words
themselves. In practice, common uninformative words are
excluded as terms, and multiple forms of words are mapped
down to a single form via stemming – for example, connect,
connects, connecting, and connection would all be stemmed as
connect. As a result, a query about “connecting my camera”

and a document containing “connection of a digital camera”
would have terms connect and camera in common Three
reasons for this have been widely noted. First, if queries are
short, there is extremely limited context available for context-
based disambiguation of query terms, which makes WSD
difficult. Second, even for words with multiple senses, the most
frequent sense often heavily dominates the frequency
distribution of the text collection under consideration; in such
cases using the word itself is likely to be just as good as correct
disambiguation. Third, most document retrieval models exhibit
a tendency toward implicit disambiguation of multi-word
queries, which helps bag-of words IR perform well even in the
absence of explicit word senses, particularly for longer queries.

1) Cross-language IR
Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is an application

developing at a rapid pace, thanks to the increasingly global
nature of information seeking on the Web, global commerce,
and the needs of the intelligence community. WSD may well
have greater potential in CLIR than in IR, owing to the
interaction of sense ambiguity with translation ambiguity.
Consider, for example, a situation where word x in an English
query can translate into any of x1, x2, and x3 in, say, Chinese,
and where word y in
the English query can translate into any of y1, y2, y3, and y4.
Furthermore, suppose that x1 and y1 are the correct Chinese
translations. As one would hope, Chinese documents
containing both x1 and y1 will score higher than documents
containing only one or the other, yielding the implicit
disambiguation effect. But notice that documents containing
both of x1 and y2 will also score higher, even though y2 is the
wrong translation for y in this context, and the same holds for
x2 and y3, as well as all the other combinations. In practice, for
at least some of the eleven unintended xi, yj combinations,
there will be at least some documents containing both terms,
and those documents will be rewarded in their scores even
though they may not contain concepts corresponding to the
original query terms x and y.

2) Question Answering
In some respects, question answering (QA) is one of the oldest

NLP applications: natural language interfaces to databases and
knowledge bases date back at least as far as the LUNAR
system for answering questions about rock samples that were
brought back by the Apollo expeditions (Woods
and Kaplan 1971). In its most recent incarnation, the aim of
QA is to find answers in open-domain natural language text.
Rather than querying an IR system with “Edison light bulb
patent” – receiving, say, full articles on Edison and the light
bulb in response – the goal is to ask a QA system specific
questions such as “When did Edison patent the light bulb?” and
receive back a concise answer rather than a set of relevant
documents Another important consideration in QA is
answering the right question. In order to find the right types of
answers for a given question type (who versus where versus
when, for example), many approaches to QA rely on some
variant of named entity tagging: identifying phrases that can be
categorized into high-level semantic categories such as Person,
Organization, Location, Date, and so forth.

3) Document Classification
Most work on classifying texts into predetermined categories

(text classification, categorization, or routing) is based on the
same bag-of-words representations that are typical in
information retrieval. Some attempts to enrich text
representations with word sense information have not yielded
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improvements in performance (e.g., Kehagias et al. 2003,
Moschitti and Basili 2004) for reasons similar to those
discussed in Section 11.3.1. However, Vossen et al. (2006)
present a study using the Reuters news collection in which they
obtain improvements for document classification using a WSD
technique that emphasizes the importance of topical domains.
In similar work, Bloehdorn and Hotho (2004) show that the
integration of features into the document representations for
text document classification improves the result, achieving
highly competitive results on the Reuters- 21578 and
OHSUMED datasets (for IR and information extraction
research). Some improvements can be attributed to the
detection of multiword expressions and to the conflation of
synonyms.
Further improvements can be achieved by generalizing
concepts. In closely related work, Hotho et al. (2003) report
improved results in document clustering.
B. MACHINE TRANSLATION
Discussions of MT conventionally make a distinction between

interlingua systems and transfer systems.12 In interlingua
systems, traditional WSD is necessary in order to identify the
correct interlingua or “meaning” representation
for a concept expressed in the source language. Translating The
news of the attack broke at 6am, one might select the
communication sense of broke rather than the destruction sense
(cf. The glass in the window broke at 6am). This monolingual
analysis task produces an interlingua representation;
monolingual generation for the target language then maps from
that representation to a surface realization.
However, commenting on the effectiveness of explicit WSD in
traditional MT systems is difficult for a number of reasons.
First, sense ambiguity is only one of a large variety of forms of
ambiguity that challenge MT systems, and perhaps for that
reason WSD does not tend to be discussed as a separate
component. Second, standardized, community-wide MT
evaluations are a fairly recent phenomenon. Explicit WSD does
not appear to have played a visible role in any of the systems
that participated in the ARPA evaluations of the early 1990s
(White and O’Connell 1994), and most participants in more
recent comparative evaluations have been either statistical MT
systems (discussed below) or commercial systems, for which
system details are often kept confidential.

C. SENSE AMBIGUITY IN STATISTICAL MACHINE
TRANSLATION

Explicit WSD generally does not appear to play a role in
statistical MT systems. However, lexical choice in statistical
models involves many of the same issues as sense
disambiguation and it is informative to look at how they
address the problem. the past several years, phrase-based
models (Och 2002), Koehn et al. 2003) have emerged as the
dominant model in statistical MT. Statistical phrase-based
translation is similar in spirit to example-based machine
translation (EBMT) (Nagao 1984, Brown 1996), in which a
target sentence is constructed by covering the source sentence
with “chunks” stored in a translation memory. The statistical
version employs a probabilistic model of the mapping between
“phrases” in the source and target language.17 For example, it
might capture the fact that the English sequence we have
appears frequently as the translation of French sequence nous
avons. The translation process can be viewed as segmenting the
source sentence into phrases, reordering them, and translating
the phrases as units based on the mappings. As in many other
statistical approaches, “decoding” is the process of searching
for the optimal way to accomplish this, where “optimal” is

defined by models learned from training data (Koehn et al.
2003, Koehn 2004).

D. OTHER EMERGING APPLICATIONS
A number of other emerging applications share a need to
identify the semantic categories of entities. These include the
extraction and mining of information in text, and the
acquisition of semantic knowledge. In information extraction,
the goal is to take a natural language text as input and fill in a
“template” describing the basic relations that hold, for a
particular, domain-specific set of template relations; in text
data mining, the goal is to discover patterns of relationships
that occur in large bodies of text. The bioinformatics domain
provides a nice illustration. A vast molecular biology literature
discusses the relationships between genes, proteins, and
enzymatic functions, and enormous databases are under
construction tabulating such relationships, but there is a gap
between the free text data in articles and the structured data in
the databases.
Weeber et al. (2001) discuss ambiguity resolution in medical
NLP more generally, mentioning such applications as medical
decision support, indexing, and literature-based discovery.
Other problems of ambiguity include abbreviations, e.g.,
whether MG refers to milligram or magnesium (Yu et al. 2002,
Yu et al. 2004) and the interpretation of acronyms, for
example, whether or not COLD should be interpreted as
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Finally, there is one
more class of emerging application for which explicit WSD
may have particular value: tasks where the goal is to place
terms or phrases into an explicit knowledge structure. These
include the development of better user interfaces – Hearst
(2000) argues for task oriented search interfaces that more
thoroughly integrate metadata, such as topical categories, into
the user’s experience. Yee et al. (2003) and Stoica and Hearst
(2004) illustrate these ideas in an interface searching a
collection of fine arts images, creating categories for the
collection automatically from image captions using WordNet;
however, when faced with sense ambiguity they were forced to
either ignore ambiguous terms or choose the first WordNet
sense dating the Semantic Web, there is, of course, a long
tradition of work on building ontologies in support of
computational applications. In some cases WSD is an explicit
part of the process. For example, Dorr and Jones (2000)
employ WSD to improve the creation of large-scale semantic
lexicons; Rigau et al. (2002) describe a bootstrapping process
including WSD and knowledge acquisition in a multilingual
setting; and Basili et al. (2004) discuss the creation of
multilingual knowledge sources in the context of ontology-
based QA

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the relationship between
WSD research and NLP applications. Traditional WSD is
characterized as the selection of one meaning for a word from a
range of possibilities. So conceived, the role of WSD with
respect to an explicit sense inventory appears to be
questionable in two of the most heavily researched language
technology applications, monolingual information retrieval and
machine translation. However, there is evidence that traditional
WSD and directly analogous techniques are useful in emerging
applications such as question answering and biomedical
information extraction. In addition, there appears to be a
promising argument for the utility of WSD techniques in
disambiguating specialized terms such as person and place
names, abbreviations, and acronyms. Finally, wediscussed
several application areas worth watching, including the creation
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and navigation of metadata, computer-assisted lexicography,
and ontology-driven frameworks such as the Semantic Web.
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Abstract- In this paper work hydro unit is considered with electric
governor and thermal unit is considered with reheat turbine and
mechanical governor. The primary purpose of the AGC is to
balance the total system generation against system load and losses so
that the desired frequency and power interchange with neighboring
systems are maintained. Any mismatch between generation and
demand causes the system frequency to deviate from scheduled
value. Thus high frequency deviation may lead to system collapse.
This necessitates an accurate and fast acting controller to maintain
constant nominal frequency

Key words: - Automatic generation control, Fuzzy logic Control,
Neural networks, Neuro fuzzy networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern power system normally consists of a number of
subsystems interconnected through tie lines. For each subsystem
the requirements usually include matching system generation to
system load and regulating system frequency. This is basically
known as load-frequency control problem or automatic
generation control (AGC) problem. Generation in large
interconnected power systems comprises of mix type of thermal,
hydro, nuclear and gas power generation. Nuclear units owing to
their maximum efficiency and controllability problem are usually
kept at base load close to their maximum output with no
participation in system’s automatic generation control. Gas
power plants are ideal for Automatic Generation Control, but
these plants form a very small percentage of total system
generation. Thus the natural choice of AGC falls either on
thermal or on hydro unit. However the characteristic of hydro
turbine is altogether different from steam turbine in terms of
transfer function, torque characteristics, generation rate
constraints, speed governing system etc. [1]. Therefore it is
difficult to achieve a suitable control strategy, which will work
well in interconnected hydro-thermal system because they have
entirely different characteristics. Conventional control schemes
viz. Integral, PI and PID are slow and lack of efficiency in
handling the system non- linearities. Many investigations in the
field of automatic generation control of interconnected power
system have been reported over the past few decades.

II.AGC OF AN ISOLATED AREA

A complete block diagram representation of an isolated power
system comprising turbine, generator, governor and load is easily
obtained by combining the block diagrams with feedback loop as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram Model of Load Frequency Control

The model of Fig. 1 shows that there are two important
incremental inputs to the load frequency control system i.e. -∆PC,
the change in speed changer setting; and ∆PD, the change in load
demand. Let us consider the speed changer has a fixed setting
(i.e. ∆PC =0) and load demand changes. This is known as free
governor operation.

III.CAPACITIVE ENERGY STORAGE UNIT

A capacitor stores the energy in its electrostatic field created
between its plates in response to applied potential across it. So
for realizing a CES unit we need a 3-phase ac to dc rectifier and a
dc to ac inverter system and a capacitor bank. The capacitor bank
consists of many small capacities capacitors connected in
parallel. The capacity of the CES unit can be increased at any
time by adding capacitors in parallel to the capacitor bank. Fig. 1
shows the electrical circuitry of a typical CES unit. ACE being a
linear function of frequency deviation and tie line power
deviation is a better option to damp the oscillations and reduce
response time. After a sudden load disturbance, in either of the
areas, the restoration time of capacitor bank to normal voltage is
slow. For quick restoration, a negative feedback is applied by
sensing the voltage deviation in the control loop of the CES unit
as in Fig.1. The voltage deviation of the CES unit is limited to
±15% of the nominal value.

IV.NEURAL NETWORK FUZZY CONTROL

In the control scheme, neural network is chosen to create the real
time dynamic model of the power system. In accordance with the
current controller output u(r), the tie-line power deviation
dPtie(r) and the frequency deviation df (r), the neural network is
used to predict the next moment’s frequency deviation df(r+1),
thus calculate the ACE, the ACEN as well as CPS. The predicted
CPS1 and CPS2 are used as input variables to the fuzzy
controller that offers optimal controller parameters. Elman
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network is a typical dynamic recurrent neural network. Its
feedback consists of a group of connected modules and is used to
record the implicit memory. Meanwhile, the feedback, along
with the network input, acts as the import to hidden units in the
next moment. This nature renders recurrent neural network with
dynamic memory and thus the capacity to predict future output,
which is quite fitful to power system load frequency control. The
Elman neural network structure in the Automatic generation
control. The network structure is shown in Fig.1 α (0≤α≤1) is the
feedback link gain. The external inputs to the network are the
fuzzy controller output u (r) €R, the tie-line power deviation
dPtie (r) €R and frequency deviation df (r) €R. The network
output is the predicted frequency deviation for the next moment
df (r+1) €R, in which r is the sampling instant.

V. DEREGULATED POWER SYSTEM

Deregulation is the collection of restructured rules and economic
incentives that government set up to control and drives the
electric power industry. Deregulated system will consist of
generation companies. Distribution companies, transmission
companies and independent system operator. GENCO,
TRANSCO, DISCO, ISO and many ancillary services of a
vertically integrated utility will have a different role to play and
therefore have to be modeled differently. There are crucial
differences between the AGC operation in a vertically integrated
industry and horizontally integrated industry. In the reconstructed
power system after deregulation, operation, simulation and
optimization have to be reformulated although basic approach to
AGC has been kept the same. In this case, a DISCO can contract
individually with any GENCO for power and these transactions
are made under the supervision of ISO. To understand how these
contracts are implemented, DISCO participation matrix concept
is used as in. The information flow of the contracts is
superimposed on the traditional AGC system.

AGC of interconnected two-area power system in deregulated
environment.

The power system contains two thermal units in both the areas.
Restructured system contain several GENCOs and DISCOs, any
DISCOs can contract with any GENCOs in another control area
independently. This case is called as “bilateral transaction”. All
the transactions have to be implemented through an independent
system operator (ISO).  ISO has an impartial entity and control
many of ancillary services, one of which is AGC. In restructured
environment, DISCOs has a liberty to buy power from different
GENCOs, which may or may not have contract in the same area
as the DISCO. DISCO participation matrix (DPM) concept to
make the visualization of contract easier. In DPM, the number of
the rows equal to the number of GENCOs and the number of the
columns equal to the number of DISCOs in the system.

VI. RESULT

The optimum values of controller gains for full state feedback,
Integral optimal output feedback and PI Optimal output feedback
controllers are obtained by minimizing the performance Index as
described in mathematical back ground. Dynamic responses of
the system are obtained for 1% step load perturbation in area-1

and area-2 through computersimulation.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3 Area control error of area1, 2

Fig. 4

Fig 5 Change in power input of area 1, 2

VII. CONCLUSION
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An attempt has been made to formulate the AGC problem for
two area interconnected Hydro-thermal Power
system.Incorporating low head turbine in hydro area and reheat
type turbine in thermal area. The effectiveness of the optimal
control design has been demonstrated on the two area
interconnected system considered for study. In this paper the
proposed controllers are tested and their dynamic responses are
compared. Dynamic responses of thermal area and hydro area to
1% step load perturbations in either area with full state feedback,
Integral optimal output feedback and PI Optimal output feedback
controller have been obtained. In this paper, the dynamical
response of the LFC problem is improved with a practical point
of view because practically access to all of the state variables of
system is limited and measurement of all of them is not feasible.
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Abstract—An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information
processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous
systems, such as the brain, process information. The key element of
this paradigm is the novel structure of the information processing
system. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected
processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific
problems. ANNs, like people, learn by example. An ANN is
configured for a specific application, such as pattern recognition or
data classification, through a learning process. Learning in
biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic connections
that exist between the neurons. This is true of ANNs as well. This
paper gives overview of Artificial Neural Network, working &
training of ANN. It also explain the application and advantages of
ANN.

Keywords:- ANN(Artificial Neural Network), Neurons, pattern
recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the human brain is thousands of years old. With the
advent of modern electronics, it was only natural to try to harness
this thinking process. The first step toward artificial neural
networks came in 1943 when Warren McCulloch, a
neurophysiologist, and a young mathematician, Walter Pitts,
wrote a paper on how neurons might work. They modeled a
simple neural network with electrical circuits. Neural networks,
with their remarkable ability to derive meaning from complicated
or imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect
trends that are too complex to be noticed by either humans or
other computer techniques. A trained neural network can be
thought of as an "expert" in the category of information it has
been given to analyze.

Other advantages include:

1. Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do tasks based
on the data given for training or initial experience.

2. Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own organization or
representation of the information it receives during learning time.

3. Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be carried out
in parallel, and special hardware devices are being designed and
manufactured which take advantage of this capability.

4. Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding: Partial
destruction of a network leads to the corresponding degradation
of performance. However, some network capabilities may be
retained even with major network damage.

Neural networks take a different approach to problem solving
than that of conventional computers. Conventional computers use
an algorithmic approach i.e. the computer follows a set of
instructions in order to solve a problem. Unless the specific steps
that the computer needs to follow are known the computer cannot
solve the problem. That restricts the problem solving capability
of conventional computers to problems that we already
understand and know how to solve. But computers would be so
much more useful if they could do things that we don't exactly

know how to do. Neural networks process information in a
similar way the human brain does. The network is composed of a
large number of highly interconnected processing elements
(neurons) working in parallel to solve a specific problem. Neural
networks lean by example. They cannot be programmed to
perform a specific task. The examples must be selected carefully
otherwise useful time is wasted or even worse the network might
be functioning incorrectly. The disadvantage is that because the
network finds out how to solve the problem by itself, its
operation can be unpredictable. On the other hand, conventional
computers use a cognitive approach to problem solving; the way
the problem is to solved must be known and stated in small
unambiguous instructions. These instructions are then converted
to a high level language program and then into machine code that
the computer can understand. These machines are totally
predictable; if anything goes wrong is due to a software or
hardware fault. Neural networks and conventional algorithmic
computers are not in competition but complement each other.
There are tasks are more suited to an algorithmic approach like
arithmetic operations and tasks that are more suited to neural
networks. Even more, a large number of tasks, require systems
that use a combination of the two approaches (normally a
conventional computer is used to supervise the neural network)
in order to perform at maximum efficiency. What is Artificial
Neural Network? Artificial Neural Networks are relatively crude
electronic models based on the neural structure of the brain. The
brain basically learns from experience. It is natural proof that
some problems that are beyond the scope of current computers
are indeed solvable by small energy efficient packages. This
brain modeling also promises a less technical way to develop
machine solutions. This new approach to computing also
provides a more graceful degradation during system overload
than its more traditional counterparts. These biologically inspired
methods of computing are thought to be the next major
advancement in the computing industry. Even simple animal
brains are capable of functions that are currently impossible for
computers. Computers do rote things well, like keeping ledgers
or performing complex math. But computers have trouble
recognizing even simple patterns much less generalizing those
patterns of the past into actions of the future. Now, advances in
biological research promise an initial understanding of the
natural thinking mechanism. This research shows that brains
store information as patterns. Some of these patterns are very
complicated and allow us the ability to recognize individual faces
from many different angles. This process of storing information
as patterns, utilizing those patterns, and then solving problems
encompasses a new field in computing. This field, as mentioned
before, does not utilize traditional programming but involves the
creation of massively parallel networks and the training of those
networks to solve specific problems. This field also utilizes
words very different from traditional computing, words like
behave, react, self-organize, learn, generalize, and forget.
Whenever we talk about a neural network, we should more
popularly say ―Artificial Neural Network (ANN)ǁ, ANN are
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computers whose architecture is modelled after the brain. They
typically consist of hundreds of simple processing units which
are wired together in a complex communication network. Each
unit or node is a simplified model of real neuron which sends off
a new signal or fires if it receives a sufficiently strong Input
signal from the other nodes to which it is connected.

Traditionally neural network was used to refer as network or
circuit of biological neurones, but modern usage of the term
often refers to ANN. ANN is mathematical model or
computational model, an information processing paradigm i.e.
inspired by the way biological nervous system, such as brain
information system. ANN is made up of interconnecting artificial
neurons which are programmed like to mimic the properties of m
biological neurons. These neurons working in unison to solve
specific problems. ANN is configured for solving artificial
intelligence problems without creating a model of real biological
system. ANN is used for speech recognition, image analysis,
adaptive control etc. These applications are done through a
learning process, like learning in biological system, which
involves the adjustment between neurons through synaptic
connection. Same happen in the ANN. Working of ANN: The
other parts of the ―artǁ of using neural networks revolve around
the myriad of ways these individual neurons can be clustered
together. This clustering occurs in the human mind in such a way
that information can be processed in a dynamic, interactive, and
self-organizing way. Biologically, neural networks are
constructed in a three-dimensional world from microscopic
components. These neurons seem capable of nearly unrestricted
interconnections. That is not true of any proposed, or existing,
man-made network. Integrated circuits, using current technology,
are two-dimensional devices with a limited number of layers for
interconnection. This physical reality restrains the types, and
scope, of artificial neural networks that can be implemented in
silicon. Currently, neural networks are the simple clustering of
the primitive artificial neurons. This clustering occurs by creating
layers which are then connected to one another. How these layers
connect is the other part of the "art" of engineering networks to
resolve real world problems. Basically, all artificial neural
networks have a similar structure or topology as shown in
Figure1. In that structure some of the neurons interface to the real
world to receive its inputs. Other neurons provide the real world
with the network's outputs. This output might be the particular
character that the network thinks that it has scanned or the

particular image it thinks is being viewed. All the rest of the
neurons are hidden from view. But a neural network is more than
a bunch of neurons. Some early researchers tried to simply
connect neurons in a random manner, without much success.
Now, it is known that even the brains of snails are structured
devices. One of the easiest ways to design a structure is to create
layers of elements. It is the grouping of these neurons into layers,
the connections between these layers, and the summation and
transfer functions that comprises a functioning neural network.
The general terms used to describe these characteristics are
common to all networks. Although there are useful networks
which contain only one layer, or even one element, most
applications require networks that contain at least the three
normal types of layers - input, hidden, and output. The layer of
input neurons receive the data either from input files or directly
from electronic sensors in real-time applications. The output
layer sends information directly to the outside world, to a
secondary computer process, or to other devices such as a
mechanical control system. Between these two layers can be
many hidden layers. These internal layers contain many of the
neurons in various interconnected structures. The inputs and
outputs of each of these hidden neurons simply go to other
neurons. In most networks each neuron in a hidden layer receives
the signals from all of the neurons in a layer above it, typically an
input layer. After a neuron performs its function it passes its
output to all of the neurons in the layer below it, providing a
feedforward path to the output. (Note: in section 5 the drawings
are reversed, inputs come into the bottom and outputs come out
the top.)

These lines of communication from one neuron to another are
important aspects of neural networks. They are the glue to the
system. They are the connections which provide a variable
strength to an input. There are two types of these connections.
One causes the summing mechanism of the next neuron to add
while the other causes it to subtract. In more human terms one
excites while the other inhibits. Some networks want a neuron to
inhibit the other neurons in the same layer. This is called lateral
inhibition. The most common use of this is in the output layer.
For example in text recognition if the probability of a character
being a "P" is .85 and the probability of the character being an
"F" is .65, the network wants to choose the highest probability
and inhibit all the others. It can do that with lateral inhibition.
This concept is also called competition. Another type of
connection is feedback. This is where the output of one layer
routes back to a previous layer.

II. TRAINING AN ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Once a network has been structured for a particular application,
that network is ready to be trained. To start this process the initial
weights are chosen randomly. Then, the training, or learning,
begins. There are two approaches to training - supervised and
unsupervised. Supervised training involves a mechanism of
providing the network with the desired output either by manually
"grading" the network's performance or by providing the desired
outputs with the inputs. Unsupervised training is where the
network has to make sense of the inputs without outside help.
The vast bulk of networks utilize supervised training.
Unsupervised training is used to perform some initial
characterization on inputs.
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However, in the full blown sense of being truly self learning, it is
still just a shining promise that is not fully understood, does not
completely work, and thus is relegated to the lab.

Supervised Training.: n supervised training, both the inputs and
the outputs are provided. The network then processes the inputs
and compares its resulting outputs against the desired outputs.
Errors are then propagated back through the system, causing the
system to adjust the weights which control the network. This
process occurs over and over as the weights are continually
tweaked. The set of data which enables the training is called the
"training set." During the training of a network the same set of
data is processed many times as the connection weights are

ever refined. The current commercial network development
packages provide tools to monitor how well an artificial neural
network is converging on the ability to predict the right answer.
These tools allow the training process to go on for days, stopping
only when the system reaches some statistically desired point, or
accuracy. However, some networks never learn. This could be
because the input data does not contain the specific information
from which the desired output is derived. Networks also don't
converge if there is not enough data to enable complete learning.
Ideally, there should be enough data so that part of the data can
be held back as a test. Many layered networks with multiple
nodes are capable of memorizing data. To monitor the network to
determine if the system is simply memorizing its data in some
non significant way, supervised training needs to hold back a set
of data to be used to test the system after it has undergone its
training. If a network simply can't solve the problem, the
designer then has to review the input and outputs, the number of
layers, the number of elements per layer, the connections
between the layers, the summation, transfer, and training
functions, and even the initial weights themselves. Those
changes required to create a successful network constitute a
process wherein the "art" of neural networking occurs. Another
part of the designer's creativity governs the rules of training.
There are many laws (algorithms) used to implement the
adaptive feedback required to adjust the weights during training.
The most common technique is backward-error propagation,
more commonly known as back-propagation. These various
learning techniques are explored in greater depth later in this
report.

Yet, training is not just a technique. It involves a "feel," and
conscious analysis, to insure that the network is not over trained.
Initially, an artificial neural network configures itself with the
general statistical trends of the data. Later, it continues to "learn"
about other aspects of the data which may be spurious from a
general viewpoint. When finally the system has been correctly
trained, and no further learning is needed, the weights can, if
desired, be "frozen." In some systems this finalized network is
then turned into hardware so that it can be fast. Other systems
don't lock themselves in but continue to learn while in production
use.

Unsupervised, or Adaptive Training. : The other type of training
is called unsupervised training. In unsupervised training, the
network is provided with inputs but not with desired outputs. The
system itself must then decide what features it will use to group
the input data. This is often referred to as self-organization or

adaption. At the present time, unsupervised learning is not well
understood. This adaption to the environment is the promise
which would enable science fiction types of robots to continually
learn on their own as they encounter new situations and new
environments. Life is filled with situations where exact training
sets do not exist. Some of these situations involve military action
where new combat techniques and new weapons might be
encountered. Because of this unexpected aspect to life and the
human desire to be prepared, there continues to be research into,
and hope for, this field. Yet, at the present time, the vast bulk of
neural network work is in systems with supervised learning.
Supervised learning is achieving results.

III. APPLICATION

The various real time application of Artificial Neural Network
are as follows:

1. Function approximation, or regression analysis, including time
series prediction and modelling.

2. Call control- answer an incoming call (speaker-ON) with a
wave of the hand while driving.

3. Classification, including pattern and sequence recognition,
novelty detection and sequential decision making.

4. Skip tracks or control volume on your media player using
simple hand motions- lean back, and with no need to shift to the
device- control what you watch/ listen to.

5. Data processing, including filtering, clustering, blind signal
separation and compression.

6. Scroll Web Pages, or within an eBook with simple left and
right hand gestures, this is ideal when touching the device is a
barrier such as wet hands are wet, with gloves, dirty etc.

7. Application areas of ANNs include system identification and
control (vehicle control, process control), game-playing and
decision making (backgammon, chess, racing), pattern
recognition (radar systems, face identification, object
recognition, etc.), sequence recognition (gesture, speech,
handwritten text recognition), medical diagnosis, financial
applications, data mining (or knowledge discovery in databases,
"KDD").

8. Another interesting use case is when using the Smartphone as
a media hub, a user can dock the device to the TV and watch
content from the device- while controlling the content in a touch-
free manner from afar.

9. If your hands are dirty or a person hates smudges, touch-free
controls are a benefit

IV. ADVANTAGES

1. Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do tasks based
on the data given for training or initial experience.

2. Self-Organisation: An ANN can create its own organisation or
representation of the information it receives during learning time.

3. Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be carried out
in parallel, and special hardware devices are being designed and
manufactured which take advantage of this capability.
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4. Pattern recognition is a powerful technique for harnessing the
information in the data and generalizing about it. Neural nets
learn to recognize the patterns which exist in the data set.

5. The system is developed through learning rather than
programming.. Neural nets teach themselves the patterns in the
data freeing the analyst for more interesting work.

6. Neural networks are flexible in a changing environment.
Although neural networks may take some time to learn a sudden
drastic change they are excellent at adapting to constantly
changing information.

7. Neural networks can build informative models whenever
conventional approaches fail. Because neural networks can
handle very complex interactions they can easily model data
which is too difficult to model with traditional approaches such
as inferential statistics or programming logic.

8. Performance of neural networks is at least as good as classical
statistical modelling, and better on most problems. The neural
networks build models that are more reflective of the structure of
the data in significantly less time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we discussed about the Artificial neural network,
working of ANN. Also training phases of an ANN. There are
various advantages of ANN over conventional approaches.
Depending on the nature of the application and the strength of
the internal data patterns you can generally expect a network to
train quite well. This applies to problems where the relationships
may be quite dynamic or non-linear. ANNs provide an analytical
alternative to conventional techniques which are often limited by
strict assumptions of normality, linearity, variable independence
etc. Because an ANN can capture many kinds of relationships it
allows the user to quickly and relatively easily model phenomena
which otherwise may have been very difficult or impossible to
explain otherwise. Today, neural networks discussions are
occurring everywhere. Their promise seems very bright as nature
itself is the proof that this kind of thing works. Yet, its future,
indeed the very key to the whole technology, lies in hardware
development. Currently most neural network development is
simply proving that the principal works.
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Abstract: The high cost of conventional building materials is a major
factor affecting housing delivery in world. This has necessitated
research into alternative materials of construction. The project
paper aims at analyzing flexural and compressive strength
characteristics of concrete produced using crushed, granular
coconut as substitutes for conventional coarse aggregate with partial
replacement using M30 grade concrete. Beams are casted, tested and
their physical and mechanical properties are determined. The main
objective is to encourage the use of these ‘seemingly’ waste products
as construction materials in low-cost housing. It is also expected to
serve the purpose of encouraging housing developers in investing
these materials in house construction.

Keywards: Experimental Investigation, Test Setup, Load-deflection
curve, Stress-strain curve, Load Carrying Capacity

I. INTRODUCTION

The high demand for concrete in the construction using normal
weight aggregates such as gravel and granite drastically reduces
the natural stone deposits and this has damaged the environment
thereby causing ecological imbalance (Short and Kinniburgh,
1978).Therefore, there is a need to explore and to find out
suitable replacement material to substitute the natural stone.In
developed countries, the construction industries have identified
many artificial and natural lightweight aggregates (LWA) that
have replaced conventional aggregates thereby reducing the size
of structural members. This has brought immense change in the
development of high rise structures using LWC. However, in
Asia the construction industry is yet to utilize the advantage of
LWC in the construction of high rise structures. Coconut Shell
(CS) are not commonly used in the construction industry but are
often dumped as agricultural wastes. It was concluded that the
CSs were more suitable as low strength-giving lightweight
aggregate when used to replace common coarse aggregate in
concrete production. Gunasekaran studied the properties of
concrete using coconut shell as coarse aggregate were
investigated in an experimental study. Compressive, flexural,
splitting tensile strengths, impact resistance and bond strength
were measured and compared with the theoretical values as
recommended by the standards. The bond properties were
determined through pull-out test. Coconut shell concrete can be
classified under structural lightweight concrete. O.T. Olateju in
this paper reports the exploratory study on the suitability of the
periwinkle shells as partial or in concrete works. Physical and
mechanical properties of periwinkle shell and crushed granite
were determined and compared. A total of 300 concrete cubes of
size 150 × 150 ×150 mm3 with different percentages by weight
of crushed granite to periwinkle shells as coarse aggregate in the
order 100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75 and 0:100 were cast, tested and
their physical and mechanical properties determined.Majid Ali

in this paper presents the versatility of coconut fibres and its
applications in different branches of engineering, particularly in
civil engineering as a construction material.Not only the physical,
chemical and mechanical properties of coconut fibres are shown;
but also properties of composites (cement pastes, mortar and/or
concrete etc), in which coconut fibres are used as reinforcement,
are discussed. Coconut fibres reinforced composites have been
used as cheap and durable non structural elements. The aim of
this review is to spread awareness of coconut fibres as a
construction material in civil engineering.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Test specimen details

All the ingredients of the mix were weighed and mixed in the
concrete mixture machine as per the concrete mix design. The
steel mould was used for casting the beam specimens. Before
mixing the concrete, the moulds were kept ready by placing it on
a horizontal surface. The sides and bottom of all the moulds were
properly greased for easy demolding. The concrete was placed in
the mould in three layers and compaction was done using needle
vibrator. Proper care was taken for uniform compaction and
surface finish throughout the beam.

Fig. 1 Reinforcement details of beam elevation

Fig. 2 Reinforcement details of beam section

B.     Test setup

BEAM DENTITY PROPERTY

CC PPC

CS 25% PPC

CS 50% PPC

CS 75% PPC
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The experiments were conducted on a loading frame of capacity
400kN. The beams were tested as a simply supported beam with
a clear span of 2500mm and it is subjected to two point loading.
The loading set-up consists of a load cell, hydraulic jack and a
hand pump to apply the load. The experimental set-up is shown
below. Steel pellets for the Demec gauge strain measurement was
pasted on the compression side and tension side

Fig. 1 Concrete beam casted using coconut shell as coarse aggregates

III. TEST RESULTS

A. Failure mode

In the control concrete beam initial crack is 35 kN. The coconut
shell 25% beam initial crack is 25 kN. The coconut shell 50%
beam initial crack is 30 kN. The coconut shell 75% beam initial
crack is 35 kN. The failure beams as shown in the Fig.ure.

Fig. 2 Showing shear cracks

Fig. 3 Deflected profile of beam under symmetric loading

IV. LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY

The strength beam without coconut shell is 90 kN with a central
deflection of 680 mm.The strength beam with coconut shell 25%
is 90 kN with a central deflection of 745 mm.The strength beam
with coconut shell 50% is 90 kN with a central deflection of 1010
mm. The strength beam with coconut shell 75% is 70 kN with a
central deflection of 1870 mm. The load deflection behavior of
the test specimens are shown in Figure

Fig. 4 CS (75%)

Fig. 5 CS(50%)

Fig. 6 CS(25%)

Fig. 7 CC

Fig. 8 CS (75%)
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Fig. 9 CS(50%)

Fig. 10 CS(25%)

Fig. 11 CC

V. CONCLUSION

The experimental results of four beams, two each in CS and the
NWC are presented in this paper. The comparison of mechanical
properties and structural behaviour of the NWC and CS beams is
discussed. The crack width, deflection, ultimate strength,
concrete and steel strains are analyzed and compared for both
beams. Based on the results, the following conclusions may be
drawn. The overall flexural behaviour of reinforced PKSC beams
used in this study closely resembles that of equivalent beam made
with NWC.
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Abstract— Big data is a buzzword, or catch-phrase, used to
describe a massive volume of both structured and unstructured
data that is so large that it's difficult to process using traditional

database and software techniques. In most enterprise scenarios
the data is too big or it moves too fast or it exceeds current
processing capacity. Big data has the potential to help companies
improve operations and make faster, more intelligent decisions.
Big data is an all-encompassing term for any collection of data
sets so large or complex that it becomes difficult to process them
using traditional data processing applications. The challenges
include analysis, capture, curation, search, sharing, storage,
transfer, visualization, and privacy violations. The trend to larger
data sets is due to the additional information derivable from
analysis of a single large set of related data, as compared to
separate smaller sets with the same total amount of data, allowing
correlations to be found to "spot business trends, prevent
diseases, combat crime and so on." Big data is difficult to work
with using most relational database management systems and
desktop statistics and visualization packages, requiring instead
"massively parallel software running on tens, hundreds, or even
thousands of servers". What is considered "big data" varies
depending on the capabilities of the organization managing the
set, and on the capabilities of the applications that are
traditionally used to process and analyze the data set in its
domain. Big Data is a moving target; what is considered to be
"Big" today will not be so years ahead. "For some organizations,
facing hundreds of gigabytes of data for the first time may trigger
a need to reconsider data management options. For others, it may
take tens or hundreds of terabytes before data size becomes a
significant consideration."[1]

I. INTRODUCTION

Definition: “Every day, we create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
— so much that 90% of the data in the world today has been
created in the last two years alone. This data comes from
everywhere: sensors used to gather climate information, posts
to social media sites, digital pictures and videos, purchase
transaction records, and cell phone GPS signals to name a few.

This data is “Big Data.”

Big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability
of commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage,
and process data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big data
"size" is a constantly moving target, as of 2012 ranging from a
few dozen terabytes to many petabytes of data. Big data is a set
of techniques and technologies that require new forms of
integration to uncover large hidden values from large datasets
that are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale.

In a 2001 research report and related lectures, META
Group (now Gartner) analyst Doug Laney defined data growth
challenges and opportunities as being three-dimensional, i.e.
increasing volume (amount of data), velocity (speed of data in
and out), and variety (range of data types and sources).
Gartner, and now much of the industry, continue to use this
"3Vs" model for describing big data. In 2012, Gartner updated
its definition as follows: "Big data is high volume, high
velocity, and/or high variety information assets that require
new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making,

insight discovery and process optimization. Additionally, a
new V "Veracity" is added by some organizations to describe
it.

If Gartner’s definition (the 3Vs) is still widely used, the
growing maturity of the concept fosters a more sound
difference between big data and Business Intelligence,
regarding data and their use:

 Business Intelligence uses descriptive statistics with data
with high information density to measure things, detect
trends etc.;

 Big data uses inductive statistics and concepts
from nonlinear system identification to infer laws
(regressions, nonlinear relationships, and causal effects)
from large sets of data with low information density to
reveal relationships, dependencies and perform
predictions of outcomes and behaviors.

Big data can also be defined as "Big data is a large volume
unstructured data which cannot be handled by
standard database management systems like DBMS,
RDBMS or ORDBMS".

Big data is a buzzword, or catch-phrase, used to describe a
massive volume of both structured and unstructured data that is
so large that it's difficult to process using
traditional database and software techniques. In most enterprise
scenarios the data is too big or it moves too fast or it exceeds
current processing capacity. Big data has the potential to help
companies improve operations and make faster, more
intelligent decisions.[2]

II. HISTORY

Predictive analytics has its origin in the 1940s, when
governments started using the first computational models. With
non-linear programming and real-time analytics, data analytics
and prescriptive analytics goes mainstream and becomes
available to all organizations. With the rise of the big data
technologies, we have now entered a new era of predictive
analytics that will personalize and democratize data (analytics)
for organisations, individuals and governments.

From cuneiform, the earliest form of writing, to data centers,
the human race as always gathered information. The rise in
technology has led to the overflow of data, which constantly
requires more sophisticated data storage systems. The
recognition of information overload started as early as the
1930s. The boom in the U.S. population, the issuing of social
security numbers, and the general growth of knowledge
(research) demanded more thorough and organized record-
keeping. However, it wasn’t too long before the first flag of
warning was raised.

While the growth of knowledge was good for society, it was
quickly leading to a storage and retrieval problem for libraries.
As information continued to boom in the following decades,
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organizations began to design, develop, and implement
centralized computing systems that would allow them to
automate their inventory systems. As these systems began to
mature across industries and integrate within enterprises,
organizations began to use this data to provide answers and
insight that would allow them to make better business
decisions i.e., business intelligence.

With business intelligence piling up, the challenge of
management and storage quickly surfaced yet again. In order to
offer more functionality, digital storage had to become more
cost-effective. This lead to the emergence of Business
Intelligence (BI) platforms. As BI platforms continue to
mature, the data gleaned will enable companies, scientific
researchers, medical practitioners, our nation’s defense and
intelligence operations, and more to create revolutionary
breakthroughs.[3]

III. TYPES OF DATA IN BIG DATA

Activity Data: Simple activities like listening to music or
reading a book are now generating data. Digital music players
and eBooks collect data on our activities. Your smart phone
collects data on how you use it and your web browser collects
information on what you are searching for. Your credit card
company collects data on where you shop and your shop
collects data on what you buy. It is hard to imagine any activity
that does not generate data.

Conversation Data: Our conversations are now digitally
recorded. It all started with emails but nowadays most of our
conversations leave a digital trail. Just think of all the
conversations we have on social media sites like Facebook or
Twitter. Even many of our phone conversations are now
digitally recorded.

Photo and Video Image Data: Just think about all the pictures
we take on our smart phones or digital cameras. We upload and
share 100s of thousands of them on social media sites every
second. The increasing amounts of CCTV cameras take video
images and every minute we up-load hundreds of hours of
video images to YouTube and other sites.

Sensor Data: We are increasingly surrounded by sensors that
collect and share data. Take your smart phone, it contains a
global positioning sensor to track exactly where you are every
second of the day,  it includes an accelometer to track the
speed and direction at which you are travelling. We now have
sensors in many devices and products.

The Internet of Things Data: We now have smart TVs that
are able to collect and process data, we have smart watches,
smart fridges, and smart alarms. The Internet of Things, or
Internet of Everything connects these devices so that the traffic
sensors on the road send data to your alarm clock which will
wake you up earlier than planned because the blocked road
means you have to leave earlier to make your 9am meeting…

IV. CHARACTERSTICS OF BIGDATA

Big data can be described by the following characteristics:

Volume – The quantity of data that is generated is very
important in this context.It is the size of the data which
determines the value and potential of the data under
consideration and whether it can actually be considered as Big
Data or not.The name ‘Big Data’ itself contains a term which is
related to size and hence the characteristic.

Variety - The next aspect of Big Data is its variety.This means
that the category to which Big Data belongs to is also a very
essential fact that needs to be known by the data analysts.This

helps the people, who are closely analyzing the data and are
associated with it, to effectively use the data to their advantage
and thus upholding the importance of the Big Data.

Velocity - The term ‘velocity’ in the context refers to the speed
of generation of data or how fast the data is generated and
processed to meet the demands and the challenges which lie
ahead in the path of growth and development.

Variability - This is a factor which can be a problem for those
who analyse the data. This refers to the inconsistency which
can be shown by the data at times, thus hampering the process
of being able to handle and manage the data effectively.

Veracity - The quality of the data being captured can vary
greatly. Accuracy of analysis depends on the veracity of the
source data.

V. ARCHITECTURE

In 2000, Seisint Inc. develops C++ based distributed file
sharing framework for data storage and querying. Structured,
semi-structured and/or unstructured data is stored and
distributed across multiple servers. Querying of data is done by
modified C++ called ECL which uses apply scheme on read
method to create structure of stored data during time of query.
In 2004 LexisNexis acquired Seisint Inc. and 2008 acquired
ChoicePoint, Inc. and their high speed parallel processing
platform. The two platforms were merged into HPCC Systems
and in 2011 was open sourced under Apache v2.0 License.
Currently HPCC and Quantcast File System are the only
publicly available platforms capable of analyzing multiple
exabytes of data.

In 2004, Google published a paper on a process
called MapReduce that used such an architecture. The
MapReduce framework provides a parallel processing model
and associated implementation to process huge amount of data.
With MapReduce, queries are split and distributed across
parallel nodes and processed in parallel (the Map step). The
results are then gathered and delivered (the Reduce step). The
framework was very successful, so others wanted to replicate
the algorithm. Therefore, an implementation of the MapReduce
framework was adopted by an Apache open source project
named Hadoop.

MIKE2.0 is an open approach to information management that
acknowledges the need for revisions due to big data
implications in an article titled "Big Data Solution Offering".
The methodology addresses handling big data in terms of
useful permutations of data sources, complexity in
interrelationships, and difficulty in deleting (or modifying)
individual records.

VI. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Better understand and target customers: To better understand
and target customers, companies expand their traditional data
sets with social media data, browser, text analytics or sensor
data to get a more complete picture of their customers. The big
objective, in many cases, is to create predictive models. Using
big data, Telecom companies can now better predict customer
churn; retailers can predict what products will sell, and car
insurance companies understand how well their customers
actually drive.

Understand and Optimize Business Processes: Big data is also
increasingly used to optimize business processes. Retailers are
able to optimize their stock based on predictive models
generated from social media data, web search trends and
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weather forecasts. Another example is supply chain or delivery
route optimization using data from geographic positioning and
radio frequency identification sensors.

Improving Health: The computing power of big data analytics
enables us to find new cures and better understand and predict
disease patterns. We can use all the data from smart watches
and wearable devices to better understand links between
lifestyles and diseases. Big data analytics also allow us to
monitor and predict epidemics and disease outbreaks, simply
by listening to what people are saying, i.e. “Feeling rubbish
today - in bed with a cold” or searching for on the Internet.

Improving Security and Law Enforcement: Security services
use big data analytics to foil terrorist plots and detect cyber
attacks. Police forces use big data tools to catch criminals and
even predict  criminal activity and credit card companies use
big data analytics it to detect fraudulent transactions.

Improving and Optimizing Cities and Countries: Big data is
used to improve many aspects of our cities and countries. For
example, it allows cities to optimize traffic flows based on real
time traffic information as well as social media and weather
data. A number of cities are currently using big data analytics
with the aim of turning themselves into

Smart Cities, where the transport infrastructure and utility
processes are all joined up. Where a bus would wait for a
delayed train and where traffic signals predict traffic volumes
and operate to minimize jams.

VII. MARKET

Big data has increased the demand of information management
specialists in that Software AG, Oracle Corporation, IBM,
FICO, Microsoft, SAP, EMC, HP and Dellhave spent more

than $15 billion on software firms specializing in data
management and analytics. In 2010, this industry was worth
more than $100 billion and was growing at almost 10 percent a
year: about twice as fast as the software business as a whole.

Developed economies make increasing use of data-intensive
technologies. There are 4.6 billion mobile-phone subscriptions
worldwide and between 1 billion and 2 billion people
accessing the internet. Between 1990 and 2005, more than 1
billion people worldwide entered the middle class which means
more and more people who gain money will become more
literate which in turn leads to information growth. The world's
effective capacity to exchange information through
telecommunication networks was 281 petabytes in 1986,
471 petabytes in 1993, 2.2 exabytes in 2000, 65 exabytes in
2007 and it is predicted that the amount of traffic flowing over
the internet will reach 667 exabytes annually by 2014. It is
estimated that one third of the globally stored information is in
the form of alphanumeric text and still image data, which is the
format most useful for most big data applications. This also
shows the potential of yet unused data (i.e. in the form of video
and audio content).

While many vendors offer off-the-shelf solutions for Big Data,
experts recommend the development of in-house solutions
custom-tailored to solve the companies problem at hand if the
company has sufficient technical capabilities.

Fig.1  Big Data Market Forecast

By 2015 4.4 million IT jobs in Big Data ; 1.9 million is in US
itself

INDIA-BIG DATA

 Gaining attraction
 Huge market opportunities for IT services (82.9% of

revenues) and analytics firms (17.1 % )
 Current market size is $200 million. By 2015 $1 billion
 The opportunity for Indian service providers lies in

offering services around Big Data implementation and
analytics for global multinationals

VIII.FUTURE FORECAST

 $15 billion on software firms only specializing in data
management and analytics. This industry on its own is
worth more than $100 billion and growing at almost
10% a year which is roughly twice as fast as the
software business as a whole.

 In February 2012, the open source analyst firm Wikibon
released the first market forecast for Big Data , listing
$5.1B revenue in 2012 with growth to $53.4B in 2017

 The McKinsey Global Institute estimates that data
volume is growing 40% per year, and will grow 44x
between 2009 and 2020.

IX. APACHE HADOOP

Apache Hadoop is an open-source software framework for
distributed storage and distributed processing of Big Dataon
clusters of commodity hardware. Its Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) splits files into large blocks (default 64MB or
128MB)   and distributes the blocks amongst the nodes in the
cluster. For processing the data, the HadoopMap/Reduce ships
code (specifically Jar files) to the nodes that have the required
data, and the nodes then process the data in parallel. This
approach leverages data locality,[2] in contrast to
conventional HPC architecture which usually relies on
a parallel file system (compute and data separated, but
connected with high-speed networking).

Since 2012, the term "Hadoop" often refers not to just the base
Hadoop package but rather to the Hadoop Ecosystem, which
includes all of the additional software packages that can be
installed on top of or alongside Hadoop, such as Apache
Hive, Apache Pig and Apache Spark.

The base Apache Hadoop framework is composed of the
following modules:

 Hadoop Common – contains libraries and utilities needed
by other Hadoop modules.

 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) – a distributed
file-system that stores data on commodity machines,
providing very high aggregate bandwidth across the
cluster.

 Hadoop YARN – a resource-management platform
responsible for managing compute resources in clusters
and using them for scheduling of users' applications.
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 Hadoop MapReduce – a programming model for large
scale data processing.

All the modules in Hadoop are designed with a fundamental
assumption that hardware failures (of individual machines, or
racks of machines) are common and thus should be
automatically handled in software by the framework. Apache
Hadoop's MapReduce and HDFS components originally
derived respectively from Google's MapReduce and Google
File System (GFS) papers.

YARN stands for "Yet Another Resource Negotiator" and was
added later as part of Hadoop 2.0. YARN takes the resource
management capabilities that were in MapReduce and
packages them so they can be used by new engines. This also
streamlines MapReduce to do what it does best, process data.
With YARN, you can now run multiple applications in
Hadoop, all sharing a common resource management. As of
September, 2014, YARN manages only CPU (number
of cores) and memory, but management of other resources such
as disk, network and GPU is planned for the future.

Beyond HDFS, YARN, and MapReduce, the entire Apache
Hadoop "platform" is now commonly considered to consist of
a number of related projects as well –Apache Pig, Apache
Hive, Apache HBase, Apache Spark, and others.

For the end-users, though MapReduce Java code is common,
any programming language can be used with "Hadoop
Streaming" to implement the "map" and "reduce" parts of the
user's program. Apache Pig, Apache Hive, Apache
Spark among other related projects expose higher level user
interfaces like Pig Latin and a SQL variant respectively. The
Hadoop framework itself is mostly written in
the Java programming language, with some native code
in C and command line utilities written as shell-scripts.

Apache Hadoop is a registered trademark of the Apache
Software Foundation.

X. HADOOP CHARACTERSTICS

Fig.2  Major characteristics of Hadoop

XI. ARCHITECTURE OF HADOOP

Hadoop consists of the Hadoop Common package, which
provides filesystem and OS level abstractions, a MapReduce
engine (either MapReduce/MR1 or YARN/MR2) and
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The Hadoop
Common package contains the necessary Java ARchive
(JAR) files and scripts needed to start Hadoop. The package
also provides source code, documentation, and a contribution
section that includes projects from the Hadoop Community.

For effective scheduling of work, every Hadoop-compatible
file system should provide location awareness: the name of the
rack (more precisely, of the network switch) where a worker
node is. Hadoop applications can use this information to run

work on the node where the data is, and, failing that, on the
same rack/switch, reducing backbone traffic. HDFS uses this
method when replicating data to try to keep different copies of
the data on different racks. The goal is to reduce the impact of
a rack power outage or switch failure, so that even if these
events occur, the data may still be readable.

A small Hadoop cluster includes a single master and multiple
worker nodes. The master node consists of a JobTracker,
TaskTracker, NameNode and DataNode. A slave or worker
node acts as both a DataNode and TaskTracker, though it is
possible to have data-only worker nodes and compute-only
worker nodes. These are normally used only in nonstandard
applications. Hadoop requires Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) 1.6 or higher. The standard startup and shutdown scripts
require that Secure Shell (ssh) be set up between nodes in the
cluster.

In a larger cluster, the HDFS is managed through a dedicated
NameNode server to host the file system index, and a
secondary NameNode that can generate snapshots of the
namenode's memory structures, thus preventing file-system
corruption and reducing loss of data. Similarly, a standalone
JobTracker server can manage job scheduling. In clusters
where the Hadoop MapReduce engine is deployed against an
alternate file system, the NameNode, secondary NameNode,
and DataNode architecture of HDFS are replaced by the file-
system-specific equivalents.

Hadoop distributed file system

The Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) is a distributed,
scalable, and portable file-system written in Java for the
Hadoop framework. A Hadoop cluster has nominally a single
namenode plus a cluster of datanodes,
although redundancy options are available for the namenode
due to its criticality. Each datanode serves up blocks of data
over the network using a block protocol specific to HDFS. The
file system uses TCP/IP sockets for communication. Clients
use remote procedure call (RPC) to communicate between each
other.

HDFS stores large files (typically in the range of gigabytes to
terabytes) across multiple machines. It achieves reliability
by replicating the data across multiple hosts, and hence
theoretically does not require RAID storage on hosts (but to
increase I/O performance some RAID configurations are still
useful). With the default replication value, 3, data is stored on
three nodes: two on the same rack, and one on a different rack.
Data nodes can talk to each other to rebalance data, to move
copies around, and to keep the replication of data high. HDFS
is not fully POSIX-compliant, because the requirements for a
POSIX file-system differ from the target goals for a Hadoop
application. The tradeoff of not having a fully POSIX-
compliant file-system is increased performance for
data throughput and support for non-POSIX operations such as
Append.

HDFS added the high-availability capabilities, as announced
for release 2.0 in May 2012, letting the main metadata server
(the NameNode) fail over manually to a backup. The project
has also started developing automatic fail-over.

The HDFS file system includes a so-called secondary
namenode, a misleading name that some might incorrectly
interpreted as a backup namenode for when the primary
namenode goes offline. In fact, the secondary namenode
regularly connects with the primary namenode and builds
snapshots of the primary namenode's directory information,
which the system then saves to local or remote directories.
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These checkpointed images can be used to restart a failed
primary namenode without having to replay the entire journal
of file-system actions, then to edit the log to create an up-to-
date directory structure. Because the namenode is the single
point for storage and management of metadata, it can become a
bottleneck for supporting a huge number of files, especially a
large number of small files. HDFS Federation, a new addition,
aims to tackle this problem to a certain extent by allowing
multiple namespaces served by separate namenodes.

An advantage of using HDFS is data awareness between the
job tracker and task tracker. The job tracker schedules map or
reduce jobs to task trackers with an awareness of the data
location. For example: if node A contains data (x,y,z) and node
B contains data (a,b,c), the job tracker schedules node B to
perform map or reduce tasks on (a,b,c) and node A would be
scheduled to perform map or reduce tasks on (x,y,z). This
reduces the amount of traffic that goes over the network and
prevents unnecessary data transfer. When Hadoop is used with
other file systems, this advantage is not always available. This
can have a significant impact on job-completion times, which
has been demonstrated when running data-intensive jobs.

HDFS was designed for mostly immutable files and may not
be suitable for systems requiring concurrent write-operations.

HDFS can be mounted directly with a Filesystem in
Userspace (FUSE) virtual file system on Linux and some
other Unix systems.

File access can be achieved through the native Java API,
the Thrift API to generate a client in the language of the users'
choosing (C++, Java, Python, PHP, Ruby, Erlang, Perl,
Haskell, C#, Cocoa, Smalltalk, and OCaml), the command-line
interface, browsed through the HDFS-UI webapp over HTTP,
or via 3rd-party network client libraries.

JobTracker and TaskTracker: the MapReduce engine

Above the file systems comes the MapReduce engine, which
consists of one JobTracker, to which client applications submit
MapReduce jobs. The JobTracker pushes work out to
available TaskTracker nodes in the cluster, striving to keep the
work as close to the data as possible. With a rack-aware file
system, the JobTracker knows which node contains the data,
and which other machines are nearby. If the work cannot be
hosted on the actual node where the data resides, priority is
given to nodes in the same rack. This reduces network traffic
on the main backbone network. If a TaskTracker fails or times
out, that part of the job is rescheduled. The TaskTracker on
each node spawns off a separate Java Virtual Machine process
to prevent the TaskTracker itself from failing if the running job
crashes the JVM. A heartbeat is sent from the TaskTracker to
the JobTracker every few minutes to check its status. The Job
Tracker and TaskTracker status and information is exposed
by Jetty and can be viewed from a web browser.

If the JobTracker failed on Hadoop 0.20 or earlier, all ongoing
work was lost. Hadoop version 0.21 added some checkpointing
to this process; the JobTracker records what it is up to in the
file system. When a JobTracker starts up, it looks for any such
data, so that it can restart work from where it left off.

Known limitations of this approach are:

 The allocation of work to TaskTrackers is very simple.
Every TaskTracker has a number of available slots (such
as "4 slots"). Every active map or reduce task takes up
one slot. The Job Tracker allocates work to the tracker

nearest to the data with an available slot. There is no
consideration of the current system loadof the allocated
machine, and hence its actual availability.

 If one TaskTracker is very slow, it can delay the entire
MapReduce job – especially towards the end of a job,
where everything can end up waiting for the slowest
task. With speculative execution enabled, however, a
single task can be executed on multiple slave nodes.

Scheduling

By default Hadoop uses FIFO, and optionally 5 scheduling
priorities to schedule jobs from a work queue. In version 0.19
the job scheduler was refactored out of the JobTracker, while
adding the ability to use an alternate scheduler (such as
the Fair scheduler or the Capacity scheduler, described next).

FAIR SCHEDULER

The fair scheduler was developed by Facebook. The goal of the
fair scheduler is to provide fast response times for small jobs
and QoS for production jobs. The fair scheduler has three basic
concepts.

1. Jobs are grouped into pools.

2. Each pool is assigned a guaranteed minimum share.

3. Excess capacity is split between jobs.

By default, jobs that are uncategorized go into a default pool.
Pools have to specify the minimum number of map slots,
reduce slots, and a limit on the number of running jobs.

CAPACITY SCHEDULER

The capacity scheduler was developed by Yahoo. The capacity
scheduler supports several features that are similar to the fair
scheduler.

 Jobs are submitted into queues.

 Queues are allocated a fraction of the total resource
capacity.

 Free resources are allocated to queues beyond their total
capacity.

 Within a queue a job with a high level of priority has
access to the queue's resources.

There is no preemption once a job is running.

Fig.3 Architecture of Hadoop

XII. APPLICATIONS OF HADOOP

As of October 2009, commercial applications of
Hadoop included:
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 Log and/or clickstream analysis of various kinds

 Marketing analytics

 Machine learning and/or sophisticated data mining

 Image processing

 Processing of XML messages

 Web crawling and/or text processing

 General archiving, including of relational/tabular data,
e.g. for compliance

XIII. PROMINENT USERS

Yahoo!

On February 19, 2008, Yahoo! Inc. launched what it claimed
was the world's largest Hadoop production application. The
Yahoo! Search Webmap is a Hadoop application that runs on a
more than 10,000 core Linux cluster and produces data that
was used in every Yahoo! web search query.[4]

XIV. COMPARISONS OF HADOOP WITH LEGACY
TECHNOLOGIES

XV. CONCLUSIONS

 It reduces traffic on capture, storage, search, sharing, analysis
and visualization.

 A huge amout of data could be stored and large computations
could be done in a single compound wth full safety and
security at cheap cost.

 BIG DATA and BIG DATA- SOLUTIONS is one of the
buring issues in the present IT Industry so, work on those will
surely make you more useful to that.
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